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1.1 Motivation
N describe the relations between objects. With networks we can modelcomplex physical and non-physical phenomena that occur in the world around
us (see Figures ., .). Some examples of non-physical networks are financial
networks where money is transferred (relation) between bank accounts (objects);
e-mail networks where e-mails are sent (relation) between e-mail accounts (objects);
and online social-networks with friendships between persons. Some examples of
physical networks are transportation networks where goods are transported between
companies; (tele-)communication between persons; migration of people between cities;
airplanes flying between airports, et cetera.
In a business or engineering seing, the task of an analyst is oen to improve or optimize
networks or the underlying processes. In order to improve the underlying structure
or procedures supported by the network we first need to understand the network.
Understanding can be achieved by building knowledge via the gathering of insights. If
we do not know what we are looking for — and oen we do not know this in advance —
insights can be obtained from (visual) exploration of the network. However, in general
these networks are large, in the order of hundreds to thousands of relations between
hundreds of thousands of objects. is makes exploration a real challenge, and finding a
visual representation for large networks with suitable interaction techniques that enable
exploration is a non-trivial task.
1.1.1 Multivariate Networks
Networks oen contain more information than just the objects and the relations
between them, which further increases complexity. We call such a network a multi-
variate network: besides the topological structure of the network, multivariate data
aributes on the objects and relations are available. For example, in case of a
company e-mail network we know data aributes of the persons (objects) involved,
like age, gender, and current job title. We also have more information about the
e-mails (relations) such as time-sent, subject, header-information, and body-text. e
exploration and analysis of large multivariate networks is still a challenge. Current
methods are focused on either the structural aspects of the multivariate network, or the
Figure 1.1: Network model with different elements: objects (nodes) and relations (edges) visually
represented by circles and arrows between them.
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multidimensional data associated with the objects and relations. However, we believe
the greatest insights are gained from simultaneous exploration, as the two might be
correlated or influence each other. For example, we could study who is e-mailing to
whom (structure) or whether females or males are communicating more (multivariate
data), but we might be more interested in whether females are communicating more
with females or more with males, between which departments most communication
takes place and what the distribution is over time (both structure and multivariate data).
For this we need to be able to inspect the aributes in context of the underlying network
topology and vice versa.
1.1.2 Dynamic Networks
In general, networks are rarely static; they are dynamic, meaning that the structure
and/or associated multivariate data change over time. All networks mentioned in the
previous paragraphs are examples of dynamic networks. Understanding the evolution
of dynamic networks is a challenge. Next to the structural properties of the network,
such as communities and motifs, we are interested in temporal properties and paerns
such as trends, periodicity, temporal shis, and anomalies. Time could simply be an
additional aribute in the multivariate network. However, time is perceived differently
and visualizations could benefit from methods that exploit this.
Also, typical insights to be gained are the discovery of states in the dynamic network that
characterize the evolution of the network. e identification of stable states, recurring
states, outlier states, and the transitions between these states helps in understanding the
network. For example, the network can change gradually from one state to another, it
could alternate between multiple states, or it might not be stable at all. An approach for
the identification of states, temporal paerns, and obtaining insights in the evolution of
the network in general is needed.
Figure 1.2: Real-world dynamic multivariate networks: a) e-mail messages that are sent between
persons; b) financial transactions between bank accounts; c) airplanes flying between
airports; and d) the migration of people between cities. All these networks evolve over
time and have associated multivariate aributes.
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1.1.3 Interactive Visual Analytics
One method that enables the exploration of large dynamic multivariate networks as
described above is by computing metrics using techniques from statistics and data
mining. Some example metrics that describe the network are the number of nodes
and edges, network density, and degree distribution. Such measures provide high-
level summaries of the network. However, we believe that purely automatic methods,
such as these, fall short due to aggregation of results, lack of user steering with
domain knowledge, and loss of context. Furthermore, automatic methods are oen
highly focused and designed for one specific task that is to detect the expected, not
allowing for exploration to discover unexpected paerns []. Similarly, purely
visual methods fall short due to scalability issues; in general networks are large and
screen space is limited. is can partially be overcome by interaction techniques such
as zoom, pan and filtering of the data. However, this leaves less apparent, more
complex paerns in the data hidden. erefore this dissertation focuses on developing
interactive visualizations following a visual analytics [] approach: a tight integration
of visualization, interaction and algorithmic support that leverages the benefits of the
individual parts, i.e., “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts”.
1.2 Objective
e main research question addressed in this dissertation is as follows:
.“ How to enable people to obtain insight in dynamicmultivariate networks using a combination of automatedand interactive visual methods? . ”Networks do not necessarily have to be both dynamic and multivariate, and we aim to
provide tools and techniques to deal with both, hence we present individual and com-
posite solutions. In combination, these solutions provide guidelines, recommendations,
and techniques that enable network exploration and analysis while also being applicable
in isolation.
To answer the research question an experimental approach is applied in this dissertation.
For each topic of interest the solution is implemented in an application prototype, which
is iteratively enhanced and improved.
Interaction is an underestimated element of information visualization that empowers
the interplay between the visualization and the user, hence, this plays a key role in
all our methods and prototypes. In addition, we do not restrict ourselves to just one
application area, but we aim at generic applicability of the developed techniques to
support a broad range of areas; many real-world phenomena can be approached as a
dynamic multivariate network problem. Furthermore, during the design of all methods,
techniques and tools we bear in mind scalability, intuitiveness, and usability: “ink as
a user, act as a user, be a user” – Van Wijk [].
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Interactive Visualization
Figure 1.3: Overview of the chapter contributions to the research question. Each chapter addresses a
combination of Multivariate, Dynamic, and Network aspects, while all contributions have
Interactive Visualization as the key element. Chapter  focuses less on networks because
the developed interaction technique can be applied to general multivariate data, including
networks. Chapter  presents a practical implementation of visual analytics for massive
mobile phone data and serves as an introduction and example of dynamic multivariate
networks.
1.3 Outline Contributions
e title of this dissertation contains the following keywords: interaction, visualization,
dynamic, multivariate, and network. Figure . provides an overview how each keyword
is addressed by the chapters. e remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter  provides an overview of interactive visualization techniques for network
exploration and analysis. Next to static networks, techniques for multivariate, dynamic
and the combinations thereof are discussed. Limitations of current methods and open
problems are identified.
Chapters  to  contain the main contributions of this dissertation. Chapters  and 
present new interaction techniques for multivariate data and multivariate network
exploration and presentation. Chapter  presents a practical big data visual analytics
solution for a real-world dynamic network dataset and serves as an illustration of the
challenges involved with dynamic multivariate network visualization and exploration.
Chapters  and  present novel visualization and interaction methods for the exploration
of dynamic networks.
e key contributions of this dissertation are:
. In Chapter  we present a novel visual exploration method based on small
multiples and large singles for effective and efficient data analysis. Users
are enabled to explore the state space by offering multiple alternatives from
the current state and can then select the alternative of choice and continue
the analysis. Furthermore, the intermediate steps in the exploration process
are preserved and can be revisited and adapted using an intuitive navigation
mechanism based on the well-known undo-redo stack and filmstrip metaphor. In
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this chapter the effectiveness of the exploration method is tested using a formal
user study comparing four different interaction methods.
. Chapter  focuses on the non-expert user and proposes a novel solution for
multivariate network exploration and analysis that tightly couples structural and
multivariate analysis. In short, we go from Detail to Overview via Selections
and Aggregations (): users are enabled to gain insights through the creation
of selections of interest, and producing high-level, infographic-style overviews
simultaneously.
. We present a system for the exploration and analysis of massive mobile phone
data in Chapter . First we identify user tasks and develop a system following
a visual analytics approach by tightly integrating visualization, interaction and
algorithmic support. e system is evaluated by exploring a massive mobile phone
dataset containing . billion calls and  exchanges between around  million
users located in Ivory Coast over a period of  months. is chapter serves as
an introduction to the challenges involved in working with large scale dynamic
(multivariate) networks.
. In Chapter  we present a technique that extends the Massive Sequence View ()
for the analysis of temporal and structural aspects of dynamic networks. Using
features in the data as well as Gestalt principles in the visualization such as closure,
proximity, and similarity, we developed node reordering strategies for the 
to make these features stand out that can optionally take the hierarchical node
structure into account. is enables users to find temporal properties such as
trends, counter trends, periodicity, temporal shis, and anomalies in the network
as well as structural properties such as communities and stars. We introduce the
circular  that further reduces visual cluer. In addition, the (circular)  is
extended to also convey time-series data associated with the nodes. is enables
users to analyze complex correlations between edge occurrence and node aribute
changes.
. As a final contribution of this dissertation we propose a visual analytics approach
for the exploration and analysis of dynamic networks in Chapter . We consider
snapshots of the network as points in high-dimensional space and project these
to two dimensions for visualization and interaction using two juxtaposed views:
one for showing a snapshot and one for showing the evolution of the network.
With this approach users are enabled to detect stable states, recurring states,
outlier topologies, and gain knowledge about the transitions between states and
the network evolution in general.
Finally, Chapter  concludes the dissertation by providing an overview and discussion
of the results, presents a reflection by extracting general lessons learned, and closes with
directions for future work.
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2.1 Introduction
I the previous chapter the motivation and research question of this dissertationare presented. In this chapter we provide a background to place our work into
context. First, we introduce the field of visualization and more specifically, the fields
of information visualization and visual analytics. Furthermore, we discuss networks and
the components involved. We provide an overview of network visualization. Moreover,
we extend the current state-of-the-art taxonomy and refine it further by also taking
multivariate data into account. Related work specific to the methods and techniques
presented in the following chapters is discussed in the chapters themselves.
2.2 Visualization
Visualization concerns the transformation of data into images using graphical elements,
which enables users to observe, explore, and interact with their data for visual knowledge
discovery. Card et al. [] define visualization as
.“ the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual represen-tations of data to amplify cognition. . ”Visualization is based on human visual perception. With visualization we exploit
the paern recognition capabilities of the human visual system. Our eyes act as a
very high-bandwidth channel to the brain where a large portion is dedicated to visual
processing. e visual information processing occurs for a large portion in parallel at
the preconscious level [, ]. With rapid parallel processing of the environment
by extraction of features, orientation, color, texture, and movement paerns, we are
able to effortlessly detect and recognize objects within milliseconds. is mechanism,
the detection of objects and relationships without cognitive inference, is known as pre-
aentiveness [].
If we know exactly what we are looking for in our data, and we know all the questions
to be asked in advance, then we do not need visualization. We can just use some
automatic method, e.g., a complex algorithm or a simple computation to provide the
answer. However, most of the time we do not know what we are looking for in our data
and we do not know all the questions to be answered. We need a means to explore the
data and form hypotheses to be tested. For this purpose, visualization is a powerful
technique; we enable exploration by showing the data and providing the user with
controls for navigation.
e visualization process, as described by Card, MacKinlay, and Shneiderman [] (see
Figure .), consists of a number of components that support visual sense making. First,
the collected raw data is transformed into derived (reduced, aggregated, filtered) data
that is easier to manipulate and comprehend. Next, a visual mapping is defined that
creates visual structures for the data. Aer mappings are defined, a view transformation
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Data Tables Visual Structures Views
Data Visual Form
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Raw Data
Figure 2.1: Reference model for visualization by Card et al. []. Visualization can be described as
the mapping of raw data to visual form using graphical elements. User interaction enables
navigation and visual knowledge discovery.
provides a perspective on the data that is presented to the user with an image. en,
the perceptual and cognitive capabilities of the user enable them to interpret the image
and build knowledge, gather insights, and form hypotheses about the data. Interaction
plays a key role in the exploration of data. Users are enabled to iteratively interact with
each step of the visualization process to navigate through the data to understand the
complex paerns involved and to focus on what is most relevant.
2.3 Information Visualization
Multiple definitions for information visualization have been proposed [, , , ,
, , , ]. In summary, information visualization, as opposed to scientific
visualization, is the art of creating interactive visualizations for non-physical, abstract
data. Abstract data has no inherent spatial mapping, typical examples are multivariate
data (tables), networks (graphs), hierarchies (trees), and time-series data.
At the core, information visualization consists of two components: representation and
interaction. Many design models and interaction techniques have been proposed for the
creation of effective interactive visualizations. Below we briefly discuss a selection of
the most important methods and techniques:
• Information Seeking Mantra [] – overview first, zoom and filter, details-on-
demand. First, users should be provided with an overview of the data. is
overview gives an impression of global paerns and outliers. Next, users should
be enabled to zoom in and filter the data to see more detailed paerns. Finally,
exact values of (individual) items should be shown on demand. All components
need to be supported with simple intuitive interaction methods and transitions
between them should be smooth. A variation on the information seeking mantra,
applied to the domain of networks, is discussed by Van Ham and Perer []:
search, show context, expand on demand. ey advocate that a network overview
is not always the best start for exploration, hence first users search for a node of
interest. ey should next be enabled to analyse this node in context and continue
the exploration by expanding on demand. Both variations are valid and depending
on context different techniques are preferred.
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• Direct Manipulation [] – direct manipulation states that users should be
enabled to directly manipulate (select, highlight, move) visual items in a scene.
Direct manipulation is both intuitive and encourages data exploration with
interaction. Direct manipulation is supported by good design of visual affor-
dances []. Affordances are the perceived properties of a (visual) item that
determines how it can be used. is can be supported by the use of familiar
metaphors in the visualization design.
• Dynamic erying [] – instead of traditional querying from a database by
using a special purpose query language, users should be enabled to query visually,
using direct manipulation on graphical interface elements such as sliders, scented
widgets [], and selection boxes, upon which results are shown instantaneously.
• Multiple Coordinated Views [] – users can be provided with multiple views that
each have a different viewpoint on the data, to enable users to observe complex
relations that would otherwise be hidden. Combined with linking and brushing
the finding of relationships is further improved and simplified.
• Linking and Brushing [, ] – corresponding items that are highlighted or
selected in one view, are also highlighted or selected in all other views. is over-
comes the shortcomings of a single visualization and provides more information
than exploring the visualizations in isolation.
• Focus + Context [] – selected items of interest are presented in detail with an
according higher-level overview that provides insight and places the items in
context for beer relational understanding.
• Overview +Detail [] – related tomultiple coordinated views and focus and context,
at least two views are simultaneously presented to users; one with a detailed
view of items of interest and the other visualizing the entire visualization space
showing less detail.
• Zoom and Pan – users should be enabled to use zoom and pan techniques. With
zooming and panning operations, the visible viewport of the visualized data
is geometrically transformed (zoom – scaled or pan – repositioned) while the
data and visualization remain unchanged. Zooming and panning overcomes the
limitation of visualization resolution and color depth.
• Semantic Zoom [] – semantic zoom, in addition to geometric zoom, states that
upon zooming-in, gradually more detailed information of the items involved is
shown in the visualization.
All these visualization design and interaction techniques are utilized in the developed
prototypes presented in the following chapters. Chapter  concludes by introducing
several other visualization design and interaction techniques that are derived from our
own experience during the development of the tools and techniques presented in this
dissertation.
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Figure 2.2: e visual analytics process by Keim et al. []. Visual data exploration and automated
data analysis are combined through interaction with the data, visualization, and models,
to obtain knowledge.
2.4 Visual Analytics
e field of visual analytics is an extension of information visualization. Where
information visualization is mainly focusing on representation and interaction, visual
analytics is a multi-disciplinary field of research that supports users in the analytical
sense making process. omas and Cook [] defined the field as, “visual analytics
is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces”. A more
elaborate definition is given by Keim et al. []:
.“ visual analytics combines automated analysis techniqueswith interactive visualizations for an effective understand-ing, reasoning and decisionmaking on the basis of very largeand complex datasets. . ”Visual analytics combines methods from the fields of information visualization, statis-
tics, data mining, machine learning, cognitive psychology, perception, knowledge and
data management, and human factors. Visual analytics focuses on the integration of
human decision making and automated data analysis methods to support a collaborative
decision-making process. e main idea is to combine the strengths of human sense-
making and automatic data analysis. Using visualization and interaction the semi-
automatic analytical process is steered with a human in the loop approach.
e visual analytics process, shown in Figure ., is more involved compared to the
information visualization process (see Figure .). Next to data filtering and mapping,
also automated data analysis methods from data mining are utilized to build, refine, and
visualize models. Combined, the visual data exploration and automated data analysis
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Figure 2.3: Node-link diagram (le) and corresponding visual adjacency matrix (right). Link weights
can be encoded with different visual variables such as width in the node-link diagram and
grayscale color in the visual adjacency matrix.
enable iterative knowledge building. e information seeking mantra is adapted
accordingly by Keim et al. []: “analyze first; show the important; zoom, filter and
analyze further; and details-on-demand”. is extension indicates that, in contrast to the
information seeking mantra, it is not sufficient to just retrieve and visualize data; rather,
it is necessary to first analyse the data according to items of interest, showing only the
most relevant aspects. Next, the data is interactively analyzed further showing details
on demand.
2.5 Network Visualization
Static networks are typically visualized using a node-link diagram (see Figure .). In a
node-link diagram a node is visualized using a dot, point, or other representative glyph
such as a circle or rectangle. Links of the network are visualized by drawing straight or
curved lines between nodes that have a relation. Oen, arrow heads are used to show
the directionality of the relation. e greatest advantage of a node-link diagram is its
intuitive representation, which is easy to understand by non-expert users.
e geometrical position of the nodes and links in the network is defined as the
layout or embedding. Computing a two dimensional embedding of the network is an
important area of research in the field of graph drawing []. Many algorithms have
been developed, an important class are the force-directed layout algorithms []. Some
examples of force-directed layout algorithms are Fruchterman-Reingold [], Kamada-
Kawai [], and LinLog []. ese methods are typically based on a simulation of
a physics model consisting of aracting and repelling forces; nodes repel each other
and are simultaneously aracted if a link exists between them, acting as a spring. e
position of the nodes is iteratively updated based on the forces applied to them and
eventually converges to a (near) stable node configuration.
e performance of standard force-directed methods does not scale well to large
networks due to the significant amount of conflicting forces. As a consequence, the
algorithm needs a large number of iterations to converge to a stable state. A solution
to this are multi-scale methods [, , ], that start by laying out a small coarse
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Figure 2.4: Force-directed layout applied to a moderate size network that consists of  nodes and
 edges. Nodes are rendered using dots and links are visualized using arrows. In
addition, the links are routed using a force-directed edge bundling algorithm [] to
improve readability. e resulting visualization resembles a hairball. Image produced
using Cytoscape [].
representation of the network and gradually layout finer, more precise, representations
of the network until the entire graph is processed. ese multi-scale approaches scale
beer compared to the force-directed algorithms while providing similar results.
In general, network layouts are computed such that readability and aesthetic criteria [],
are maximized. Some examples of criteria are: ) all edges should be of similar length,
) the number of crossing edges should be minimized, ) nodes should not overlap
with each other, ) high-degree nodes should have a central position, ) symmetry
should be maximized, and ) communities should be clearly visible. ese criteria are
oen conflicting and this results in NP-hard optimization problems. erefore, many
algorithms are based on heuristics. We further elaborate on this in Chapter , where
heuristic methods are presented that improve the visual recognition of temporal and
structural paerns in a dynamic network.
e most prominent problem with node-link diagrams other than computational scala-
bility is visual scalability. When the number of nodes and edges is large, in the order of
thousands or bigger, finding a suitable configuration is difficult due to the small-world
property [] of most real-world networks. In a small-world network the average path
length is low in comparison with an equivalent size random network. Also, in a small-
world network the connectivity among nodes is high. Because of these properties, the
resulting network visualization typically resembles a hairball from which no insights
can be extracted due to visual cluer and heavy overdraw (see Figure .).
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Figure 2.5: NodeTrix []: a hybrid node-link and matrix network representation.
A more visually scalable solution is the visual adjacency matrix, e.g., the Matrix Zoom
approach by Abello and Van Ham [], or the interactive large-scale graph visualization
by Elmqvist et al. []. With this technique the network is visualized using a direct
visual representation of the adjacency matrix. Nodes in the network are mapped to
rows and columns in the matrix M (see Figure .). A cell Mi;j in the (visual) matrix
depicts the existence of edge i ! j in the network using a visual variable such as
color. Next to visual scalability, the visual adjacency matrix does not suffer from crossing
edges and maximizes edge visibility. e matrix representation outperforms node-link
diagrams on most user tasks []. However, a drawback of the visual adjacency matrix
is the difficult identification and challenging interpretation of structural properties of
the network (e.g., communities, paths, and motifs []). e ability to identify and
recognize network topology depends on a non-trivial ordering of the nodes []. A
combination of node-link diagrams and visual adjacency matrices, trying to leverage the
advantages of both with a dual representation system, is proposed by Henry and Fekete
in the MatrixExplorer []. A hybrid node-link matrix representation is explored in
the NodeTrix technique [], see Figure .. For sparse networks, where the number
of nodes is relatively large compared to the number of edges, the matrix representation
leaves a lot of space unused, this effect is already visible in the example of Figure .. e
fraction of unused space generally increases as the number of nodes grows. Solutions
to this are folding [] and compression [] of the matrix.
A variation on the visual adjacency matrix is the visual adjacency list []. With this
technique nodes are layed out in a vertical column. Next, for each node a horizontal row
is used to depict incoming and outgoing edges. Edges that are incoming are positioned
before this column and outgoing edges are shown on the right side of the node. By using
the horizontal space for time, also dynamic networks can be visualized.
Another visual scalable solution is hierarchical edge bundling by Holten []. Nodes
are positioned on a circle and the network node hierarchy is exploited to bundle edges.
is prevents cluer and shows both global and local communication paerns. is
technique needs additional static hierarchical node data. A variation that does not need
the hierarchical information, based on a force-directed model, is presented by Holten
and Van Wijk []. Multivariate networks with an additional static node hierarchy are
compound networks.
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Figure 2.6: Multivariate network visualization and exploration enabled with GraphDice [],
PivotGraphs [], and Semantic Substrates [].
2.5.1 Multivariate Network Visualization
Multivariate data associated with the nodes and links of the network is commonly
depicted using visual variables in a standard network visualization. Examples of visual
variables are color, size, shape, thickness, and texture of both the nodes and links,
e.g., [, , , , , ]. Next to visual variables, glyph representations of both
nodes and links are used to convey multivariate data [].
In case the network is visualized using a node-link diagram, the multivariate data can be
used to compute an aribute-based embedding, e.g., [, , , ]. With an aribute-
based layout the position of the nodes provides insight in the associated multivariate
data. A disadvantage with this method is the reduced readability of structural properties
of the network. Taking this concept further, multivariate data can also be used to directly
position nodes in a scaerplot, and drawing the links of the network on top of the nodes
in the scaerplot. An example of this is the GraphDice system by Bezerianos et al. [].
Aggregated scaerplots enable a higher-level exploration of the multivariate data as
in PivotGraphs []. With this technique, network topology is not preserved due
to aggregation. Instead of scaerplots, groups can be defined for the multivariate
data values, as in the Semantic Substrates techniques by Shneiderman and Aris [].
e groups are non-overlapping and contain nodes according to the data values. e
layout of the nodes within the groups is flexible and can be set directly to aribute
values or computed with a force-directed algorithm. Again, edges are superimposed
within and between the regions. is reveals both structural and multivariate data
paerns. Representative visualizations by the GraphDice, PivotGraph, and Semantic
Substrates techniques are shown in Figure .. Stolper et al. [] define graph-
level operations to simplify the challenge of building such multi-technique network
visualization applications.
Finally, a general technique is to use familiar charts such as a scaerplot, bar-chart,
histogram, or a treemap to depict the multivariate data. is can be used in a multiple
coordinate view seing with (at least) two juxtaposed views; one view providing insight
in the network structure and a linked view showing the associated multivariate data.
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Timeline
Figure 2.7: GraphDiaries by Bach et al. []: a system implementing animated staged transitions of
node-link diagrams with timeline and controls, for the exploration of dynamic networks.
2.5.2 Dynamic Network Visualization
For dynamic network visualization typically the evolving structure of the network is of
interest: understanding how nodes and edges are added and removed to get insight
in the underlying dynamics. In addition, the multivariate data associated with the
nodes and links can also evolve over time, so called time-series data. In the literature
different terms exist to describe the same concept: time-varying network, time-stamped
network, longitudinal network, evolving network, and temporal network. Furthermore,
the term network is oen interchanged with the more technical term graph. In this
dissertation we will refer to the concept described above as dynamic network. ere
are three main approaches for the exploration and visualization of dynamic networks:
animation, e.g., [, , ], small multiples [, ], e.g., [, , ] and integrated
approaches, e.g., [, , ].
Animation For each timestep of the dynamic network a layout is computed that is used
for animation. e series of layouts are next sequentially shown and played like a movie.
In this animation, nodes and edges appear, disappear, and change position. In addition,
visual variables of the nodes and edges may vary. To enhance exploration, users can
generally pause, replay, and skip to parts of the animation using a timeline control [,
], see Figure . for an example by Bach et al.
If a node-link diagram is used for the animation, e.g., [, , , , , ], it is
generally deemed important to keep the variation of the layouts over time as small
as possible. As an example, Federico et al. [] show how changes can be minimized
in a visual analytics approach for dynamic social networks. A stable network layout
during the animation keeps the cognitive load of users at a minimum and is known in
the literature as preservation of the mental map. Preservation of the mental map can
be achieved by computing constrained node layouts for new timesteps. A constraint is
for example to anchor nodes to the position in the previous timestep [, , , ].
Despite the research in this area, the claimed positive effect of preserving the mental
map is not proven. In user studies, no positive effect is confirmed [, , ], rather
a good individual layout seems to provide beer results.
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Small Multiples 2.5D approach Matrix cube
Figure 2.8: (le) Small multiples of a dynamic network with a grid layout as used in a study by
Boyandin et al. []. (middle) .D approach by Federico et al. []: stacking timesteps
with node-link diagrams. (right) Stacking visual adjacency matrices with the matrix cube
technique by Bach et al. [].
Animation is not only combined with node-link diagrams but also with visual adjacency
matrices in AniMatrix by Rufiange and Melançon [].
Animation has drawbacks: users need to focus on many moving or changing items
simultaneously and need to keep track of (multiple) changes over longer time periods.
Also, change blindness plays a role in dynamic network animation []. Change
blindness is a phenomenon in human visual perception that occurs when people do
not notice changes in a scene when they are focusing on one item or area []. is
might also occur when the change is abrupt, hence hard to recognize. In addition, it
occurs if the change is smooth but the context of the visualization is lost or is (shortly)
blanked out. e small multiples technique, introduced in the next section, overcomes
some of these perceptual and cognitive issues, but also introduces problems of its own.
Small Multiples Similar to the animation technique, the small multiples technique is
independent of the visualization method that is used. In the small multiple technique
the different timesteps are shown as juxtaposed visualizations using a filmstrip or grid
layout. For each timestep a node-link layout or other visual representation of the
network is computed. An example small multiple seing is shown in Figure .(le).
For small multiples we need to decide on the number of multiples to display in the
visualization. If many multiples are used, the visualization space for each individual
timestep is limited. is reduces the readability and the multiples might be far apart
from each other, which hampers the ability to relate and compare them for the discovery
of paerns. A solution to this when small multiples are used interactively, is the use of
large singles for detailed inspection (see Chapter ).
Instead of positioning the small multiples using a grid layout or arranging them linearly,
several techniques stack the multiples on top of each other using two-and-a-half or three
dimensional drawing techniques. ey can be stacked vertically, as a stack of sheets,
or horizontally, resembling standing books. For beer association between the layers,
corresponding nodes of sequential timesteps can be connected with lines, e.g., [, , ,
, , ]. e metaphor used here is that of a flipbook and the visualization is intuitive
for non-expert users. e major concern however, is scalability in terms of timesteps.
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While these techniques work for about five timesteps, visualizing more timesteps needs
sophisticated interaction techniques. Also, the visual adjacency matrix is extended to a
stacked variant in the matrix cube approach by Bach et al. []. Figure . shows a .D
approach by Federico et al. [] and the matrix cube technique by Bach et al. [].
Integrated approaches e animation and small multiple techniques both make use of
the network at different timesteps. Another approach is to provide a static overview of
the entire time span of the network in one visualization. In such an overview individual
nodes and edges can be shown or they can be aggregated using time-intervals or by
constructing a super-graph. A super-graph is an overview representation of the dynamic
network constructed by aggregating all timesteps. Each edge is assigned a weight
according to the number of appearances in each of the individual timesteps. is super-
graph can be used to guide transitions in the animation of node-link diagrams, e.g., [].
A visual matrix can be used to convey the dynamics of the network with intra-cell [,
, , ] or layered [, ] techniques. With the intra-cell technique each cell of
the visual adjacency matrix contains a glyph that conveys the evolution of that link. For
the layered technique one dimension of the matrix is used to represent time.
Some visualization examples that provide a static overview of the entire timespan
of the network are the Massive Sequence View (see Chapter ), Timeline Trees [],
TimeSpiderTrees [], TimeRadarTrees [], Layered TimeRadarTrees [], Parallel
Edge Splaing [], TimeEdgeTrees [], TimeArcTrees [], Alluvial diagrams [],
Radial Layered Matrix Visualization [], and Visual Adjacency Lists []. e
advantage is that a complete overview of the network is presented and global paerns
can directly be identified. Disadvantages are that these specialized visualizations are
oen difficult to interpret, especially for casual users; they are difficult to reproduce;
and generally pose restrictions on the number of timesteps or the network type, e.g.,
acyclic, directional, compound et cetera.
2.6 Dynamic Multivariate Network Model
Dynamic multivariate networks have many different aspects, and their definition is
different depending on the context. Below we describe some additional properties
involved in dynamic network data that are not discussed in previous sections:
• online versus offline: in an online seing the nodes and edges of the dynamic
network are not known beforehand. A consequence is that computing a node-
link layout that preserves the mental map based on the super-graph is not possible.
Furthermore, online is oen linked to a streaming data seing in which nodes and
links are added and removed in real-time. For offline networks, the entire network
evolution is known at the moment of analysis. Offline approaches therefore allow
for beer optimization of the layout, visualization, and enable beer preservation
of the mental map.
• continuous versus discrete: for continuous dynamic networks the nodes and edges
have a real-valued time-stamp, i.e., time is modeled continuously. e edge
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occurrences can therefore be visualized on an infinitely zoomable continuous
timeline. In contrast, time can also be modeled as discrete time steps. Depending
on the model used, or inferred by the data, according visualization designs
should be considered. Transformation from continuous to discrete is possible by
aggregation at the cost of losing information. Transformation from discrete to
continuous does not lose information but may not be appropriate.
• instant versus duration: edge occurrence can be modeled as an instant event, i.e.,
the occurrence has no duration, or as having a start- and end-time. Obviously,
this has implications for the visual design. Modeling edge occurrence as instant
events can also be used as a simplification method.
In addition to these properties, the multivariate data associated with the nodes and edges
can be static or time-varying. Static information on the nodes and edges concerns
properties of the objects such as year of birth and gender in case of persons. is
information can also relate to a hierarchy, such as current job-title within the company.
Time-varying data generally denotes measurements in the form of time-series data.
In this dissertation we touch upon most of the variants discussed above and provide
interaction and visualization techniques for these. For example in Chapter  we discuss
dynamic networks with hierarchical static node information, node time-series data, and
dynamic edge data. Chapter  discusses static multivariate data on both the nodes and
edges. Chapter  also involves hierarchical static node information and dynamic edge
information. Due to the variation of networks discussed we do not provide an overall
dynamic multivariate network model, but define the models that we use separately in
the according chapters. As a constant factor, we assume in all chapters that we are
working in an offline seing; the set of nodes of the network does not change, edges
change over time, and we have complete information for the entire timespan.
2.7 Taxonomy
To position the work discussed in Sections .. and .. and to provide a context for
the work presented in the next chapters, we provide an overview of all work in this area,
starting from the hierarchical taxonomy of dynamic multivariate networks as presented
by Beck et al. [] in a recent state-of-the-art survey paper. New work, not covered
by the survey, is added to the taxonomy. We extend the taxonomy by introducing
a category branch projection on the highest level besides animation and timeline. In
Chapter  we present a method that reduces snapshots of the dynamic network to points
and project these to two dimensions. In addition to this extended taxonomy we provide
an overview to show the involvement of multivariate data by adding another orthogonal
taxonomy.
At the highest level the dynamic network visualization taxonomy is split into animation
and timeline. We extend upon this and add to this the branch projection.
At the next level animation is split into general purpose layout and special purpose layout.
e general purpose layout is again further divided into online, offline, and transition. e
special purpose layout is divided into the categories compound and other.
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e timeline category is split into node-link and matrix. Also here we extend the
taxonomy with a branch adjacency list to position new work by Hlawatsch et al. [].
At the leaf level, by dividing the category node-link, we find the categories juxtaposed,
superimposed, and integrated. e matrix branch is divided into intra-cell and layered.
2.7.1 Explicit Multivariate Data
Since the original taxonomy of dynamic network visualization includes multivariate
data implicitly, no real distinction is made between purely dynamic networks and
dynamic multivariate networks. To beer show this distinction and enable the identifi-
cation of gaps in the literature we make this explicit by adding a second taxonomy and
reconsider all literature. e second taxonomy provides a more precise classification of
current state-of-the-art in dynamic multivariate network visualization.
At the highest level we distinguish between multivariate data and non-multivariate data.
Next, for multivariate data we further divide into static and dynamic. At the lowest level,
both categories are divided into node and edge data association. Typical static node data
is hierarchical information that does not change over time. Static edge data generally
states the type of relation between two nodes, e.g., “is boss o”, “is parent o”, “works at”, et
cetera. Obviously, in the real world such data can be dynamic, and considering these as
static is just used to limit the scope and complexity for given cases. Dynamic node data
is time-series data associated with the nodes. Typically this involves measurements, for
example the balance of a bank account (node) that changes with every transaction (edge).
Dynamic edge data is commonly known as a weighted network. Each edge occurrence
in time has an associated value such as the amount of a financial transaction.
Figure . shows our extended taxonomy based on the original by Beck et al. [] and the
further subdivision in explicit multivariate data associated with the nodes and edges of
the dynamic network visualization. Also, relevant publications are indicated. Outlined
cells contain work presented in this dissertation with the according chapters denoted
inside the cell. e work introduced in Chapter  on Small Multiples and Large Singles
is not directly targeted towards networks, but the techniques are generic and can be
applied to dynamic multivariate networks, hence we included this in the taxonomy.
From the diagram we see that most dynamic multivariate network visualization methods
are based on a timeline approach with node-link visualization combined with a juxta-
posed or integrated technique. Also, animation techniques with a special purpose layout
to visualize compound networks, i.e., dynamic networks with a static hierarchy on the
nodes, are prominent. Predominantly, when matrices are used for the visualization of
dynamic networks only static multivariate node and edge data is taken into account
which is frequently conveyed with intra-cell visual variables.
We do not believe in animation as a suitable technique for the visualization, exploration,
and analysis of large dynamic multivariate networks for reasons given in Section ...
For our own work (see Figure ., outlined blocks) we mainly focused on timeline
based approaches with node-link diagrams as visualization technique. For the node-
link approach we developed methods for all three visualization techniques, juxtaposed
(Chapter  and ), superimposed (Chapter ), and integrated (Chapter ). Furthermore,
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[, ] [, ] [, ] [, , ]
[, , , ] [, ] [, , ] [, , ] [, , , , ]
[, , ] [] [] [] [, , , , ]
[, , , , ]
[, , , , ]
[, ] [, , , ] [, , ] []
[, ] [, ]
[, , , , , ]
[, , , , ]
[, ]
[, ]
[, , ]
[, , ]
[, , , ]
[, , ]
[]
[, , ] [] [] [] [, , , , ]
[, , , , ] [, , ] [, , , ] [, , , ] []
[, , , , ] [, , , ] [, , , ] [, , ] []
[, , ] [, , , , ]
[] []
[] []
Figure 2.9: Dynamic multivariate network visualization taxonomy. A cell shows the intersection
between dynamic and multivariate network visualization, labels refer to chapter numbers
of this dissertation. e taxonomy of Beck et al. [] (le) is extended and multivariate
data association is made explicit (top).
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we implemented a temporal matrix approach with timeline (Chapter ). We mainly
focused on node-link based visualization techniques because we believe they are most
accessible to a broad audience due to the intuitive representation. e disadvantages
of large node-link diagrams, i.e., overdraw, cluer, poor embedding, are overcome with
carefully designed interaction techniques.
Next to the timeline node-link and matrix approach we extend the boundaries of
known techniques by presenting a projection based method in Chapter  that creates
possibilities for further exploration by enlarging the design space.
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.Small Multiples, Large Singles3
is chapter is based on []:
“Small Multiples, Large Singles: A New Approach for Visual Data Exploration.” S. van
den Elzen and J. J. van Wijk. Comput. Graph. Forum, (pt):–, .
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3.1 A New Approach for Visual Data Exploration
Figure 3.1: Novel visual data exploration method using small multiples. Users alternate between
Small Multiples and Large Singles for comparison and guidance during exploration using
a filmstrip metaphor.
W present a novel visual exploration method based on small multiples and largesingles for effective and efficient data analysis. Users are enabled to explore
the state space by offering multiple alternatives from the current state. Users can then
select the alternative of choice and continue the analysis. Furthermore, the intermediate
steps in the exploration process are preserved and can be revisited and adapted using
an intuitive navigation mechanism based on the well-known undo-redo stack and
filmstrip metaphor. As proof of concept the exploration method is implemented in a
prototype. e effectiveness of the exploration method is tested using a formal user
study comparing four different interaction methods. By using small multiples as data
exploration method users need fewer steps in answering questions and also explore
a significantly larger part of the state space in the same amount of time, providing
them with a broader perspective on the data, hence lowering the chance of missing
important features. Also, users prefer visual exploration with small multiples over non-
small multiple variants.
3.2 Introduction
Visualization plays an important role in the analysis of multivariate data. Many use
visualization to obtain insight, to select details, and to produce presentations of their
data. Here we focus on non-expert users, who want to explore data incidentally, who
are not used to complex multiview displays, and require as simple as possible means to
explore their data. e creation of different views on the data is a crucial step in this.
One way to do this is to iteratively select a parameter and to choose a new value for this
parameter. In short, visual data exploration is a sequence of steps where in each step:
. a parameter is selected;
. a value is chosen.
ere are, however, several problems with this iterative approach. First, it can be time-
consuming and error-prone. Users oen do not know what they are looking for in
their datasets. In traditional data exploration, oen parameter selection and choosing a
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value are offered in a single operation, which leads to an iterative trial-and-error process.
Oen it is unclear as to what value a parameter needs to be changed to, to gain insight in
the data and enabling the discovery of features. Typically, all (parameter, value) pairs are
tried one by one, or different parameter value pairs are changed more or less in a random
fashion. is is not only inefficient, it can also lead to missing interesting features
because a parameter value is not inspected. Furthermore, comparison of results for
different parameter values is not supported, and the visualization for the old parameter
value is typically lost on change. Also, as no history is kept except for undo-redo
operations, it is difficult to link findings discovered early in the exploration process
to features found later on. ese shortcomings can be overcome by introducing a visual
exploration method in which users are offered:
• easy comparison of the effect of different parameters;
• guidance on what value to choose; and
• a history trail of the exploration path.
Our approach is based on the use of small multiples as the central element for
exploration. Showing many small visualizations simultaneously facilitates comparison,
presentation, and storytelling. Viewers can compare the separate images, and look
for paerns, trends, and outliers. Small multiples are currently mainly used as a
static visualization technique. ey tend to get very small, which is not an issue
for presentation on posters, but is cumbersome for typical user device displays, and
applications that do use small multiples suffer from this. Small multiples are typically
shown here as end results, and play no explicit role in the exploration process. One
exception is their use as a preview for alternatives, e.g., changing chart style in Microso
Excel. is shows the viability of the use of small multiples for interactive exploration,
but in these cases their application is oen disruptive. ey are shown as a pop-up,
hiding the original visualization, and not integrated in the base visualization itself.
e challenge addressed in this chapter is how to effectively integrate small multiples in
interactive visual data exploration, such that they are not only helpful for visualization,
but also provide guidance and support for the exploration process itself. We imple-
mented different exploration interaction methods in a prototype and tested different
designs using a user study. is led to a new visual data exploration method using
small multiples with key aspects:
• alternating Small Multiples and Large Singles;
• simultaneous display of current and new state(s); and
• use of a filmstrip metaphor.
e chapter is organized as follows; first, related work is discussed in Section .. Next,
the interaction design and navigational techniques offered are presented in Section ..
In Section . we discuss the effectiveness and usability of the small multiples and large
singles method based on a user study. Finally, limitations, conclusions and directions
for future work are provided in Sections . and . respectively.
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3.3 Related Work
e term small multiples is introduced by Tue [] who described them starting from
resemblance of movie frames: a series of graphics, showing the same combination of
variables, showing changes in another variable. However, they were earlier proposed
under the different term Trellis displays [] due to their resemblance of a garden trellis
fence. Even earlier they were called collections by Bertin []. Up to now, small multiples
is mainly used as a static visualization technique, but is rarely used for interaction and
seamless integration in the visual data exploration process.
Chi et al. [] introduce a spreadsheet approach to information visualization where the
cells contain visualizations resembling small multiples. e spreadsheet technique is
formalized [] and applied to web analytics []. Users are enabled to set different
variables to the horizontal and vertical axis of the spreadsheet table. is is extended
by Jankun-Kelly and Ma to include encapsulation of the history process, which can be
replayed via animation [, , ]. Marks et al. [] propose design galleries for
visual input parameter exploration using small multiples in a computer graphics seing.
Small multiples presented in table form with emphasis on sorting within each multiple
is explored by Rao and Card []. In contrast to our method, these exploration methods
are solely aimed at the visual parameter space.
Small multiples are applied to data analysis in different application domains, e.g.,
the biomedical domain implemented by Sarni et al. [], the geographic domain
implemented by Guo et al. [] and Willems et al. []. A small multiple interface
is used to explore large cancer simulation parameter spaces by Lunzer et al. []. In
these interactive systems, however, small multiples are used as embedded visualization
method and are not used as exploration method, as we aim for.
In Polaris [] users have the ability to rapidly change the table configuration, type of
graphic [], and visual encodings used to visualize a dataset. is is extended to create
multiscale visualizations based on data cube projections [, ]. MacEachren []
investigates high dimensional data space exploration using small multiples. However,
they mainly focus on finding interesting dimensions in the dataset to create small
multiples for. Bavoil et al. focus on the construction and optimization of visualization
pipelines to generate small multiples for analysis using the Vistrails system [, , ,
]. Heer and Shneiderman discuss the advantages of small multiples as coordinated
multiple views []. Boyandin et al. compare small multiples against animation in a
qualitative study with focus on exploration of temporal changes in flow maps [].
Small multiples are a classic visualization method, used in many systems. We see
however that they tend to be used as end-results. We argue that they can be used
even more effectively if they are used as a visualization and as an exploration method
simultaneously, and we did not find work where this simple, yet powerful, idea has been
proposed before.
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3.4 Small Multiples, Large Singles
A typical visual data exploration system aiming at occasional users employs a Large
Single visualization. Alongside this visualization there is typically a menu present to
manipulate the displayed visualization by changing visualization parameters, such as
the type of visualization, and the according parameters, for example what to display
on the x-axis. Furthermore, there are standard options to select and filter the data to
be shown in the visualization. By combining visual parameters with data filtering, a
large number of possible visualizations on the data are available to users. A specific
combination of visual parameter seings and data filter options can be thought of as a
state in the exploration process.
In terms of the standard visualization pipeline, data is transformed into visualizations
in a sequence of steps (filtering, mapping, viewing), where each step is controlled via a
number of parameters, which can be changed interactively by users. If we extend this
to visual analytics, also one or more steps where data is analyzed (clustered, classified,
et cetera) can be included, which introduces yet more parameters. Some parameters
depend on other parameters, such as visualization type specific parameters, others are
independent such as cluster-method used.
Users typically navigate in the exploration process by changing parameters, schemati-
cally shown in Figure .(a); in each step a parameter is chosen and a new parameter
value is assigned. If users are experienced and know the aim, they can do this in a
straightforward way, in many cases however a trial-and-error process is needed to
obtain insights, as no guidance is provided what parameter to change next or what
parameter value needs to be chosen to discover features present in the data, such as
anomalies, clusters, correlations and trends.
3.4.1 Approach
e use of small multiples enables users to compare all different alternatives and guides
them to choose the most interesting value for the parameter to continue the visual
data exploration process with. Figure .(b) shows this schematically. Users select a
parameter, next a small multiples display is shown, from which the preferred value is
chosen, which is shown enlarged next as a large single image. is enables a more
structured navigation in the exploration process, lowering the chance important data
features are missed. Also, showing all alternatives for parameter values helps users
to understand the parameter, by visually showing its effect. is navigation method,
however, has still some limitations. It does not prevent users from revisiting states
that already have been visited before; details of small multiples are visible only aer
selection and cannot be compared quickly; and it is difficult to link findings early on in
the exploration process to features identified later on in the exploration process.
Figure .(c) shows the simple solution we developed to remedy many of these issues.
Instead of just one step, two steps in the exploration process are shown simultaneously.
When a large single is shown on the le, users can select different parameters and see
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PV
display 1 display 2 display 3
PV
display 4
PV PV
(a) Standard approach.
P
display 1 display 2 display 3
V
display 4
P V
(b) Alternating Large Singles and Small Multiples.
P*
display 1
display 2
display 3
V*
display 4
P* V*
(c) Showing a Large Single and Small Multiples alternating in one display allowing for multiple operations.
Figure 3.2: Visual data exploration methods. A P represents the selection of a parameter, a V represents
the selection of a value for this parameter. Display denotes what is shown on screen to the
user. Note that for (c) always two sets are in display and also multiple P and V operations
can be performed, hence the star.
the effects via the small multiples on the right. If satisfied, the small multiples are moved
to the le, and the user can select instances of these to be shown as a large single on the
right. is enables close-up inspection of the effect of different parameter values, as well
as quick comparison of different seings. When a satisfactory new state is found, the
large single can be moved to the le, and the parameter-value selection cycle restarts.
Here, the visual exploration process is visualized directly to the user as a sequence of
alternating small multiples and large singles. We expand on this, and facilitate this as
follows.
Users can navigate along the exploration path with le and right buons at both sides
of the screen. Also a compact navigation trail with all important operations is shown
at the boom of the screen, allowing for fast navigation. Finally, images of the entire
visualization trail can be shown or part of it using zoom-and-panning techniques. Here
we use a hybrid approach of actions and states for the visual history as described by
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Heer et al. []. e visual history provides users with more general advantages that
enable users to:
• suspension – pause and resume the exploration;
• explanation – quickly explain how insights are gained;
• presentation – share their results because of the visual history and slide-like
presentation technique; and combined this enables users to
• collaboration – share their exploration with colleagues providing them with
performed actions (visual history trail), offering explanation of the current
findings and enable them to continue further investigation.
e visual history trail provides users with a single linear exploration path. If
somewhere in the trail a different operation is applied, over the already applied
operation, the operation is executed and everything in the trail aer this operation is
lost (aer user agreement via a pop-up dialog). One may prefer branching behavior to
keep both the old and new exploration path, similar to Shrinivasan and Van Wijk [].
is is a tradeoff between flexibility (multiple paths versus one path) and complexity
(simple navigation, easy to understand). We choose for one exploration path to keep
things simple and yet powerful. Finally, branching behavior can be achieved by starting
a new exploration with the chosen multiple as starting point. In short, our approach of
showing combinations of small multiples and large singles enables users to view (a)
the effect of selection of parameters, (b) the effect of different values for parameters,
and also (c) provides a natural visual history mechanism. Taken together, we expect
that these enable more efficient and effective data exploration, as well as increased user
satisfaction. In the following we expand on this, for a quick and lively overview we
recommend to watch the accompanying video¹.
3.4.2 Generation of Small Multiples
Small multiples are created based on one large single visualization by inheriting all
parameters from the large single, except for the parameter that was selected to be varied
over the small multiples. We call the process of generating small multiples from a large
single a spliing operation. In the following we describe how we have designed these
for four different types of parameters: for filtering, mapping, binding, and analytics.
Filter By applying a filter-split on a large single visualization, small multiples are
created based on a large single and selected aribute. e value range of the chosen
aribute to split on is divided into different smaller ranges, or bins. For each of the
bins a small multiple is created. e determination of the different ranges can be
done either manually or automatic. For a manual division users have to provide the
number of bins and/or the range for each of the bins. On automatic division the bins
and ranges are algorithmically determined (see Section .. for more detail). If the
¹http://www.stef.vdelzen.net/dissertation
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split aribute is categorical (ordinal or nominal) then for each categorical value a small
multiple is created. e data for each multiple is filtered to adhere to the according bin
value(s), for both categorical and numerical aributes. Example filter-splits are shown
in Figures .(a) and .(b).
Mapping A mapping-split creates a small multiple for each visualization type available
to users, enabling them to explore what visualization type is best for their problem, as
this is oen an open question. is split operation gives users a powerful technique to
effortlessly try different visualization types, or even try them all at once. In addition,
this enables users to explore visualization types unknown to them as the brushing and
linking mechanisms provide clues what the different visualization elements encode. An
unfamiliar visualization type can be understood by highlighting elements in a more
familiar visualization due to visual linking. Figure .(c) shows an example mapping-
split. Visual mappings have a variety of parameters, such as what aributes to use
for the axes, color, and size; and for instance what color scales to use. All such
parameters lend themselves well to generation of alternatives shown as small multiples,
see Figures .(d) and .(e). Some parameters are mapping independent (e.g., color use),
others are dependent on the mapping, e.g., the number of axes used varies over different
mappings. In the menu shown on top of the large single this is taken care off.
Visual analytics Visual analytics methods can be used to enhance the exploration
experience. Oen it is valuable to cluster the data, however, clustering methods contain
a number of parameters to be set first. Oen, users do not know what the influence of
the parameters on the clustering is, or worse, do not know the different parameters
at all. e clustering process is therefore a highly sensitive trial-and-error process.
Fortunately, we can make this process less painful by integrating the seing of these
parameters also in our approach. As a proof of concept we implemented split operations
for clustering the data contained in a visualization. We introduced three parameters,
clustering type, number of clusters, and cluster distance. It proved highly useful to split
on for example number of clusters to show small multiples with clustering results for –
 clusters. From this we can directly observe what number of clusters still makes sense
for the data and which does not. Also, being able to observe the difference in clustering
type helps users to understand these. With our small multiple approach we provide
users with easy accessible operations to help them understand parameters and help
them in choosing appropriate values through comparison and guidance. Figure .(g)
shows an example exploration path using clustering parameters.
Advanced split operations Split operations are not only possible on one large single, but
also on a group of small multiples: multiple split. is enables users to, for example,
create a scaer plot matrix by first applying a mapping split on the x-axis and next
apply a y-axis mapping-split simultaneously on the created small multiples. Users are
able to select multiple small multiples and apply a split operation on these. is breaks
the simple mechanism of alternating large singles and small multiples, but was still
included for flexibility at the cost of simplicity, hence, it will naturally only be used by
more experienced users.
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(a) Filter split on visible (x-axis) aribute mpg. (b) Filter split on non-visible aribute weight.
(c) Mapping split on visualization type. (d) Mapping split on visualization parameter y-axis.
(e) Mapping split on visualization parameter color. () Mapping split on visualization parameter graph layout.
(g) Small multiple creation based on visual analytics parameters; number of desired clusters, cluster method,
clustering distance metric and finally a split on the clusters themselves.
Figure 3.3: Generation of small multiples by spliing a large single.
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Figure 3.4: Graphical user interface: e menu (B) on top of the large single (A) shows different
parameters that can be selected to produce small multiples. Hovering over the menu
items provides information on the current value such as what aribute is mapped to
color, or what is shown on the x-axis for example. (C) Items are highlighted across
all visualizations, identical to standard brushing and linking mechanisms in multiple
coordinated view systems. A user-adjustable radius around the mouse cursor determines
what items are highlighted. e number of highlighted items in the current visualization
is shown in the upper right corner, along with total number of items in the visualization
and total number of items in the dataset. (D) Information on parameter that is split on.
Also, multiples can be sorted based on parameter value or number of items contained in
each small multiple. (E–G) Navigation mechanism to explore the visual history trail. (H)
Undo, redo and reset exploration options. (I) Legend with color and size information of the
small multiple visualization that is currently hovered.
Also, creating small multiples for different datasets can be valuable. A dataset split
operation creates small multiples for a set of available datasets with similar structure
as the current dataset. e visualization and filter operations remain similar for the
small multiples allowing for comparison of features in different datasets. Oen users
are interested in typical differences between datasets, for example to investigate the
differences between a training and test set in a typical machine learning seing.
3.4.3 Implementation
We implemented the small multiple visual exploration method in a prototype developed
using Qt/C++ that runs on Windows, Linux and Mac operating systems (see Figure .
for a screenshot of the graphical user interface). ere are a number of implementation
details worth mentioning.
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Bin range For the filter split operation we choose to keep things simple and yet
powerful, therefore, we automatically determine the number of bins (number of small
multiples) and the according data range values for each bin. We use the Freedman-
Diaconis formula [] for this, because it is very robust against outliers and works well
in practice []. Next, the range values are slightly adjusted to have a nice upper and
lower bound. With nice we mean we always use (, , , , , , , et cetera) as start
or end value of the ranges for each bin. Also, if the data varies highly on one aribute
and the Freedman-Diaconis method returns a high number of bins, we cap this to display
 small multiples at most to prevent the small multiples from being rendered too small.
A different solution would be to introduce a new small multiple that displays the text
more, and when selected provides the next set of small multiples using a pagination
mechanism.
Computation To speed up the computation for the creation of small multiples for a split
operation, all small multiples are created in parallel using a multi-threaded approach.
First this is to increase scalability and second to not block user interaction if one small
multiple takes significant time to compute, e.g., a force directed layout for a graph on
showing all different graph layouts for a large single (see Figure .()).
Parameter reset In addition to implementing explicit undo and redo actions, we also
create an extra small multiple, displayed last in the grid, for undo convenience. is last
small multiple always resets the data filter range to all for a filter split and to default/none
for a parameter split.
3.5 Evaluation
We evaluate the small multiples visual exploration method using a formal user study,
testing efficiency and user satisfaction. First we define four different interaction methods.
As a start we want to test our method against a traditional visual exploration system.
ere are two aspects in our method that are different from a standard system. Our
system uses:
• Small Multiples (), and,
• a Dual view visual history mechanism ().
We could evaluate our system () solely against the traditional system (),
however, for completeness and curiosity we also test the two other variants: Small
Multiples without dual view visual history () and No Small Multiples (large singles)
with dual view visual history (). is leaves us with four different interaction
methods involving large singles and small multiples (see Figure .). e goal of the user
study is twofold. First, we believe due to comparison and guidance the visual exploration
methods using small multiples will be more efficient than existing methods and want
to test this hypothesis. Second, we hope to deduce from the user study results what the
best method is to integrate small multiples in the exploration process.
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3.5.1 Setup
Twelve participants, eleven male, one female, with ages between  and  were
recruited for the user study. Six participants are working or studying at the Eindhoven
University Computer Science Department, the other six participants are working as
soware engineers / scientists on information visualization soware in industry. e
participants each got to work with the four different interaction methods. For each of
the interaction methods users are provided with a new (synthetic) multivariate dataset,
generated using the PCDC-tool []. e datasets each consist of  rows,  aributes
and each data point represents a winter holiday accommodation.
Users are given five different questions to answer using each of the four interaction
methods. e questions are constructed to reflect typical visual exploration tasks [,
, ] and included identify, correlate, compare, and cluster . As fih task users were
asked to think of their own requirements for a perfect winter holiday accommodation
and identify it. Here users were le with more freedom in the visual exploration process.
e five different questions to answer were:
• identify – Identify the Guesthouse that is closest to the centre of all accommodations
that offers a  days stay.
• correlate – Is there a correlation (positive, negative, no) between price and distance
to ski-area among accommodations that have a rating > ?
• compare –What accommodation type (hotel, chalet, pension, villa, guesthouse) offers
the most possibilities among plane transportation and difficulty rating 6 ?
• cluster – Which accommodation type is similar to hotels concerning rating and
distance to centre?
• explore – ink of your own requirements for an ideal accommodation and identify
it.
All questions were provided to users in a more elaborate story form. For example, the
story for the first question was: Youwant to go on holiday to a Guesthouse accommodation
for a seven days stay. e guesthouse should be as close as possible to the city centre.
Which do you pick? For each interaction method a different dataset is presented, hence
answers to the questions differed for each method. Furthermore, for each of the twelve
participants the order of interaction methods was different. is is done to prevent
carry-over effects such as learning and fatigue. We used a partly counterbalanced
scheme between methods  and , because we expect the greatest difference
there.
Finally, aer completing all five tasks, users were asked to express the system’s
usability by filling out a questionnaire consisting of Likert-scale, ranking and open-
ended questions. Note that we did not ask for opinions on effectiveness, because
with each of the four interaction methods users are in principle capable to answer all
questions correctly.
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Figure 3.5: Four different tested interaction methods involving combinations of Small Multiples and
Visual History.
At the start of the user study the dataset is explained to the participants. Next, the com-
mon elements in the graphical user interface are explained in detail, such as undo, redo,
question submiing, visualization and menu. Visual history navigation is restricted to
the use of right and le pan operations only and the selection of actions in the history
trail, hence we le out zooming navigation to keep the navigation mechanism simple.
Furthermore, users were provided with the standard split operations, filter, mapping,
and, analytical. We did not provide the more advanced split operations. Users were
asked to try out all explained elements to make sure they felt comfortable with these.
Next, all four interaction methods were briefly explained. Before each interaction
method users were again explained the interaction method to be tested. Aer each
method introduction they were given two questions to practice and familiarize them-
selves with the given interaction method. During this period users were allowed to ask
questions if things were unclear. Also, they were provided with feedback on their given
answers and were allowed to try to answer the question again in case of an incorrect
answer.
e test took approximately one hour for each participant consisting of  minutes
introduction,  minutes of performing tasks using each of the four different interaction
methods and  minutes of questionnaire answering.
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3.5.2 Results
We measured for each task: duration time, steps needed to answer question, errors
of revisiting states, number of unique states seen during answering. Due to large
differences in experience and exploration behavior of the participants the measures
variances were high. erefore, we normalized the results per person, per task, using
fractional ranking, i.e., for each person we ranked the methods for each task. Measures
that compared equal received the same ranking number being the mean of what
they otherwise would have for ordinal ranking. For each measure we compared the
means using one-way ANOVA analysis. is test was followed by robust tests of
equality of means using Welch and Brown-Forsythe statistics when Levene statistics
reported significance, i.e., the ANOVA assumption of homogeneity of variances was
violated. Next, post-hoc Tukey HSD tests were performed to determine between which
interaction methods the difference occurs. For each measure this process is repeated
three times; first, we compare between the four individual methods, next differences in
small multiples versus no small multiples, and finally comparison between visual history
versus no visual history.
Efficiency Our primary hypothesis (H1) is that visual exploration using small multiples
is more efficient compared to no small multiples due to comparison and guidance. is
means we expect less time spent per task, fewer steps, fewer errors in the navigation
(revisits), and a larger part of state space explored. Our secondary hypothesis (H2) is
that we expect that exploration using the visual history is more efficient compared to
single view due to focus + context in one view. Here we expect fewer navigation errors.
Finally, we expect that exploration with combined small multiples and visual history is
even more efficient compared to their single counterparts (H3). Statistically significant
results are shown in Table ..
Although users were not faster in executing the tasks using the small multiples approach,
and also no difference in errors were found, users needed significantly fewer steps and
explored a significantly larger part of the state space in the same amount of time as
standard approaches. Due to these results we cannot fully accept hypothesis H1 but
definitely not reject it. We did not find any statistically significant difference in the
exploration methods using the visual history, therefore, we cannot confirm hypothesis
H2. Also, hypothesisH3 cannot be fully confirmed. We did find a statistically significant
difference in task execution time and part of state space explored in favor of small
multiples. For execution time of tasks in the small multiple exploration methods we also
found that users were faster using no visual history. erefore, if time is most important,
small multiple exploration method should be used without a visual history. However,
this might not balance out all advantages the visual history brings as mentioned in
Section ...
Satisfaction e usability is tested on three different aspects, easy to use, easy to
understand, and usefulness. ese aspects were all rated on a five point Likert scale
for each of the exploration methods. In Table . we see that a majority of participants
found the two small multiple approaches easiest to use. e single views were easier to
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Table 3.1: Results for the ANOVA analysis on efficiency.
Measure F-test Post-hoc analysis
Time F (3; 236) = 6:205;
p < 0:001
Statistically significant difference occurs
between the  and  methods (p-
value 0:009) in favor of , and between
the  and  methods (p < 0:001) in
favor of .
Steps F (3; 236) = 3:077;
p = 0:028
Differences occur between the  and
 method, in favor of the  method
(p-value 0:035).
States F (3; 235) = 352:667;
p < 0:001
Difference is reported between all meth-
ods, except between  and 
and between  and . All other
differences are in favor of the small
multiple variants.
Small multiples vs. No small multiples
Steps F (1; 238) = 8:347;
p = 0:004
Aer testing Welch (p = 0:004) and
Brown-Forsythe (p = 0:004) because
the Levene statistics reported borderline
significance p = 0:049 meaning that
homogeneity of variances was violated.
However, both are significant aer robust
tests of equality of means (p < 0:05) in
favor of small multiples.
States F (1; 238) = 1066:966;
p < 0:001)
Difference was found in favor of small
multiples. Welch (p < 0:001), Brown-
Forsythe (p < 0:001).
Visual history vs. No visual history
States F (1; 238) = 1066:966;
p < 0:001
Difference was found in favor of visual
history.
Table 3.2: Usability questionnaire results.
Easy to use Easy to understand Useful
agree neutral disagree agree neutral disagree agree neutral disagree
NSM-S         
NSM-D         
SM-S         
SM-D         
understand compared to the dual view systems and finally the small multiple systems
were rated most useful.
Users were asked to rank each of the four interaction methods to express their
preference with respect to visual data exploration. We ran a Friedman test followed by a
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Fishers exact test reporting a statistically significant result of 2(9) = 18; p = 0:03517
and p = 0:02387 respectively. Both are significant (p < 0:05). Next, a post-hoc false
discovery rate analysis is run to determine between which interaction methods the
difference occurs. Small multiples with single view are preferred over no small multiples
with single view (p = 0:0262). Also, small multiples with dual view is preferred over no
small multiples with single view (p = 0:0016). Next, statistical significance is found for
preference of small multiples over no small multiples (2(3) = 12:667; p = 0:005416).
is translates to the interaction method preferences graph shown in Figure ..
Some of the strong points of the visual exploration using small multiples and visual
history pointed out by participants included: ”With this method I am having a sense of
progression due to the shiing and visual history trail”, ”Categorical split is very powerful
to gain insight in group statistics” and ”With small multiples you spot differences that you
would otherwise perhaps not see / miss”.
Finally,  out of  participants think small multiples are a good idea for visual data
exploration. Also,  out of  persons express they want to use the small multiple dual
view exploration method on their own data.
3.6 Scalability
If lots of aributes are present in the dataset, the menu becomes less practical because
navigation to the aribute of interest takes a lot of effort. erefore, we suggest to
first filter on the number of aributes if the dataset has a high number of aributes, to
select only those of highest interest. e same applies to a high number of parameters.
A different solution is to develop a scalable easy-to-use menu that allows for a high
number of parameters.
e small multiples exploration approach scales well with respect to the number of
items in the dataset. Partly because this depends on the visualization used and second,
because the proposed exploration method enables easy partitioning of the dataset by
(recursively) applying filter split operations. e individual parts can then be analysed
in isolation while keeping the context due to the visual history mechanism.
NSM-DNSM-S
SM-S SM-D
: is preferred over
Figure 3.6: Interaction method user preference.
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For complex visualizations the small multiples may become too small, however, here
we aim at casual users, who want to explore data incidentally and who are not used to
complex visualizations and require as simple as possible means to explore their data.
3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we introduce a new visual exploration method for multivariate data
analysis using small multiples. We introduce a model based on the alternation between
large singles and small multiples. e small multiples are produced by applying split
operations on large singles. We propose different split operations each having their own
use. Furthermore, we introduce a navigation mechanism based on explicitly showing
the visual history of the exploration path. As proof of concept the exploration method
is implemented in a prototype. e effectiveness of the exploration method is tested
using a formal user study comparing four different interaction methods. For efficiency
in terms of execution time of tasks, no advantage of small multiples was found. Also,
no fewer errors were made using the small multiples approach. However, we did find
users needed fewer steps in answering the questions and also explored a significantly
larger part of the state space in the same amount of time, which gives them a broader
perspective on the data, lowering the chance important data features are missed.
On top of this the small multiple exploration method offers comparison and guidance
simplifying and increasing the satisfaction of the exploration process. Furthermore,
we found significant differences in which method users preferred to use for their
data exploration. Small multiple interaction methods were preferred over their no
small multiple counterparts. In conclusion, users were more satisfied and preferred
exploration methods using small multiples, but if a visual history should be integrated
is still an open question and needs further investigation.
Future Work ere are several directions for future work. One such direction is the
exploration of integrating branching behavior in the exploration method. Key challenge
here is to keep the interaction down to a level that is still easy to understand, easy
to use and useful. Also, the visual exploration method using small multiples offers
comparison and guidance, which is most effective if users do not know what they are
looking for. Due to the within subjects design this may have had an influence on the
user study results. is requires further investigation and perhaps different user studies
for evaluation such as think-aloud methods.
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is chapter is based on []:
“Multivariate Network Exploration and Presentation: From Detail to Overview via
Selections and Aggregations.” S. van den Elzen and J. J. van Wijk. IEEE Trans. Vis.
Comput. Graphics, ():–, Dec . (Best Paper Award IEEE InfoVis 2014).
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4.1. FROM DETAIL TO OVERVIEW VIA SELECTIONS AND AGGREGATIONS
4.1 From Detail to Overview via Selections and Aggregations
Figure 4.1: Multivariate network exploration using selections of interest, detail view (le) and high-
level infographic-style overview (right).
N data is ubiquitous; e-mail traffic between persons, telecommunication,transport and financial networks are some examples. Oen these networks are
large and multivariate, besides the topological structure of the network, multivariate
data on the nodes and links is available. Currently, exploration and analysis methods are
focused on a single aspect; the network topology or the multivariate data. In addition,
tools and techniques are highly domain specific and require expert knowledge. We
focus on the non-expert user and propose a novel solution for multivariate network
exploration and analysis that tightly couples structural and multivariate analysis. In
short, we go from Detail to Overview via Selections and Aggregations (): users
are enabled to gain insights through the creation of selections of interest (manually or
automatically), and producing high-level, infographic-style overviews simultaneously.
Finally, we present example explorations on real-world datasets that demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method for the exploration and understanding of multivariate
networks where presentation of findings comes for free.
4.2 Introduction
Many real-world phenomena can be modeled as multivariate networks: e-mail traffic
between persons within a company, a telecommunication network, money flowing
between bank accounts, or physical objects such as airplanes flying from airport to
airport or migration of people between cities. e common theme here is the connection
(relation, link, edge) between objects (nodes, vertices). e number of nodes and links
of real-world data is generally large, in the order of thousands. For these networks
oen more information on the nodes and links is available. For example, in case of a
company e-mail network we know more aributes of the persons (nodes) involved, like
age, gender, and job title. We also have more information about the e-mails (links) such
as time-sent, header-information, and body text.
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4.2. INTRODUCTION
e exploration and analysis of large multivariate networks is still a challenge. Current
methods are focused on either the structural aspect of the multivariate network,
e.g., [] or the multidimensional data aached to the nodes and links, e.g., [].
However, the greatest insights are gained from simultaneous exploration, as the
two might be correlated or influence each other. For example, we are not only
interested in who is e-mailing to whom (structure) or whether females or males are
communicating more (multivariate data), but we are more interested in whether females
are communicating more with females or more with males and also between which
departments and what the distribution over time is (both structure and multivariate
data). For this we need to be able to inspect the aributes in context of the underlying
network topology. We provide a method that enables users to explore both aspects in
a uniform method using selections of interest as central element. In summary, we go
from Detail to Overview via Selections and Aggregations, which explains the acronym
we selected for our approach: . And also, a dosa is a spicy Indian wrap, which
resonates with our aim to combine existing ingredients into a tasteful result.
Multivariate networks are commonly visualized using node-link diagrams for structural
analysis []. However, node-link diagrams do not scale to large numbers of nodes
and links and users regularly end up with hairball-like visualizations. e multivariate
data associated with the nodes and links are encoded using visual variables like color,
size, shape or small visualization glyphs []. From the hairball-like visualizations no
network exploration or analysis is possible and no insights are gained or even worse,
false conclusions are drawn due to cluer and overdraw. For the non-expert user,
the large network visualizations are overwhelming, confusing and contain too much
detail. e casual user just wants a simple (minimalistic) visualization that conveys
a clear message about the relation between network structure and multivariate data.
We support both expert and casual users by presenting two juxtaposed coupled views;
a detail view with all low-level network elements and a high-level infographic-style
overview with aggregated components. During exploration in the detail view, the
high-level overview is updated automatically. Exploration and analysis is supported
by defining selections of interest. Domain experts can still use advanced measures
like network distance and centrality in an uncomplicated and uniform manner, while a
simplified overview that can, for example, be used for communication to the non-expert
user, is generated for free and can be further refined with minimal effort. e casual user
is supported with intuitive controls and playful interaction that encourages to explore
the network.
In this chapter we propose a novel method for multivariate network exploration and
analysis. More specifically, our main contributions are:
• a tightly coupled exploration method, enabling users to explore and analyse both
network structure and multivariate data associated with the nodes and links
simultaneously, using
• intuitive creation and modification of selections of interest, and
• a juxtaposed detail and high-level overview, for
• effortless production of high-level, infographic-style overviews, focusing on the
non-expert user.
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4.3. RELATED WORK
e chapter is organized as follows. First, related work is discussed in Section ..
Next, our approach to multivariate network exploration and analysis is described in
Section .. We describe the two juxtaposed views in Sections . and ., and explain
how exploration is facilitated using selections of interest in Section .. Next, example
explorations on real-world data are given in Section . and limitations are discussed
in Section .. Finally, conclusions and directions for future work are provided in
Section ..
4.3 Related work
e most well-known and widely used method to visualize networks is a node-link
diagram. Each object is represented by a dot and if there is a connection between two ob-
jects a line is drawn in between. Much work is focusing on computing two-dimensional
layouts (embeddings) for node-link diagrams that best convey network topology while
taking aesthetic criteria into account to improve readability []. Multivariate data
associated with the nodes and links is commonly depicted using visual variables, such
as color, size, and shape of both the nodes and links [, , , , , ].
Also, glyphs are used to represent the nodes [] and motif glyphs enable structural
insight [].
As opposed to emphasizing topological properties of the network, multivariate data
can be used to compute aribute-based layouts [, ], such as the spherical Self-
Organizing Maps [] and JauntyNets [], to provide more insight in the multivariate
data involved. Furthermore, multivariate data can be used to directly define a layout by
using a scaerplot for the nodes and superimposing edges onto this, as in the GraphDice
system []. Readability of node-link diagrams for large networks is challenging due to
overlap, overdraw and cluer in general, this is aggravated further by the use of visual
variables to convey associated multivariate data. A broadly used metaphor to prevent
cluer in node-link diagrams are lenses practicing focus+context techniques [, ].
Lenses are used to enable inspection of dense areas of the network [] and show
more information for nodes of interest by displaying in-situ visualizations [] or
extract subparts of the network for further exploration []. Our solution also involves
selections of interest, represented by boxes partially based on ideas of lenses.
A method specifically designed for multivariate network exploration and closest to our
technique is Semantic Substrates []. In Semantic Substrates non-overlapping regions
are introduced representing different categorical node aributes. In each region, nodes
can be positioned directly according to the node aribute values or the positions can
be computed via a force-directed layout algorithm. Edge visibility is controlled via
graphical user interface controls to prevent cluer; for each region, visibility of an
edge to another (or the same) region can be set. Our selections of interest are similar
to the non-overlapping regions of Semantic Substrates, albeit more flexible. Semantic
Substrates regions are restricted to a single categorical node aribute and link aributes
are not taken into account. We support both n-dimensional regions as well as link
aributes. Furthermore, link visibility is controlled globally, while we implement a
more fine-grained local region control. PivotGraphs provide an aggregated view on
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4.4. FROM DETAIL TO OVERVIEW
the network by showing two axes with categorical node aributes and positioning the
nodes on the grid according to their associated aribute values []. is provides
abstraction and a means to explore categorical node aributes supported by pivot
and roll-up operations, inspired by database  (online analytical processing [])
actions. Unfortunately, due to aggregation, network topology is not preserved, turning
structural exploration into a challenge as multiple operations need to be performed
for a comprehensive image. Aggregation is also used in the GraphTrail system []
for multivariate network exploration. Here the focus is mainly on capturing the user
interaction and integrating this into a history trail. Familiar charts are shown for the
exploration of the multivariate data. Pretorius and Van Wijk [] enable multivariate
network exploration by treating links as first class citizens. Link labels are placed in
sequence top-to-boom in a rectangular region centered between source and target
nodes on both sides. Each node is contained in a hierarchy defined by associated
multivariate data rendered as an icicle plot that is positioned on both sides of the edge
labels. Next, each node is connected with a line to the according edge label. is is
extended to multiple hierarchies in the Parallel Node-Link Bands approach []. Users
can interactively inspect and query the graph, however, due to the bipartite node layout
it is difficult to explore network topology.
e field of multivariate network visualization and interaction is large and we only
discussed the most relevant related work. For a more complete overview, we refer to
survey papers on the visual analysis of large graphs [, ] and a recent book on
multivariate network visualization [].
In summary, current methods are focused either towards structural exploration or
multivariate data exploration. No method facilitates both the structural and multivariate
analysis in a tightly coupled exploration technique. Also, no system provides users
with an easy to understand simplified overview showing both structure and associated
multivariate data, except for PivotGraph, but there the low-level details are missing.
4.4 From detail to overview
Large multivariate network exploration is a challenge due to size and inability to explore
node and link aributes in context of the underlying network topology. Furthermore,
to non-expert users a low-level visualization showing all individual elements is over-
whelming, confusing and provides too much detail. ey rather need an aggregated
overview showing the most important components. Also, the expert user needs this as
a means of communication to stakeholders. In summary, to support this, we need:
• a scalable interactive method to simultaneous explore network structure and
associated multivariate data for the nodes and links using direct manipulation,
and
• the ability to see both the low-level details and aggregated high-level elements,
all using
• familiar metaphors.
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Figure 4.2: e  exploration process with selections of interest as central element. e analyst
(boom) refines selections of interest, which influences both the detail and overview
visualizations from which insight is gained on a low detail and aggregated high level.
Finally, insights can be communicated directly to stakeholders in a simplified, infographic-
style visualization conveying a clear message.
To tackle the scalability problem there are two main approaches, top-down [] and
boom-up [] exploration. In a top-down approach, exploration starts with an
overview of the entire network. From this overview interesting features are identified
and the exploration continues with a more narrow focus on sub-structures of the
network. is is difficult with a large node-link diagram; due to cluer and overdraw
interesting features are hard to discern. Inversely, a boom-up approach starts
with a (predetermined) single node of interest and then continues the exploration to
neighboring nodes. Here we pursue a hybrid approach; we do not limit the exploration
to just one node but to a number of selections of interest (see Section .) that each
contain one or more nodes and we simultaneously always show both the low-level detail
(see Section .) and high-level overview (see Section .). Our novel  exploration
process using the described elements is schematically shown in Figure ..
4.5 Detail view
To provide an overview of the network, each individual node is shown in the detail view.
e position of the nodes is determined by a customizable two-dimensional projection of
the network based on node aributes. Note that this is not limited to a scaerplot-like
visualization, but can also be a (precomputed) force-directed network layout or more
familiar geographic plot as both can be encoded via aributes of the nodes. e axes
involved in the projection can be shown or hidden on demand. Animation is used to
show the relation between projections upon change and maintain the notion of a unified
information space. Users are enabled to freely zoom-and-pan the projection space to
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4.6. SELECTIONS
navigate and explore. To prevent cluer, edges are initially not shown. We only show
the edges involved in the selections of interest, see the next section for more detail. e
two main approaches to depict edge direction are arrows and color, e.g., []. Here,
we choose to render edges using quadratic curves in a clock-wise fashion to convey
directionality (see Figure .(a)). is prevents overdraw of bidirectional edges, avoids
cluer because arrow-heads do not have to be drawn and finally, the visual variable color
can be used to convey a different aribute, here visual association between different
selections of interest.
Alongside the available multivariate data at the nodes, we also compute structural
network properties for each node such as degree and centrality measures closeness and
betweenness. By changing the projection, exploration can start from an interesting
multivariate data property, e.g., cities with a low population and high crime rate, or
from an interesting structural node property such as high betweenness, a geographical
region, or a combination of these. e creation and interaction with these selections of
interest is described in the next section.
4.6 Selections
In the multivariate network exploration process, users need to be enabled to focus on
subparts of the network and then aggregate these to perform high-level comparison and
inspection. For the selection of interesting subparts, the following candidate solutions
can be employed:
• brushing selection: one set consisting of the current brushed items is highlighted,
the rest of the items are treated as background;
• partitioning: multiple sets of items, supported by, e.g., brushing with different
colors in Xmdv [, ] or automatically coloring of items by conditional
formaing as in Microso Excel.
ere are two underlying principles that enable the creation of selections: painting and
querying. For painting the elements are pointed at with the mouse cursor and colored
accordingly. For querying, a list of predicates on aributes is specified. We want a
method that is both expressive and simple. However, in general these requirements
are conflicting, for example the DataMeadow approach [] is expressive but complex.
We selected to use an approach based on partitioning and (visual) querying, because
this provides beer support for scanning and exploring the data. We provide a visual
querying mechanism to explore multivariate networks based on a node partitioning.
Our solution for node selection is based on the following familiar metaphors:
. draw boxes,
. select ranges,
. order selections (similar to arranging layers in Adobe Photoshop, or arranging
objects in Microso PowerPoint), all using
. direct manipulation.
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4.6. SELECTIONS
Users can create selections of interest by adding boxes to the current projection in the
detail view. e nodes belonging to this selection are the nodes contained in the box, i.e.,
within the ranges of the two projected aributes. Users can freely reposition the box by
dragging in the projection, which dynamically changes the ranges of the selection. Also,
the size of the box can be adjusted via standard selection controls, such as drag handles,
to directly influence the associated ranges. We support users to quickly set a similar
aribute range to all selections. If this aribute option is active then the according
range is synchronized over all boxes.
We choose for boxes here over other alternatives such as freeform selection to support
intuitive simple interaction: the selections of interest are easy to visualize, and the
boundaries of the box directly translate to ranges for the two projected aributes in the
detail view, which enables intuitive and simple manipulation, in both the detail view
and the Scented Widget [] controls.
Boxes and contained nodes have a (adjustable) color for visual association. Upon
changing the projection, the previously defined ranges for a selection of interest are
maintained. e position, width and height of the box are adjusted to reflect the current
ranges for the projected aributes. Users are enabled to shi their focus to specific boxes
while maintaining a context using smooth zoom and pan methods [].
Each selection is shown in a selection component (see Figure .(d)), that has additional
operations such as hide and lock, similar to the layer approach in Adobe Photoshop.
Furthermore, the color and name of a selection can be changed to something seman-
tically meaningful. e selection component provides a box selection mechanism and
simultaneously serves to resolve conflicts in the selections; as a result of our partition
approach, a node can only belong to a single selection. If there is overlap of the boxes,
then the order of the selections is decisive. Selections higher in the list bind stronger.
e sequence of the selections can be changed using drag and drop or buon controls
to enable fast switching of possible box configurations in the selection component. e
selection order can also be influenced using a context menu with arrangement controls
on the boxes in the detail view, e.g., bring to front, sent to back.
Initially users are provided with a single background selection that contains all nodes.
is serves two purposes: it provides an overview of the entire network showing dense
and sparse areas to start the exploration, and it provides a context to the selections made.
e underlying formal model with technical details on the realization is described in the
next section.
4.6.1 Model
We have a network G = (N;E) with nodes n 2 N and edges e 2 E. Furthermore,
nodes can have aributes ai 2 Anodes, also, edges can have a number of aributes
aj 2 Aedges. Each node n 2 N has an associated aribute value vi for each node
aribute ai 2 Anodes. Similarly, each edge e 2 E has associated aribute values vj
for each edge aribute aj 2 Aedges. Both the node and edge aributes can be ordinal
(continuous or discrete) or categorical.
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4.6. SELECTIONS
A predicate Pk(v) : dom(k)! B over an aribute k is defined as:
Pk(v) =
(
v 2 [vk1 ; vk2 ] if ak is ordinal;
v  Vk if ak is categorical.
(.)
where vk1 ; vk2 2 R and Vk  dom(k). dom(k) represents the domain of aribute k;
for non-categorical aributes dom(k) = R and for categorical aributes this is the set
of all possible values of aribute k.
A selection of interest Si  N is determined by a set of predicated fPkig. To determine
whether a node is in a selection, we use the order of the selections to prevent conflicts,
i.e., a node n 2 N always belongs to only one selection Si:
n 2 Si if n 62 Sj ; j = 1; : : : ; i  1 and
^
ak2Anodes
Pki(n:vk): (.)
A node is contained in a selection if it is not already contained in a selection that is higher
in the ordering, and its aribute values adhere to each of the selection predicates.
4.6.2 Interaction and Direct Manipulation
Following from the previously described selections of interest, we need to support three
basic direct manipulation operations to enable visual querying:
• select current set,
• adapt range, and,
• change order.
For this we designed three different components in the graphical user interface; box
visualizations representing the selections of interest in the detail view (see Figure .(a)),
an aribute component to adapt selection ranges (see Figure .(c)), and a selection
component to control the ordering (see Figure .(d)).
In the aribute component, all node aributes are enlisted using Scented Widgets [].
For each continuous aribute a scented span slider is shown and for each nominal or
discrete ordinal aribute a scented selection widget is shown. In a different tab-page
all edge aributes are shown, similar to the node aributes, using Scented Widgets.
ese aribute controls are directly linked to the current selection of interest. If a box is
selected, either by pointing and clicking in the detail view or selection in the selection
component, the Scented Widgets are updated to reflect the current aribute ranges or
values. At any projection all aribute ranges can be adapted, also the ones currently
not shown, to refine the current selection. Upon repositioning of the box in the detail
view, the currently projected aribute ranges are updated.
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Figure 4.3: Graphical user interface of the implemented prototype showing all components: (A) Low-
level detail view showing a two-dimensional projection of the nodes based on available
aributes. e projection and other visual aributes can be set using controls at the
boom (E). Four selections of interest are shown in the detail view, visualized using boxes
for direct manipulation. All selections of interest show between edges, the green, blue,
and, orange selections also show within edges. e orange selection additionally shows
edges with the background selection. (B) High-level overview showing aggregations of the
selections of interest including associated aggregated edges. For each of the selections an
interactive histogram visualization is shown. Visual representation and aribute mapping
are configurable to users’ needs with controls at the boom (F). (C) Aribute component
showing all available aributes with according Scented Widgets for the nodes and links
in different tab-pages. e Scented Widgets provide information on the distribution of
aributes and can be used to directly control the ranges of the multidimensional selections
of interest. (D) Selection component containing a list of all selections. Selection priority
(order) is controlled via drag and drop operations. Additionally, selections can be hidden
or locked here.
Being able to slice-and-dice each aribute to refine the selection and directly gain
feedback both on a structural– as well as the aribute–level provides users with a
powerful exploration mechanism. For example, first two (or more) geographical regions
of interest can be created in a latitude-longitude projection. Next, the projection is
changed to age (x-axis) versus income (y-axis). Now the selection boxes can be freely
repositioned and resized to slice-and-dice through the currently projected aributes
while still maintaining the earlier defined geographic regions.
Note that also dynamic network exploration is supported by being able to shi through
time for both the nodes and edges if time is available as an aribute. See the video in
the supplemental material¹ for a demonstration of the different interaction methods.
¹http://www.stef.vdelzen.net/dissertation
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4.6.3 Exploration
Next to the available aributes of nodes, additional derived aributes can be added based
on a selection of interest. is enables, next to multivariate exploration, also exploration
of the structure of the network. For example, in structural understanding it is interesting
to find the nodes that are distance ,,… et cetera away from a certain node or group
of nodes, or to identify the nodes that are not reachable from a certain group of nodes.
For this, users can add a dynamic aribute that computes the distance (in terms of link
hops) to a selection Si. A value or range for this derived aribute can then be set to
support structural exploration. e derived aributes are dynamically updated in real-
time upon changing the associated multidimensional boundaries of the selection box
by running Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [] for all n nodes involved, having run
time O(n jEjlogjEj+jV j).
For each selection consisting of nodes, there are three types of edges involved: within,
between and background edges. For within edges both involved nodes are within the
same selection, see Figure .(a). Between edges have one node contained in one
selection and the other in a different selection, see Figure .(b). For background edges
one node is contained in the selection and the other node is contained in the background
selection, see Figure .(c).
More formally, for a current selection of interest Si an edge e with source and target
nodes ns and nt respectively, has type etype:
etype =
8><>:
within if ns 2 Si and nt 2 Si;
between if ns 2 Si and nt 2 Sj ; j 6= i;
background if ns 2 Si and nt 62 Sj ; j = 1; : : : ; n.
(.)
Here ns and nt are interchangeable and for between and background edges, we further
distinguish between incoming and outgoing edges. Users can define for each selection
which types of edges should be shown. Initially, for each new selection within and
between edges are shown and background edges are hidden. Further filtering on the
edges is supported similar to node filtering using Scented Widgets. Despite filtering
options, there may be many edges involved for a selection, which cluers the view
(a) Within. (b) Between. (c) Background. (d) Combined.
Figure 4.4: Different types of edges involved in a node selection. a) Within edges showing all internal
connections of a selection; both source and target node are contained in the selection. b)
Between edges show all connections between two selections; both source and target node are
contained in different selections. c) Background edges show all connections from a selection
to the background selection. d) Combined, showing all involved edges for a selection, within,
between and background.
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(a) Standard rendering. (b) Opacity enabled. (c) Additive blending.
Figure 4.5: A selection of interest containing many edges that cluer the view making it impossible to
identify involved nodes and local structure. We improve upon (a) standard rendering by
enabling (b) transparent drawing of lines and enabling (c) additive blending.
and prevents the identification of involved nodes and hides network structure. We
improve upon this by introducing the option to enable transparent drawing of edges
in combination with additive blending, see Figure ..
Upon the creation of a new selection by adding a box to the current projection in the
detail view, a linked aggregated visual representation is created automatically in the
high-level infographic-style overview, which is discussed in the next section.
4.7 High-level infographic-style overview
e high-level infographic-style overview provides users with abstraction, insight,
enables communication to a broader audience, and is created semi-automatically based
on the selections of interest. When a new selection box is created in the detail view, a
linked visualization, sharing the same outline color, is added to the high-level overview.
e linked box shows aggregate information about the nodes in a selection. By
default this is simply the number of nodes, shown textually, but also more detail
can be shown. e visual representation can be changed to different multivariate
visualization types. Currently we support scaer-plots, parallel-coordinate plots [],
histograms and (squarified) treemaps [, ]. For each of the visualizations the visual
variables involved, such as what to show on the axes, can be changed to support further
exploration and analysis (Figure .()). We also support a small multiple exploration
style similar to Van den Elzen et al. [] (see Chapter ) in which multiple visualizations
are created, one for each value of a visual variable, to enable comparison and guidance
in the exploration.
If the ranges of the selections of interest are updated then the associated visualizations
in the overview are updated automatically to reflect the changes. e visualizations can
be freely positioned and resized using standard editing controls found in visual editing
programs. We considered using an automatic lay-out here, but since the number of
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selections is typically small (–) and because the structure is highly dependent on the
semantics, we opted for supporting manual lay-out.
e visible edges in the detail view are aggregated and also shown in the high-level
overview. Within edges are shown as self-loops of the associated visualization. Between
edges are rendered between the associated selection visualizations and finally, back-
ground edges are drawn gradually semi-transparent to the background, not aached to
anything. e width of the edges is proportional to the count or sum of a selected link
aribute. Initially this is the number of edges. Users are enabled to show the actual
values in textual form rendered on top of the edges. Aggregated edges in the overview
can be filtered by seing a range using a scented span slider. For the color we use a
gradient from the colors of start selection to the end selection.
Users are enabled to freely zoom and pan the high-level overview. Level-of-detail zoom-
ing is implemented for the visualizations; if users zoom in on a specific visualization
or enlarge the visualization, more detail becomes available, for example, the name of
the aributes shown on the axes. Visualizations are drawn semi-transparent to enable
comparison of charts by (temporarily) overlaying one visualization on top of another.
4.8 Examples and Use cases
Below we describe some example  explorations of real-world multivariate network
data. We show how a tightly coupled exploration is achieved by starting with either
multivariate data or the underlying network topology and show this in context of the
other to find correlations, anomalies and paerns.
4.8.1 US Migration and Census
United States county to county migration data was obtained from year-to-year address
changes reported on individual income tax returns filed with the IRS []. Next, this data
was augmented with geographic location of the counties and according state and finally,
combined with county census data provided by the United States Census Bureau []. e
final dataset consists of , nodes (counties) and , edges (migrations),  node
aributes and  edge aributes.
By using a standard spring-embedder algorithm [] to position the nodes of the
network, we hope to see structure, such as hubs, communities, and disconnected
components. However, we are presented with a typical hairball-like visualization from
which no insights can be gained and exploration is impossible, see Figure .(a), le.
Next, we switch to a more familiar geographical plot by using a longitude, latitude
projection. We add a selection box to this projection that encloses all nodes, to
see whether network structure is revealed, which unfortunately, is not the case, see
Figure .(a), right. erefore, the box is resized to a smaller region to enable more
focus.
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(a) Hairball obtained using a standard spring-embedder
lay out algorithm (le) and geographic plot by projecting
longitude and latitude (right).
(b) Inbound and outbound migration, detail (le) and
summary aggregation of the selection (right).
(c) New York area: outbound. (d) Texas area: inbound.
Figure 4.6: U.S.A. migration data exploration scanning for inbound, outbound and balanced regions.
4.8.2 Balance
We are interested whether there are regions or states that are more inbound, outbound
or balanced. To support this exploration, we disable within edges and enable background
edges such that we can directly see the total incoming and outgoing aggregated
migrations for our current selection box in the high-level overview, see Figure .(b).
Now, we can drag our box around in the detail view to quickly scan for unbalanced
regions. We see that North-East, around the New York region, migration is more
outbound, see Figure .(c). In the South, the regions around Texas and Florida,
migration is more inbound, see Figure .(d), also Alaska is slightly inbound.
If we resize the box and extend the selection to compare West with East, we find that
both are balanced. If we next compare North with South, by adding another selection
box, we find that North is more outbound and South is more inbound. By adding two
more selection boxes we can refine the division of the United States into four regions.
Now we see, Figure ., that all migrations are balanced except for the North-East region;
there, migration is more outbound to both South-East and South-West selections.
We can conclude that North is more outbound due to people leaving from the North-East
region. For the rest of the country migration is mostly balanced and no other anomalies
are found.
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Figure 4.7: United States migration data exploration testing for predominantly inbound or outbound
regions with detail (top) and overview (boom). Number of counties in each selection,
shown on the boxes, is approximately equal to achieve fair comparisons. e North-East
region is outbound with migrations mainly going to the South-East and South-West regions.
e rest of the migrations are fairly balanced. e North-West has the least internal
migrations and North-East the most (middle).
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Figure 4.8: Migration of highly populated low and high crime regions.
Figure 4.9: Testing for correlation between age and migration.
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4.8.3 Crime
Next, we show how exploration of aribute and edge occurrence correlation is sup-
ported. For example, we want to investigate whether a high crime rate correlates with
outbound migration:
• First, the nodes are positioned by selecting crime-rate and population as our
current projection aributes, focusing on high population counties.
• We create two selections, dividing the top  highest populated counties, one low
crime-rate and the other high crime-rate.
• For both we enable within and between edges.
We now see that migration from high-crime counties to low-crime counties is higher
than the other way around. We also see that migration within low crime areas is twice
as high as within high crime areas. If we also enable outgoing background migration
we see that significantly more people are leaving from high crime counties compared to
low crime areas, see Figure ..
4.8.4 Age
A similar investigation can be made for testing correlation between age and edge
occurrence (migration). We project state versus age and create three selections: counties
where average age is low, middle and high. We keep the number of counties roughly
equal in each selection to be able to make fair comparisons. From the high-level
overview we see that people from low-age counties tend to move to other low-age
counties. We also see that they prefer to move to middle-age counties compared to high-
age counties. People from low-age counties tend to move most, followed by people from
middle-age counties and finally people from high-age counties. From the overview we
also see in the geographical visualizations, that most part of Alaska contains young-
aged persons, also some middle-aged but is not dominated by old-aged persons. Hawaii,
however, does not contain dominantly young-aged counties. Finally, Florida mostly
contains old-aged counties. Also, interesting observations from the detail view can be
made, we already concluded that people from young-counties tend to migrate to other
young-counties and people from old-counties tend to migrate to other old-counties. In
the detail view we see that there is an additional paern; people from young-counties
move to other young-counties mostly in a different state, while people from old-counties
mostly migrate to other old-counties within the same state. See Figure . for an
overview.
4.8.5 Visual path discovery
Now, we show how structural exploration is supported with simultaneous multivariate
data analysis. Assume, we are interested in finding paerns A to B, B to C. We want to
find a region (B) where people from the state New York (A) are migrating to, and also
people from this region are migrating to the state Washington (C). We introduce two
selections in a geographical projection; one selection S1 filtered on the state aribute
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New York, the other selection S2 on Washington, both positioned to their according
regions. Now we see the direct migrations between the two states, see Figure .(top).
We introduce a new aribute, distance to New York, D(S1) and add this as a constraint
to S2, to only show nodes with distance  from S1, see Figure .(middle). Next, we
enable background out edges for S2 and we are presented with all the counties with
an inflow from New York and an outflow to Washington. We can now add another
selection to be able to see the number of nodes and edges involved for one possible
Figure 4.10: Network path exploration, finding indirect routes from New York to Washington. Ag-
gregated visual representations show number of contained nodes (counties). Aggregated
edges show number of edges. From New York there are  possible routes to  counties
in the Florida region, from these  counties another  routes lead to Washington. Top to
boom: (top) Direct links between New York and Washington, (middle) counties in New
York that have exactly distance two to the counties selected for Washington, and (boom)
all outgoing links from the counties in the New York selection and a selection in the Florida
region containing counties that connect New York with Washington.
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route, see Figure .. is process can be repeated to find, for example, paths of length
. Note that while performing these structural operations we can still filter on node and
edge aributes per selection for combined multivariate analysis.
4.8.6 Enron E-mail corpus
All e-mail traffic of Enron (former energy service company) corporation was made
publicly available during the legal investigation of the biggest American bankruptcy due
to accounting fraud []. e dataset is cleaned, private messages are removed, and,
augmented with employee function. Furthermore, sentiment analysis was performed on
the e-mail body texts and added as multivariate link data. is dataset consists of 
nodes (employees) and , edges (e-mails),  node aributes and  edge aributes.
Assume we are working at the human-resources department and want to explore the
e-mail behavior of our company. First we start by projecting the nodes according to
jobtitle (x-axis) and degree (y-axis). Note that we are mixing multivariate data with a
structural property here. is provides an overview of the distribution of employees
in the different jobtitle groups and also who is e-mailing most within these groups.
Next, we are going to explore the e-mail behavior of the different groups. erefore,
we introduce two selections, one to select a specific group and the other containing the
rest of the employees. For the laer selection we disable within edges to be able to focus
on the between communication. We use the first group to shi through the different
function groups and see that:
• CEOs are more sending e-mail;
• directors are more receiving;
• managers are heavily biased towards sending e-mail; and
• the managers stand out because they have a large self-loop in the overview.
From the overview visualization we see two persons having an unusual high degree. We
identify the person with highest degree via details on demand in the visualization and
refine our selection to only contain this person, see Figure .. Now it becomes clear,
by refining the selection to show cc and to e-mails, that the high self-loop is indeed due
to this person who cc-ed himself , times and directly sent himself another .
4.8.7 C-Level communication
Now assume we want to inspect CEO communication behavior. erefore, we introduce
another few selections and only show communication from and to the CEOs. We see
that CEOs are mostly communicating with Vice presidents and managers. However,
we also see that regular employees are communicating with CEOs, which is not what
we would expect. By refining our selection we see that it is only one person, Jeff
Dasovich, who is heavily communicating with the CEOs and mainly broadcasting, see
Figure .(le). By filtering on the sentiment aributes we also see that his e-mails are
mainly negative. Aer googling it appears that Jeff Dasovich is Enron’s Government
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Relation Executive, who had to communicate to the CEOs when things went wrong for
Enron, mislabeled here as a regular employee. If we now keep this configuration and
refine the selection to contain only e-mails with strong problem sentiment in it, we see
it contains only one-way communication of the vice-presidents and Jeff Dasovich to the
CEOs, see Figure .(right). We refine the selection again on time and see that these
e-mails were mostly sent during the critical period for Enron.
4.9 Discussion and Limitations
e basic ideas presented in this chapter are all simple in nature: () combined structural
and multivariate exploration and analysis through visual queries using () selections of
interest, based on (derived) node and link aributes, controlled by Scented Widgets and
playful interaction on two () juxtaposed and linked views showing network detail using
(derived) aribute projections and showing a high-level infographic-style summary
overview simultaneously. However, combined they are novel and enable a strong visual
query mechanism that is intuitive and effective.
In an earlier stage of the research, the prototype only contained a single view: the detail
view. e aggregated visualizations in the overview were directly rendered on top of
the selections of interest. However, this had several disadvantages; upon dragging
the selection it was difficult to track changes in the visualization due to the motion
and also internal edges of a selection where no longer visible due to the overlapping
visualization. erefore, it was decided that two juxtaposed views would benefit users
in the exploration and analysis. is enabled also the possibility to have the easy
to understand high-level overview as a means of presentation and communication to
people who are not interested in the low-level details.
We also consider it a strong point of our system that it is simple in design and not
much explanation is needed. ite some effort is put into keeping interaction intuitive,
uniform and minimalistic, e.g., similar interaction methods in both views (select, drag,
change size), similar interaction to deal with node and edge aributes (uniform Scented
Widgets), uniform and combined interaction for structural and multivariate exploration
based on aributes. Also, visual coherence between the different components is
achieved by using color. Visual elements are kept to a minimum to reduce visual noise
and support a broad audience.
ere are, however, some limitations such as scalability with respect to the number
of aributes and scalability with respect to the number of selections. We believe
that in general users are content with about  or at most  selections of interest
in order to answer their questions and still being able to understand the involved
complexity. But if the number of selections of interest becomes large, for example due
to automatic clustering or community detection algorithms, then both the detail and
overview become cluered. In the overview, edges below a certain threshold can be
filtered as well as in the detail view, however, this is only partly a solution.
Currently we are relying on a node partitioning and nested or overlapping selections
of interest are not possible. Enabling this allows for more powerful queries but also
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Figure 4.11: Enron e-mail communication exploration using two selections of interest: one representing
the managers, the other the rest of the employees. Managers stand out due to a large self-
loop (, e-mails). Aer refinement the cause appears to be a single manager e-mailing
himself all the time (, e-mails).
Figure 4.12: Typical C-level communication: CEOs are heavily communicating with Vice presidents
and managers. However, also communication is present between CEOs and regular
employees, which turns out is only one person heavily broadcasting to the CEOs (right).
increases interpretation difficulty and selection mechanism conflicts. Also, since we
are relying on ranges as multidimensional boundaries for the selections, we only allow
for box-shaped selection widgets. Brushing capabilities could be introduced such that
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users can freely color nodes for a certain selection. However, the uniform selection
mechanism based on Scented Widgets would break, as now nodes are no longer
identifiable by range but only based on unique identifier. is implies that potentially a
large number of gaps appear in the aribute ranges making interaction of the Scented
Widgets a challenge.
If the number of aributes associated with the nodes and edges is large, the list of
Scented Widgets becomes difficult to interact with due to a large scrolling area. Also, the
number of available projections for the detail view quickly grows (n2, for n aributes)
making it more likely that interesting features in the data are missed. A solution here
could be feature selection, to only select the most interesting features, as a preprocessing
step of the data before loading it into the tool either automatic or manually using
visualization techniques [, , ].
4.10 Conclusions
We presented novel interaction methods for both domain-expert and casual users to
explore and analyse multivariate networks concurrently on network topology as well
as the multivariate data. is enables users to see outliers, paerns and trends for
the combined elements. Furthermore, we support users in the simultaneous creation
of a high-level infographic-style overview. is helps in understanding the network
due to a simple image, provides abstraction and aggregation and presents a means for
communication to a broader audience. Both interaction methods are facilitated by using
selection sets as a central element and the juxtaposition of detail and overview. We have
shown the effectiveness of our  approach through several elaborated examples
on real-world datasets. Furthermore, we have shown this method is not just limited
to multivariate networks, but also functions when only multivariate data or network
structure is available. Finally, due to the general and flexible setup, this method is
domain-independent.
4.10.1 Future work
For future work it is interesting to enable the partitioning of the network not only on the
nodes but also on the edges. is could enable richer exploration by showing aggregate
visualizations also for the edges. However, intuitive interaction and facilitation of this
is not trivial. Also, the adaption of the interaction methods would benefit from the
enhancement of the detail view to support different visualizations such as a matrix
visualization or ultimately generalize the techniques to any network visualization.
Finally, functionality could be added to export the high-level infographic-style overview
to an external editing tool such as Microso PowerPoint or Adobe Illustrator for further
fine-tuning, editing and enrichment, e.g., for publication.
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.Massive Mobile Phone Data5
is chapter is based on []:
“Exploration and Analysis of Massive Mobile Phone Data: A Layered Visual Analytics
approach.” S. van den Elzen, J. Blaas, D. Holten, J.-K. Buenen, J. J. van Wijk, R. Spousta,
A. Miao, S. Sala, and S. Chan. In Proc. rd Int. Conf. Analysis of Mobile Phone Datasets,
Cambridge, MA, May . (Best Visualization Award D4D 2013)
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5.1. EXPLORATION AND ANALYSIS OF MASSIVE MOBILE PHONE DATA
5.1 Exploration and Analysis of Massive Mobile Phone Data
Figure 5.1: Different coherent components of the visual analytics solution for Massive Mobile Phone
Data exploration and analysis in context of the Orange Data for Development challenge.
W present a system for the exploration and analysis of massive mobile phone datathat enables users to gain insight. First we identify user tasks and develop
a system following a visual analytics approach by tightly integrating visualization,
interaction and algorithmic support. e system is then evaluated by exploring a
massive mobile phone dataset containing . billion calls and  exchanges between
around  million users located in Ivory Coast over a period of  months. As a use case,
we show how major events are correlated with localized increase and decrease of calls.
5.2 Introduction
Four datasets on mobile phone communication were released in the context of the
Orange Data for Development () challenge. e  is an open innovation Big
Data challenge from Orange to the world research community, to help the societal
development and welfare of the population by finding insights from mobile phone
communication. e datasets are based on . billion anonymized Call Detail Records
() of phone calls and  exchanges between five million of Orange’s customers
in Ivory Coast between December ,  and April ,  []. In this chapter we
focus on the first dataset: tower-to-tower traffic. Data is provided to us in tab-separated-
value () file format. For each hour in the timespan we are given the number of calls
and duration (aggregated) between any pair of towers. Additionally, we are provided
with the geographic location (longitude and latitude) of each cell tower. Initial data
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cleaning was performed by Orange Labs in Paris, such as removing double entries, new
subscribers, and communication to other providers. We further cleaned the data by
removing entries that had missing tower identifiers.
In this chapter we describe how we support the analysis and exploration of massive
mobile phone datasets by identification of user tasks and according requirements for
a visual analytics prototype. Next, this is implemented and applied to the real-world
mobile phone data that were provided. We present a system for the exploration and
analysis of massive mobile phone data that enables users to gain insight on different
levels of abstraction both in time and space. e prototype provides a smooth user
experience despite the massive amount of data. We implement a visual analytics
approach adhering to the visual analytics mantra: analyse first, show the important, zoom,
filter and analyse further, details on demand [].
Visual Analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual
interfaces []. It aims at an integrated approach combining visualization, human
factors and automated data analysis using methodologies from information analytics,
geospatial analytics and scientific analytics to effectively support the decision making
process [].
One opportunity for the analysis of such data is to detect local events (e.g., political,
social, weather), assuming that these lead to changing call behavior. In this chapter we
adopt this as the main use case. Correlations of call change behavior and local events
are successfully identified using the prototype. erefore, we believe call change occurs
due to major events. We found both an increase and decrease in the number of calls over
locally concentrated communication channels strongly correlated with events.
e chapter is organized as follows. First, user tasks and according requirements to the
visual analytics approach are discussed in Section .. Next, we discuss related work in
Section .. A layered visual analytics approach is presented in Section ., where the
different components of the system are discussed in detail. Section . portrays typical
use cases utilizing our approach. Finally, conclusions and directions for future work are
given in Section ..
5.3 Design Principles
In this section we identify different user tasks, derive requirements, and discuss design
decisions following from this. We believe that change in call behavior occurs due to
major events. erefore, to detect events, we focus on call change derived from the first
 dataset (tower-to-tower communication).
e user tasks can be categorized into higher level tasks: exploration, analysis and
presentation of massive mobile phone data. e main goal of exploration is to gain
insight and to form hypotheses. e main goal of analysis is to confirm or reject hypotheses.
While performing analysis, visualization is not only supportive but can also raise new
questions, therefore users typically switch oen between exploration and analysis
during data exploration. Presentation is needed to convey findings to both expert users
and a broader audience. In order to support this, familiar visualizations are needed.
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Table 5.1: Requirements to support users in the exploration and analysis of massive mobile phone data.
is list is not exhaustive and can be extended further, however, we believe the system should
at least support these user tasks.
Task Requirement
User wants the system should
Ex
plo
rat
ion
identification of:
higher level communication channels; provide an overview of communication channels
both in space and time;
changes in call behavior, this because we believe
that a change in call behavior occurs due to
major events; and
provide an overview of call change behavior,
again, both temporal and spatial aspects should
allow for exploration;
communities (cell towers with similar behavior
over time).
provide (algorithmic and visualization) support
for community identification.
An
aly
sis
perform comparison of:
multiple levels of abstraction for time, space,
and, visualization;
enable effortless switching between different
abstraction levels;
multiple points in time; and enable for simultaneous comparison of multiple
time points;
multiple visualizations of similar or different
data dimensions.
enable for simultaneous comparison of multiple
views and data dimensions.
Ge
ne
ral
interactively browse through different portions
of the data;
provide appropriate visualizations for each ab-
straction level that;
being guided by complex paerns and correla-
tions; and
emphasize clues for further navigation to;
do all of this in real time. provide a real-time smooth exploration user
experience.
Table . provides an overview of more detailed tasks and requirements. In addition to
these requirements we aim for effortless switching between the exploration, analysis,
and presentation tasks. In summary:
• data has to be shown at various levels of aggregation, both temporally and
spatially;
• data has a temporal, a geospatial, and a network character; all have to be shown;
• we use multiple linked views for this;
• details have to be shown on demand;
• where possible, use automated methods to simplify analysis and reduce the
amount of data;
• features like overall call behavior, call change and communities have to be clearly
visible;
• where possible, use familiar mappings and metaphors for easy understanding.
In Section . we present how the system implements these requirements and discuss
the individual components and their integration and coherence.
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5.4 Related Work
We briefly discuss related work to place our work in context, and to motivate the
development of a new visual analytics prototype: no tool exists that fulfills our
requirements.
Many approaches are explored using only automated methods offering no interaction
and visualization, e.g., [, , , ].
A visual analytics system, developed by Andrienko et al. [, ], for extracting place
histories from mobile data, combining geovisualizations, geocomputations and statisti-
cal methods allows for the exploration of spatial, temporal and thematic components
of the data. However, the main focus here is on social aspects and place extraction
and does not allow for the exploration of call change inferred from events. Similar
approaches, not exploring call change or event detection are discussed by Kwan and
Lee [] and Sagl et al. []. A system developed by Correa et al. [, ] also
mainly focuses on social behavior paerns. Also, the geographical component is not
taken into account and no algorithmic support is offered. Temporal communication
paerns in mobile call graphs focusing on structural network change are discussed
by Ye et al. []. Höferlin et al. [] focus on individual trajectory movement
exploration extracted from mobile data. A more general visual analytics system for
the exploration of spatio-temporal data not tailored towards mobile data is presented
by Von Landesberger et al. [].
Egocentric temporal exploration of  data is performed by Qi et al. []. However,
the geographical content is not taken into account and cannot be visualized. Further-
more, the method focuses on egocentric exploration and does not allow for an overview
of the (higher level) call paerns. Egocentric exploration of temporal call behavior
focusing on regions rather than individual towers is explored by Blondel et al. [] in
their web-based Geofast tool.
5.5 Visual Analytics Approach
In this section the developed prototype enabling the effective analysis and exploration
of massive mobile phone data is presented. e prototype application follows a
visual analytics approach using multiple coordinated views that tightly integrates
visualization, interaction and automatic computation methods. A combination of
visualization and automated methods is used, because purely visual methods fall short
due to scalability issues; the data provided is large and screen space is limited. is can
partially be overcome by interaction methods such as zoom, pan and filter techniques.
However, this leaves less apparent paerns in the data hidden. Also, purely automatic
methods fall short due to aggregation of results and loss of context. Furthermore,
automatic methods are oen highly focused and designed for one specific task, not
allowing for the exploration and discovery of unexpected paerns. A system effectively
integrating visualization, interaction and algorithmic support leverages the benefits of
the individual parts.
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Figure 5.2: Graphical user interface: providing high level overview of different measures such as
the number of calls and call change over time in the measure overview (A). Individual
contributions of communication channels to the measure at a selected time interval are
shown in the measure contribution view (B) and in the geospatial view (C) revealing
localized call change behavior: large decrease (D) and large increase (E) of the number
of calls. e matrix view (F) provides a high level overview of call behavior over time for
the individual towers. Different seings and algorithmic support are offered by according
controls (G).
Initial data transformation steps were taken to be able to implement the requirements
as defined in Section .. ese steps are discussed next, followed by a detailed
description and discussion of design decisions of the individual coordinated views and
their integration into the system (see Figure . for a screen-shot of the graphical user
interface).
5.5.1 Analyze first, show the important
e data provided consists of .  (zipped) and .  (unzipped)  files. Clearly,
this does not fit into memory. In order to provide a real-time exploration experience
to users different techniques are employed. Here we choose for a combination of pre-
computation, divide-and-conquer, and load-on-demand strategy. e tower-to-tower
communications, mainly focused on in this chapter, were provided in ten separate
 files each spanning a period of two weeks. To obtain manageable data, both for
overviews and detailed inspection, we performed the following preprocessing steps. We
first processed the data using scripts taking an advantage of a line-by-line streaming
approach that divided the large files into smaller files, each containing the data for one
day. Furthermore, the data lines in the smaller files are sorted descending on number
of calls between any pair of towers. Finally, separate files were created for calls and
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duration. is process is repeated to create files on different abstraction levels such as
weeks and months. Instead of loading everything into memory at once, smaller chunks
can now be loaded on demand if detailed information is requested. e relatively small
file sizes allow for real-time exploration. In addition, data can also partially be loaded,
requesting only the most important data, because the files are internally sorted.
In addition to spliing and organizing each file, different metrics were identified for
which an overview needs to be provided. ese derived measures were then pre-
computed to be shown as a line graph in the measure overview (more on this in
Section ..). e pre-computed derived measures are number of calls, duration, call-
change, duration-change, and, combined-change. Each of the measures are pre-computed
for the different abstraction levels (days, weeks and months). e number of calls
measure and duration measure aggregate per abstraction level the total number of calls
and total duration respectively. e call-change, duration change and combined change
are computed based on the extended Jaccard index [, ], rather than taking the
absolute difference of the number of calls for two points in time. is has the advantage
that a large change is reported when the number of calls goes from  to  but also
if the number of calls goes from  to  for a certain communication channel. Let E be
the set of all cell tower pairs having communication on one or more points in time. For
each pair of cell towers involved (e 2 E), at two points in time tx and ty we compute
the individual call change ICCe:
ICCe(tx; ty) = 1  Me(tx)Me(ty)
Me(tx)2 +Me(ty)2  Me(tx)Me(ty) ; (.)
where Me(tx) gives the value of the according measure (here number of calls) at time
point tx for cell tower pair (communication channel) e. If Me(t) = 0, 1 is used as
measure to prevent a final value of 0. Next, all individual call changes ICC are summed
and divided by the number of involved tower pairs jEj to provide a final call change
value CC for two points in time:
CC(tx; ty) =
1
jEj
X
e2E
ICCe(tx; ty): (.)
Duration change and combined change (calls + duration) are computed in a similar
fashion. In addition to the change values CC we also store the individual change
values ICC and again sort these descending. ese files are later loaded-on-demand
if additional information is required on the aggregated measures, e.g., to provide
information on the contribution of each communication channel to the aggregated
measure. By pre-computation of these measures we can provide multiple overviews
that allow for a smooth real-time exploration of the data.
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Figure 5.3: Measure overview simultaneously rendering multiple measures enabling high-level
correlation exploration.
(a) Measure contribution view, providing informa-
tion on most important contributors (communication
channels) to the according measure and selected
point in time.
(b) Non-clustered (le) and clustered (right) matrix view
grouping towers with similar communication behavior
over time.
Figure 5.4: Measure contribution (a) and temporal matrix views (b).
5.5.2 Measure overview
In the measure overview line graphs are shown. Users can select what to show on the
x-axis and y-axis. On the x-axis different aggregation levels of time can be set; users
are enabled to choose one from days, weeks, and months. On the y-axis (a combination
o) different measures can be conveyed such as number of calls, duration, call change,
duration change, and combined change. Showing multiple measures in the overview
enables users to explore correlation between these. For example, in Figure ., we see
that the number of calls in the -data highly correlates with duration.
e measure overview provides a high-level overview, and can be used to detect
interesting points in time that require further investigation. Depending on the chosen
measure one can focus on (any combination o) curves, peaks, and dips. For example,
if call change is selected, users can identify points in time where change is high by
focusing on peaks. e identified points can then be further explored in detail using the
different linked views.
On mouse hovering the according measure value is highlighted and the actual value
is shown. Furthermore, the aggregated measure for the selected time point is broken
down into individual values that are shown in the measure contribution view.
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5.5.3 Measure contribution view
e measure contribution view shows the individual contributions to the aggregated
measure of the selected time point in the measure overview. e individual contribu-
tions of communication channels (antenna-to-antenna) are shown as horizontal bars
(see Figure .(a)). e horizontal bars are sorted from highest contribution (most
important) to lowest contribution to the aggregated measure value. Each bar shows
the region, department, sub-prefecture and identifier of both the sending and receiving
cell towers. Furthermore, the number of calls (or a different selected measure) over
this communication channel are shown along with the measure of the previous day for
comparison purposes. is difference is also encoded as bar color; red or green indicates
that at this point in time there were less or more calls compared to the previous point
in time. By default only the fiy most important contributors are shown. Users are
enabled to adjust this value to their likings. In addition we provide users with filtering
options. Filtering is possible on the minimum number of calls required or the minimum
difference of the number of calls between the previous and current point in time. is
enables users to focus on communication channels with low, average or high activity.
All communication channels shown in the measure contribution view are also shown
in the geospatial view for spatial identification. By hovering over an individual commu-
nication channel in the contribution view, the according channel is also highlighted in
the geospatial view.
5.5.4 Geospatial view
e geospatial view displays the map of Ivory Coast. On top of this map all communi-
cation channels and involved cell towers are rendered that are currently shown in the
contribution view. e communication channels are rendered as arcs. e direction
of the communication is encoded clockwise. Also here, color depicts whether the
number of calls (or a different measure) is lower (red) or higher (green) compared to
the previous point in time. e opacity of the arcs depend on the contribution value,
similar to the length of the bars in the contribution view; the more important a link is,
the higher its opacity. is emphasizes the more important communication channels
for easy identification. On mouse hovering, the according region, department and sub-
prefecture are shown. Zoom-and-panning mechanisms can be used to navigate the map
and focus on specific regions.
Technical details e arcs are rendered as quadratic Bézier curves. First the vector from
source to destination point is determined. Next we compute the vector orthogonal
to this vector with half the length and position it halfway between the source and
destination point. Now we take the endpoint of this orthogonal vector as the control
point for the quadratic Bézier curve. Due to the computation of the orthogonal
vector, taking source and destination point into account, the clockwise direction is
automatically inferred. e towers are rendered as white dots with a radial gradient
from white opaque (innermost) to full transparent blue (outermost). Finally, additive
blending techniques are used to render the towers and arcs on the map to create a
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subtle aesthetically pleasing glow effect in dense areas. In addition, this allows users
to differentiate between increasing and decreasing traffic; overlapping arcs where one
is increasing (green) and the other decreasing (red) are rendered as yellow.
5.5.5 Matrix view
e matrix view provides a holistic overview of the behavior over time for each
individual cell tower. On the vertical axis all cell towers are shown. e horizontal
axis denotes time. Each row represents the behavior of one cell tower over time. On
the intersection of a tower and point in time a rectangle is drawn. is rectangle
represents a measure value, e.g., number of calls for one antenna at one time interval.
e rectangles are rendered using a heat-map technique; each rectangle is colored based
on the according value, here we use a dark-red to yellow to white colormap; dark-red
represents the lowest value, white the highest. Zooming-and-panning are provided to
navigate and explore the matrix.
e matrix enables users to identify towers with similar behavior over time. However,
because of limited screen resolution this poses serious difficulty on the task. erefore,
users are enabled to interactively apply clustering methods to the rows shown in the
matrix. Once clustered, the rows of the matrix are re-ordered (see Figure .(b)). Towers
that belong to the same cluster (all having similar behavior) are grouped together. In
addition, the clusters themselves are also sorted based on cluster-size. We offer cluster
parameters to users, which can interactively be adjusted. e result of a parameter
change is directly reflected in the matrix view by reordering. e parameters available
to users are cluster method (e.g., hierarchical, k-means, k-medians), distance metric (e.g.,
Euclidean, Manhaan, Pearson, Spearman, Kendall), number of desired clusters, and
time period to take into account while clustering.
If a clustering is applied on the matrix view, users are enabled to only show clusters
of interest. Furthermore, the geographical location of the towers belonging to a cluster
can be shown or hidden in the geospatial view.
5.5.6 Linking and integration
From each of the initial views additional views can be opened for the inspection of
details. For example, if one communication channel is identified in the contribution
view, an additional overview can be created showing the number of calls (or different
measure) for the entire timespan to verify outlier behavior. Similar, the number of calls
for a specific cell tower can be shown from the matrix view. e creation of new views
enables comparison both in time and space to verify hypotheses. Finally, data for a
combination of point (or period) in time, range of cell towers, and, range of regions,
can be exported to a file for further investigation in external tools such as SynerScope’s
Marcato []. Also, facilities for easily searching the internet for events on a specific date
and region are built-in. On double clicking in the geospatial view the platform-specific
default browser is opened with according constructed search strings, containing the date
and region in French.
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5.6 Use cases
In the following sections, typical use cases are presented that demonstrate the power
of the visual analytics approach to the exploration and analysis of massive mobile data
in the context of the  challenge. First some background knowledge on Ivory Coast
is discussed to provide a context. is background knowledge is assembled based on
United Nations (UN) reports [, , , , ]. Next we provide general findings
and interesting correlations are extracted from complex paerns found, while browsing
through the data using the prototype.
5.6.1 Background knowledge
On November ,  elections were held to choose a new president for Ivory Coast.
ere were two candidates to be chosen from, the current president Mr. Gbagbo
(leader of the  party) and the opponent Mr. Ouaara (leader of the  party).
On December ,  the Independent Electoral Commission announced that Alassane
Ouaara garnered . per cent of the votes while Laurent Gbagbo received only .
per cent of the votes. at same day, the constitutional council declared the electoral
results to be invalid, due to missing the deadline for announcing the provisional results.
e next day, December ,  the constitutional council proclaimed the final results
of the presidential elections. is time, however, Laurent Gbagbo received . per
cent of the votes while Alassane Ouaara received . per cent of the votes. e
results of the first announcement were later certified as the rightful outcome of the
elections by the UNOCI []. However, Laurent Gbagbo did not step down. is
started the post-electoral crisis, resulting in violent aacks, killing of civilians, rape,
torture, displacements, and, inhumane and degrading treatment. While human rights
abuses have been commied by both sides, most of the killings have been carried
out by elements of the forces loyal to Mr. Gbagbo []. e situation continued to
deteriorate until former President Gbagbo was apprehended on April ,  [].
However, pro-Gbagbo militias, mercenaries and  (former army) elements continued
fighting. Some  of those elements surrendered to  (new army) on April , ,
the rest fled towards the Liberian border area, where they continued to kill civilians
and loot property in south-western Ivory Coast. Clashes between the  and pro-
Gbagbo militias and mercenaries continued to be reported there, as well as violence
against civilians in the west and south-west []. On December ,  legislative
elections were held in a generally calm and peaceful manner, however, the country is
still struggling to recover from the devastating crisis []. Here our data starts. We are
provided with -data covering the period December th,  until April nd, .
Because media is government controlled and many reports are made that journalists
are oppressed and newspapers are banned [, , , ], we solely rely on UN
reports and reports of the International Crisis Group [, , ] as our source of
major events that occurred during the data-period. During this period, the situation
remains particularly fragile in western Ivory Coast, where large numbers of weapons,
armed elements, former combatants, militias and dozos (traditional hunters), as well
as competition over the control of resources are significant sources of insecurity [].
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Figure 5.5: Peak in the number of calls and call change due to new year.
Figure 5.6: High-level communication paerns (le) and predominantly local communication (right).
Most of the incidents occurred in the west, although insecurity has increased in other
parts of the country. Law enforcement, while present throughout the country, remains
ineffective, and some areas are still under the protection of the dozos, which increases
insecurity [].
5.6.2 General findings
In the measure overview events that generate a peak in the number of calls and also
in call change behavior are directly visible, such as the celebration of new year (see
Figure .).
From the inspection of the highest contributors to the number of calls on any day
it becomes clear that the highest number of calls is very local. is appears in the
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(a) Cluster of towers having a strong week-
weekend paern, located in Abidjan.
(b)  meeting in Abidjan disrupted by supporters of
the .
Figure 5.7: General events and local increase identification.
geospatial view as many predominantly self-loops (see Figure .(right)). By ploing
all contributors using a high transparency value for the individual edges, higher level
communication is revealed (see Figure .(le)). We see for example, that there is a
strong link of communication between Bouake and Abidjan, but significantly less strong
between Bouake and Yamoussoukro.
From the clusters in the matrix view, some clusters can directly be explained. For
example, some clusters show a high week-weekend paern, with less traffic in the
weekends. ese towers are based in Abidjan, more specific in the Plateau and Adjame
region where most companies are located, giving less traffic in the weekends (see
Figure .(a)).
5.6.3 Local event increased call correlation patterns
During the following events there is a local increase of cell phone traffic. ere is a clear
correlation of call change and events that are directly visible when exploring the data.
Below, these correlations are discussed in chronological order.
On January , , there is a meeting of the  (pro-Gbagbo) in Abidjan. is meeting
is violently disrupted by supporters of the  (pro-Ouaara). One person was killed,
several were injured and property was damaged. Also, national police officers were
assaulted. On this day we see, Figure .(b), that there is an heavy increase in telephone
calls in the west (pro-Gbagbo), also noticeable is the increase in traffic from Abidjan
to the western region (probably supporters calling their friends and family, informing
them of the disruption).
On February ,  and ,  clashes between communities are reported in Arrah.
During these days (especially  and ) there is indeed a local increase in the number
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Figure 5.8: Clashes between communities in Arrah.
Figure 5.9: Aack on the village of Zriglo.
Figure 5.10: Increased phone calls correlated with rainfall anomalies.
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of calls to the Arrah region, directly visible in the geospatial view (see Figure .). If we
bring up detailed information on the number of calls from the specific communication
channels (antenna-to-antenna) there is indeed a remarkably high spike at these days,
confirming something is going on.
On February , , the village of Zriglo is aacked, killing six persons and wounding
many more. ere is indeed an increase in the number of calls to this village for this
day. is also becomes apparent if the individual antenna-to-antenna communication
is inspected, showing an unusual peak (see Figure .).
Cocoa is a key commodity in Ivory Coast. e country is the world’s largest producer of
cocoa beans, accounting in / for a total % of the world’s total production [].
Because of this high economic value, cocoa has already been a driving factor for conflict
in the country [, ].
Cocoa trees in Ivory Coast are harvested twice a year: a main harvest happens between
September to December, while a second minor harvest happens from April to June [].
April/May is a particularly important time for cocoa farmers, as two important events
other than the aforementioned harvest happen: (a) it is one of the two times when
pesticides are applied on cocoa plants; (b) if precipitation has been abundant farmers
can establish new cocoa plantations or expand existing ones (starting field operations in
May). Moreover, yam varieties growing in forest areas are planted in April and May [].
Two main hypotheses can be thus made:
• Events happening in April/May (i.e., harvesting, marketing and input supply) are
likely to produce an increase in telephone traffic from the western cocoa-growing
regions towards urban areas and other (market, logistics) hubs.
• Correlation with abundant (i.e., above normal) rainfall in March/April is likely to
produce additional increase in telephone traffic from the western cocoa-growing
regions towards agricultural supply hubs.
Two positive rainfall anomalies that may have impacted agricultural activities and may
be linked with increased phone calls have been identified in two regions: Bas-Sassandra
and Dix-Huits Montagnes (see Figure .). In the Bas-Sassandra region a positive
rainfall anomaly during the first decade of April was reported (see Figure .), and
an increase in telephone calls on April , , was noticed in two different areas: (a)
the area of Sassandra and San Pedro subprefectures; and (b) the area of Tabou, Grand-
Bereby and San Pedro subprefectures.
Higher data granularity was available only for the area of Sassandra. Rainfall was absent
during the first decade of April, with the exception of a highly anomalous storm on April
 reported in Sassandra []. Still this event does not explain the increase of telephone
calls on  April. It is important to highlight that April   matched with Easter. Some
sort of correlation with religious events may hence be assumed.
In the Dix-Huits Montagnes region a positive rainfall anomaly during the second decade
of April was reported (see Figure .), and an increase in telephone calls on April 
and , . Particularly the increase in phone calls was localized in the Man sub-
prefecture, which is an important center for cocoa production, and also is the most
important production area of coffee in the whole country.
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Figure 5.11: Rainfall activities in Bas-Sassandra region between  March and  April  (-day
cumulated estimates) [].
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Figure 5.12: Rainfall activities in Dix-Huit Montagnes region between  March and  April 
(-day cumulated estimates) [].
5.6.4 Local event decreased call correlation patterns
In the events described below we found a strong local decrease of call activity (majority
of complete shutdown of call activity). Again, these local decreases were clearly visible
in the visualizations while browsing the data. Again, these events are discussed in a
chronological fashion.
On December th,  all cell towers in the western region appear to be shut down
(see Figure .(a)). A large number of antennas is connected to the electric grid of Ivory
Coast. On this day half the country was shut down due to electric failure. Next, we
identify additional towers by applying a hierarchical clustering on call behavior over
time (see Figure .). ese cell towers have similar call behavior over time. If we
inspect one of these towers (typically they all have this paern), we see that these towers
are not entirely shut down, but they remain to have an unusual low number of calls.
en, this low activity remains until the th of January, when they appear to be turned
on again.
On January th, , there were confrontations between communities in Gagnoa
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(a) Electric failure results in shutdown of cell
towers connected to the power grid.
(b) Confrontations between communities in Gagnoa.
Figure 5.13: Local event decreased call correlation paerns.
Figure 5.14: Cluster of towers in western region with unusual low activity for a significant period.
resulting in the deaths of  people, injuries to many more and the burning of several
houses. On this day there is indeed a regional call change. e calls in this region drop
to  (see Figure .(b)). A possible cause is the fleeing of locals and damaging of the
cell towers.
In early February,  (no date mentioned) there were reports of confrontations
between farmers and cale breeders in Odienne. is led to injuries to several persons
and the displacement of some  people. On February th,  a shutdown of towers
in the region around Odienne immediately show up in the call change graph (see
Figure .(a)). It should be underlined that farmer-pastoralists conflicts in the area of
Odienne have been already reported by scholars [], and the livelihoods of local farmers
suffered additional significant stress in the recent two years. Particularly, in March
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(a) Confrontations between farmers and cale breed-
ers in Odienne.
(b) understorms near Daloa, Man and Duekoue,
presumably impacting telecommunication.
Figure 5.15: Local event decreased call correlation paerns.
Figure 5.16: Bad weather conditions influencing local call activity around Agboville.
Figure 5.17: Day before (le) supposedly electric failure in the western region (right).
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Figure 5.18: Highlight of rainfall paern in Denguele region in February . No rainfall activity
was recorded on the whole region [].
 FAO [] classified Ivory Coast as a country in need of external assistance because
of severe localized food insecurity, citing the northern regions as a food insecurity
hotspot because of lacking support services and conflict-related damages to agricultural
activities. We performed an assessment of disasters and weather for the time covered
to test for correlation. However, no disasters were reported during the whole period
according to the International Disaster Database []. Also, no significant weather events
in terms of rainfall that may have disrupted telecommunications were recorded both in
Gagnoa [] and Odienne, based on Interpolated Estimated Dekadal Rainfall provided by
NOAA/FEWSNet¹ [] for the whole Denguele region (see Figure .).
On March rd, , near Daloa and neighboring big cities Man and Duekoue there
was a drop in the number of calls. e number of calls on these communication lines
dropped from the normal level of - to - on this day (see Figure .(b)). On
March th, , in Agboville, we again see a decreased call activity (no calls) of at least
two towers in the area, that directly pop-up in the call change behavior (see Figure .).
A thunderstorm was recorded on March rd,  in Daloa []. is event may have
seriously impacted telecommunications activity in the neighboring areas. e same
weather conditions were reported in Abidjan on March ,  and we can fairly assume
that Agboville ( km distant from Abidjan) was affected as well by the thunderstorm.
On March th,  cell towers in the western region are shut down (see Figure .).
is again might be the result of electric failure.
Finally, if we cluster towers on the number of calls over time, several more interesting
clusters are revealed, all having a different shut-down period. To our opinion the shut
down of towers can have a number of reasons: (a) this is missing data, Orange could
or did not register calls, (b) external factors making communications more difficult,
like weather and disasters, (c) sabotage on the antennas, (d) electric failure or diesel
replenishment problems for off-grid cell towers, or (e) other technical problems.
e first explanation can be ruled out as it is stated in the  data information report
that indeed there is missing data but this only covers a period of about  hours ( 
days) []. However, we notice shut downs (or significantly lowered communication) for
¹antitative estimate of rainfall combining METEOSAT derived Cold Cloud Duration imagery and data
on observed rainfall (GTS-Global Telecommunication System by the NOAA Climate Prediction Centre)
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periods of more than  continuous days. As we have seen, weather conditions explain
some of the local decreased cell tower activity. However, due to time constraints no
explanation was found for the clusters of towers that have a significant period of lowered
(or none at all) activity. ese cases are currently being investigated in a collaborative
effort with Orange.
5.6.5 Socio-economic development
By focusing on call change, local events can be detected as we have shown in the use
cases. Both the local increase and decrease of call behavior provides insight in complex
paerns. By focusing on clusters of cell towers having similar call behavior, events
can be detected. ese events are of different nature, such as weather (heavy rainfall
in important cocoa area), social (new years eve), political (party meetings), disorder
(clashes between communities) et cetera and can only be explained by domain experts
by enriching the visual analysis process with external data to gain insight in complex
correlations, anomalies and communities both in time and space. is in turn enables
event detection which is an important first step towards prediction, improving early
intervention through development, aid and other civil initiatives.
5.7 Conclusions
We aimed at developing a tool for the exploration and analysis of massive mobile
data supporting all aspects of the process. We identified user tasks and requirements
from which appropriate visualization, interaction and automated support techniques
are selected. Next, we implemented these in a highly interactive prototype. We next
showed the effectiveness of our visual analytics approach by applying the prototype
on massive mobile phone data containing . billion calls and  exchange between
around  million users located in Ivory Coast over a period of  months, provided by
France Telecom within the context of the Orange  challenge. From the typical use
cases obtained while browsing the data, we extracted significant and interesting events
by cross-correlating these using UN reports and weather information.
5.7.1 Future Work
In the context of the  challenge we mainly focused on the first dataset, containing
detailed information of tower-to-tower communication, due to time constraints. It
would be valuable to incorporate additional visualizations and automated techniques
that enable also the exploration and analysis of the remaining datasets. Also, we
believe exploration and analysis of non-aggregated data (i.e., on person-to-person level)
provides even more insight in complex paerns.
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.Massive Sequence Views 6
is chapter is based on [, ]:
“Reordering Massive Sequence Views: Enabling Temporal and Structural Analysis of
Dynamic Networks.” S. van den Elzen, D. Holten, J. Blaas, and J. J. van Wijk. In Proc.
IEEE PacificVis, pages –, Feb . (Best Paper Award IEEE PacificVis 2013).
“Dynamic Network Visualization with Extended Massive Sequence Views.” S. van den
Elzen, D. Holten, J. Blaas, and J. J. van Wijk. IEEE Trans. Vis. Comput. Graphics,
():–, Aug .
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6.1. DYNAMIC NETWORK VISUALIZATION WITH EXTENDEDMSVS
6.1 Dynamic Network Visualization with Extended MSVS
N are present in many fields, such as finance, sociology, and transportation.Oen these networks are dynamic: they have a structural as well as a temporal
aspect. In addition to relations occurring over time, node information is frequently
present such as hierarchical structure or time-series data. We present a technique that
extends the Massive Sequence View () for the analysis of temporal and structural
aspects of dynamic networks. Using features in the data as well as Gestalt principles
in the visualization such as closure, proximity, and similarity, we developed node
reordering strategies for the  to make these features stand out, optionally taking the
hierarchical node structure into account. is enables users to find temporal properties
such as trends, counter trends, periodicity, temporal shis, and anomalies in the network
as well as structural properties such as communities and stars. We introduce the circular
 that further reduces visual cluer. In addition, the (circular)  is extended to
also convey time-series data associated with the nodes. is enables users to analyze
complex correlations between edge occurrence and node aribute changes. We show
the effectiveness of the reordering methods on a synthetic and a rich real-world dynamic
network dataset.
6.2 Introduction
Dynamic networks are present in many fields, such as finance, sociology and transporta-
tion: they have a temporal aspect such as time of transaction, time of connection, or time
of packet transmission. Effective visual exploration of these networks is a difficult and as
of yet unsolved problem, but is highly important to understand network behavior next
to network metrics. Animation and small multiples are standard approaches to show
the network behavior over time. ere are obvious problems with animation, such as
the difficulty to focus on many items simultaneously and the difficulty to track changes
over (longer) time periods. For small multiples it is difficult to determine the number of
multiples to use and to relate these to each other.
e Massive Sequence View, further referred to as  is first introduced by Jerding
and Stasko [, ] (as Execution Mural) and later extended by Holten et al. [,
]. e  is a program execution-trace visualization technique that conveys both
structural and temporal aspects and is an extension of the traditional Message Sequence
Chart [] in which time is explicitly mapped to the horizontal (or vertical) axis
(see Figure .(c)). Program classes are represented using (invisible) horizontal lines,
positioned equally spaced along the vertical axis. e horizontal axis of the visualization
represents chronological order t0 : : : tn. If there is a function call from class ci to class cj
at time tk , a vertical line with start- and end-points at the vertical positions of ci and cj ,
respectively, is drawn at horizontal position tk . is is repeated for all function calls in
the program execution-trace. By examining the trace, users can discover phases in the
execution, relationships between classes, and, in general, how the objects accomplish
the functional purpose of the program []. Phrased differently, the visualization
enables the exploration of structural as well as temporal aspects. Furthermore, the ,
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Figure 6.1: Different visualizations of dynamic network data. For the node-link diagram (b) time is
flaened and not visible. e  (c) shows the relations over time. Note that there are no
overlapping edges in the minimal edge length ordering (e).
extended with anti-aliasing techniques, filtering, and zooming, scales well with respect
to both the number of classes and number of messages and is usually part of a multiple
coordinated view system, such as in the work of Holten et al. [] where one view
conveys network topology and the  the dynamic aspects.
Due to the scalability and ability to explore both the structural and temporal properties
of the program execution, the advantage is that it is also useful for general dynamic
network exploration. Due to the chronological order of function calls there are no
edge crossings in the traditional . In a dynamic network there may be multiple
edges at (approximately) the same point in time, implying overlapping edges in the
 dependent on the order of the nodes (see Figures .(d,e)). As a result a standard
 suffers from visual cluer and important paerns can be hidden; classes (nodes) are
shown in the same order as they are declared in the program header files []. However,
classes can be listed in alphabetical order, by their appearance order in source files,
or by user specification [, ]. Holten et al. [] apply a user-defined hierarchy
on the nodes representing high-level constructs such as modules, packages and classes.
However, it is still unclear how to reorder the nodes such that certain features stand
out. Also, in a program execution-trace all calls are significant and typically there
is no noise. In general, dynamic networks are less structured compared to program
execution traces. Not all edges are significant and therefore regarded as background
noise. e more prominent, multiple occurring edges represent the typical behavior
of the network. erefore, reordering techniques are necessary to emphasize either
typical or anomalous visual paerns. First, we determine what visual paerns are easy
to identify using the  due to Gestalt principles and show how they relate to dynamic
network data. Next, we present different reordering strategies to emphasize the visual
paerns for easy identification.
In a first step we proposed reordering strategies on the nodes such that important
visual paerns are emphasized, enabling beer exploration of dynamic networks [].
Ordering or sorting is an important and strong visualization-supporting technique
already explored in different application domains such as parallel coordinate plots []
and adjacency matrices [, ]. We believe the presented reordering techniques
may be valuable and applicable not only to the , but also to other visualization
techniques such as node order in arc-diagrams [] or one-dimensional graph layouts
in general. In addition to the reordering strategies we further explore the design space
of the . More specific, we contribute extended methods to communicate optional
node information, such as a hierarchical structure and time-series data. Furthermore,
we introduce a circular  to further reduce visual cluer.
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is chapter is organized as follows. First, related work is discussed in Section .. We
define dynamic networks and identify characteristic temporal and structural dynamic
network paerns in Section .. Different node reordering strategies to emphasize these
features are presented in Section .. e circular  is introduced in Section .. Next,
the model is extended to also take extra node information into account in Section ..
In Section ., we apply the reordering techniques on real-world and synthetic datasets.
Finally, limitations, conclusions, and directions for future work are given in Sections .
and ., respectively.
6.3 Related work
e two dominant approaches to dynamic network visualization are animation, e.g., [,
, ] and small multiples, e.g., [, , ].
Animation has drawbacks, such as the difficulty to focus on many (moving) items
simultaneously. Also, tracking changes over (longer) time periods demands high
cognitive efforts. erefore, if animation is used there needs to be a good layout stability
to preserve the mental map, such as in the visual analytics approach for dynamic social
networks [] and the  system [] utilizing the Foresighted Graph Layout with
Tolerance []. For small multiples it is difficult to determine the number of multiples to
use and to relate these to each other. erefore, a beer approach to dynamic network
visualization is to provide a static overview of the entire time span of the network as is
the case with the .
Visualization techniques providing an overview of the entire time span include Timeline
Trees [], TimeSpiderTrees [], TimeRadarTrees [, ], Parallel Edge Splaing [],
TimeEdgeTrees [], TimeArcTrees [], and Alluvial diagrams []. All of these
techniques are also subject to a node ordering, however in these proposals there is no
special order on the nodes. Although, in the Parallel Edge Splaing method which is
closest to our technique, Burch et al. [] note that more sophisticated sorting methods
could optimize the visualization, but these are not implemented and a practical solution
is not given. In the Parallel Edge Splaing technique time is discretized and the resulting
graphs are placed next to each other on the horizontal axis similar to parallel coordinate
plots. Nodes are connected by straight lines causing large amounts of edge crossings,
which is tackled by applying edge splaing techniques. s do not suffer from crossing
edges, because the edges are drawn as vertical lines, there may be however overdraw due
to edges occurring at the same time or when there are less pixels available horizontally
for displaying each edge at a -pixel width. erefore, the  is drawn using anti-
aliasing techniques and grayscale shading to increase the perceived spatial resolution.
We also use these anti-aliasing techniques to render the images.
e  is extended by enabling users to interactively control filtering and abstrac-
tion []. Brushing techniques are added and the color and size of function calls
can be set, and classes can be selectively shown or hidden []. Eick and Ward []
independently developed an interactive visualization for Message Sequence Charts with
brushing, colors on the edges, and zooming. Holten et al. [] used zooming to inspect
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paerns on a fine-grained level. Furthermore, the  guarantees the visibility of outlier
calls when visualizing many calls using Importance-Based Anti-Aliasing []. Our
implementation also includes zooming, filtering, and coloring capabilities.
De Pauw et al. [] introduce a variation on the  called execution paerns which
is more true to the original Message Sequence Chart []. Renieris and Reiss []
address the aspect ratio problem; if there are many calls and relatively few classes, the
execution paerns and  tend to get very wide and thin, which is solved by mapping
time to D instead of D by laying out the visualization as a spiral.
6.4 Definitions and features
In this Section, we first give the dynamic network definition used throughout this
chapter. Next, different Gestalt principles applicable to the  are explored. As is
shown using these principles, several visual paerns are easy to recognize and interpret
during the analysis process.
6.4.1 Dynamic network definition
We consider a dynamic network as a directed graph G = (V;E), with a node (vertex)
set V and edge set E  V  V  T with vertex tuples (va; vb) and time aribute
et 2 [tmin : : : tmax] for each edge (also referred to as a transaction). Transactions are
considered to occur instantly; they have no duration. Furthermore, time-series data can
be associated with nodes; nodes can have aributes that change over time or are static
over the entire time span such as hierarchical structure information.
We define a configuration V to be a permutation on the set of vertices V; representing
the vertical order of the nodes in the . Furthermore, i gives the index of vertex vi in
the current configuration V . Consider two vertices vp and vq ; we define an edge set E
of vertex pair (vp; vq) as:
E(p; q) = fe = (ea; eb; et) 2 Ej(ea = vp ^ eb = vq) _ (eb = vp ^ ea = vq)g; (.)
where ea and eb give the source and sink vertex of edge e, respectively, and et 2
[tmin : : : tmax], i.e., the set of all edges over time between two nodes.
6.4.2 Gestalt principles
e Gestalt principles stem from the cognitive psychology field. ese principles help
to explain that there are easy to identify visual paerns that stand out in the .
Consider the simple situation in which there is a burst of transactions between two
nodes within a short amount of time. Such a burst is perceived as a block in the .
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(a) Closure. (b) Proximity. (c) Similarity.
Figure 6.2: Gestalt principles applied to .
We are also interested in more complex features and how they show up in an . We
identify these paerns and present different strategies to emphasize them and leverage
the identification of the visual paerns in the visualization. Below, the relevant Gestalt
principles closure, proximity, and similarity are discussed in the context of the .
Many closely positioned subsequent transactions are perceived as a solid block due to
the closure principle (see Figure .(a)). We tend to perceptually close up, or complete,
objects that are not, in fact, complete []. e closure principle fills the space between
subsequent edges as if there is none. To make this effect work the  edges need
to be sufficiently close, leveraged by the Gestalt principle proximity, which makes the
individual edges appear as a single block. Objects that are close are perceived as a
group due to the proximity principle (see Figure .(b)). When we perceive an assortment
of objects, we tend to see objects that are close to each other as forming a group []. In
the  the horizontal temporal dimension is used to make the edges appear as blocks.
Groups of similar blocks are perceived to find periodicity, shis, and anomalies. We
tend to group objects on the basis of their similarity []. Blocks of similar shape can be
identified due to the similarity principle (see Figure .(c)).
From this point on we use the word block for a group of transactions adhering to the
Gestalt principles closure and proximity; they are sufficiently close to be perceived as a
single group, i.e., the time between subsequent edges is close to zero given the current
scale.
Two types of features exist in dynamic network data that define the network behavior:
temporal and structural features. e  enables users to explore both temporal
and structural features of the network simultaneously. Below, different characteristic
features, inspired by [], are defined and discussed in the context of the .
6.4.3 Temporal properties
A trend is an increase or decrease in the number of transactions over time between two
or more nodes, visualized in the  by sequential blocks that have an increasing or
decreasing width (see Figure .(a)). A counter trend deviates from trend paerns by
showing mirrored behavior. If the global trend is to have an increase in the number
of transactions for a group of nodes, then a possible counter trend is the decrease of
the number of transactions for a different (smaller) group of nodes (see Figure .(b)).
Periodicity is the periodic repetition of a transaction or burst of transactions among two
or more nodes, apparent in the  as equally spaced sequential blocks of similar shape
(see Figure .(c)). A shi is a sudden or gradual disruption in a periodic repetition
of a transaction or burst of transactions among two or more nodes (see Figure .(d)).
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(a) Trend. (b) Counter trend.
(c) Periodicity. (d) Shi.
(e) Anomaly. () Community.
(g) Star. (h) Star variant.
Figure 6.3: Temporal and structural properties of a dynamic network in the context of the .
An anomaly is a temporal paern that behaves differently compared to the mainstream
temporal paerns, recognized as a sudden block between homogeneous behavior (see
Figure .(e)).
6.4.4 Structural properties
A community is a group of nodes that has a high number of internal transactions
(between the nodes of the group) and a relatively low number of external transactions
(from or to a node not belonging to the group). A community is a block-like structure
consisting of multiple nodes (see Figure .()).
A star is a group of nodes that all have transactions with one node. A star can be
incoming (one node only receives), outgoing (one node only sends) or a mix of both.
Star paerns are apparent in the  by an imaginary horizontal line with blocks of
varying width and direction aached to it (see Figures .(g,h)).
In order to make the temporal and structural features stand out there are a number of
parameters available that we can manipulate. e first two are the width and the color
of the edges. ese can be varied to emphasize features of interest. Below, color is
briefly discussed and it is explained why this feature alone is insufficient to emphasize
blocks in the . e remainder of the chapter therefore focuses on geometry related
optimizations.
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Figure 6.4: Different color encodings for the MSV edges.
Figure 6.5: Massive Sequence Views as part of a multiple coordinated view application applied to real-
world dynamic network data; a financial transaction dataset containing  accounts and
 transactions. Each ordering provides a unique view on temporal and structural aspects
of the data.
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6.4.5 Color
As suggested by Holten et al. [], color can be used to encode edge direction (see
Figure .(a)). Furthermore, color can be used to convey edge aributes such as (some)
weight to reveal paerns in the data. However, to make blocks more apparent in the 
the spatial Gestalt principle of similarity can be enhanced by using color. We propose to
color the edges based on edge length, since edges belonging to the same block all have
the same length (see Figure .(b)).
Also, the frequency of edges between node-pairs can be used to color the different blocks.
If one, for example, is interested in only the most apparent feature, we can color the
edges of the largest edge sets (see Figure .(c)). e number of blocks (features) to be
colored can be adjusted by the user to reveal more paerns. To leverage the perception
of the colored blocks, the residual edges are given a dimmed color to prevent unwanted
araction. However, color only is not sufficient, because blocks can become very small
or overlap each other heavily, making it difficult to interpret the visualization.
To make the temporal and structural features stand out in the  we use the vertical
order of the nodes. Inspired by matrix reordering techniques [], we explore and
present different reordering strategies for the  in Section . using the Gestalt
principles as a guideline to enhance user perception with respect to visual paern
recognition.
6.5 Reordering techniques
In the following, we present strategies to select and compute a node configuration
such that different features stand out, simplifying the exploration of dynamic network
behavior. A simple (naive) approach to reveal temporal and structural paerns in the
dynamic network is to order the nodes based on a structural property, such as degree.
Also, one can aim to optimize a visual edge property, such as the length distribution of
the edges by reordering the nodes, revealing other paerns. However, a beer choice
is to take time into account to be able to prevent overlapping blocks / features, making
them easy to identify and interpret. To achieve good solutions, visual edge properties
can be combined with temporal block overlap prevention. Below we present different
reordering strategies including their implementation, advantages, and disadvantages.
6.5.1 Structural properties
For comparison purposes, Figure .(a) shows a standard  with a configuration based
on the lexicographic order of the node names. e degree of nodes is oen an important
aribute; Figure .(b) shows the effect of sorting nodes for this. It shows what nodes
have a high degree and, furthermore, the distribution of degree over time per node.
It will, for example, reveal nodes that have a high degree at specific points in time but
overall have a low degree; these nodes will be at the top of the  and will clearly stand
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out. To reveal more structure in the high- and low-degree nodes, the degree property
can be split into in- and out-degree based configurations as shown in Figures .(c,d).
To explicitly investigate temporal behavior, nodes can be ordered based on their
temporal activity. is is achieved by taking the average x-position x(v) (representing
time) of the edges containing node v:
x(v) =
1
jEvj
X
e2Ev
et; (.)
with Ev the set of edges containing v: fe 2 Ejea = v _ eb = v ^ et 2 [tmin : : : tmax]g.
Next, the nodes are ordered such that x(vi) 6 x(vj); 8i;j . is configuration,
Figure .(e), reveals at what point or period in time nodes in the network are most
active. e nodes that are mostly active at the start are positioned near the top, nodes
that are mostly active at the end are positioned near the boom. Nodes that are active
throughout the entire time span are positioned around the center. is sorting method
gives an easy to interpret, natural visual flow of time that is rendered from top le to
boom right.
6.5.2 Visual edge properties
e length of the edges in the  influences the visual aention that they get. In
general, importance is linked to edge length implicitly [], as larger edges aract more
aention compared to shorter edges. e computation of edge length is as follows:
l(va; vb) = ka  bk=(jV j 1); (.)
where a; b give the index of nodes va and vb in the current configuration V (see
Section .). A configuration can be computed on the nodes such that the average
length of the edges is minimized. Unfortunately, this minimization problem is an NP-
hard combinatorial optimization problem, known as the optimal linear arrangement
problem [].
To be able to (interactively) approximate the minimal edge length we utilize simulated
annealing [, ], because it generally gives good solutions for optimization problems.
Furthermore, it can deal with arbitrary systems and cost functions, providing us with a
generic framework to approximate optimal solutions for other strategies defined later
on. Finally, it is straightforward to implement. We choose for simulated annealing
over other optimization methods due to its flexibility and its statistical guarantee of
global convergence to an optimal point. Also, simulated annealing does not put any
restrictions on the properties of our model. We are aware that other methods can be
used here, such as constraint programming, mixed integer programming, and, genetic
algorithms. For the reasons above we have chosen simulated annealing, and consider
use of other methods as future work. Further details of the used simulated annealing
method with according parameter initializations are described in Section ...
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As cost function for the simulated annealing process we use the average edge length of
the configuration:
minimize: l(V ) = 1jEj
X
e2E
l(e): (.)
By minimizing the edge lengths of the , edges that have a relative high appearance
frequency, and are therefore considered as typical for the current network, are given a
shorter length (see Figure .()).
is reduces visual cluer and improves the overall readability of the visualization by
reducing the cognitive load. Also, outlier edges are emphasized, due to increased edge
length. However, using this method visibility of the background level of activity serving
as a comparison baseline is compacted into narrow, difficult to perceive activity bands
that provide an analyst with lile clue as to what normal behavior looks like. With
this optimization we prevent the generation of a cluered, high-ink-usage visualization
that mainly shows background activity while paying no aention to the emphasis of
structural or temporal outliers.
When the edge length is maximized (see Figure .(g)), it reveals nodes that are most
dominant in the network, which are now positioned near the top and the boom of the
. Inversely, shorter edges are more likely to be the outlier edges in this configuration.
However, maximization of edge length does not give useful results in general, as the
display area becomes filled and features are hard to discern.
If general behavior is more important, and not outlier edges, we do not want (larger)
edges to receive unwanted aention. To prevent the longer edges from dominating the
visualization, the edges should have about the same length overall. is is achieved
by using the standard deviation of the edge lengths as cost function to the simulated
annealing procedure. e minimization problem here is:
minimize: stdev(V ) =
s
1
jEj 1
X
e2E
(l(e)  l(V ))2: (.)
Minimization of edge length standard deviation provides a nice and balanced alternative
as far as providing an uncluered visualization with reduced ink-usage is concerned,
while furthermore providing users with a uniform, non-distracting presentation (see
Figure .(h)). In such a visualization, highly communicative sub-communities stand
out as clearly visible activity bands, while outliers occupy sparsely populated bands.
Both minimization of edge length and standard deviation improve the readability and
simplify the analysis process. However, they do not take the overlap of blocks into
account, making it difficult to identify and interpret different possibly overlapping
features.
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6.5.3 Time involvement to prevent block overlap
To improve the readability of the visualization and the interpretation of the dynamic
network behavior, blocks should be easy to identify. To achieve this and make features
stand out from the noise by leveraging the Gestalt principles, the overlap of blocks
should be minimized. To this end, a measure is introduced to determine the overlap
of blocks for a configuration and is used as cost function for the simulated annealing
procedure for minimization.
Suppose there is a burst of edges E(a; b) between nodes va and vb and also a burst of
edges E(c; d) between nodes vc and vd, assuming a < b and c < d. is gives two
possibly overlapping blocks (see Figure .(le)). For the simple case, we can state that
overlap vertical overlap horizontal overlap, here the coverageC is (b c)(t3 t2).
is generalizes to:
C(a; b; c; d) = Cv(a; b; c; d)Ch(a; b; c; d); (.)
where the vertical overlap
(.)Cv(a; b; c; d) = max

min(b; d) +
p
2

 

max(a; c)  p
2

; 0

;
with p a user-configurable padding parameter 0 6 p 6 100. With each edge set E(a; b)
we associate a density profile f(a; b; t) using a Kernel Density Estimation approach:
f(a; b; t) =
X
e2E(a;b)
h(t  et); (.)
where h(t) is a kernel and t 2 [tmin : : : tmax]. Here we use a Gaussian for h(t):
gauss(x) =
1

p
2
e x
2=22 : (.)
e horizontal overlap is computed by taking the integral of products of all edge-pair
kernel density estimations:
Ch(a; b; c; d) =
Z tmax
tmin
f(a; b; t)f(c; d; t) dt: (.)
e total score for overlap is now:
C(V ) =
X
(i;j;k;l)2V
Cv(i; j; k; l)Ch(i; j; k; l); (.)
where the indices i; j; k and l are chosen such that jE(i; j)j > N and jE(k; l)j > N
to discard sparse edgesets, which are in general not of interest, and also to speed up
the calculations. Furthermore, it must hold that i 6= j and k 6= l to discard self loops
and finally :((i = k) ^ (j = l)) to prevent taking self overlap into account. Note that
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Figure 6.6: Blocks E(a; b) and E(c; d) with vertical overlap Cv , horizontal overlap Ch, total overlap
C , and padding parameter p.
Ch can be computed and stored independently from the current configuration to speed
up the final coverage computation by using a lookup table. Next, the average coverage
C of all node-pairs is taken as the cost function for the simulated annealing process to
minimize the overlap of blocks (see Figure .(right)).
e choice for  in the convolution process of function f(a; b; t) (see Formula .) is
related to what is considered a block in the data. In general, 5 6  6 10 gives good
results in practice. If the edges of a block in the data are sparse, then a large  should
be used to consider the edges as blocks; if blocks in the data are dense, then a small 
is appropriate to detect them. Alternatively, kernel size can be set by users based on
domain knowledge. If, for example, the data is known to contain sparse blocks, or if
there is an interest in finding sparse blocks, then a large  should be used. Furthermore,
the parameter may be based on known blocks in the data, for example weeks or hours.
Based on this domain knowledge  can be chosen to make these blocks stand out in
the visualization. One route to minimizing block overlap is the reduction of the height
of blocks, which makes it hard to see the individual blocks (see Figure .(i)). is can
partially be solved by increasing the padding parameter of the vertical overlap function
Cv . e padding parameter, 0 6 p 6 100, prevents blocks to be stacked close to each
other, making them appear as a single feature. Overall, seing p to 10 is sufficient to
prevent stacking of feature blocks.
Typical real-world data with a temporal component is oen characterized by a stable
or slowly changing contextual (background) level of activity serving as an important
indicator of normal behavior. Against the background of this normal “data rhythm”
structural and temporal outlier paerns should be depicted as clearly and preaentively
as possible without compromising the overall visibility of the background rhythm that
serves as an important and immediate comparison baseline. When exploring, e.g.,
financial transaction data, an investigator or auditor is oen interested in the difference
between and the presence of highly communicative sub-communities, i.e., groups of
bank accounts; in this case, block overlap minimization provides an ideal mechanism
to focus an analyst’s aention on different and separate groups of accounts. However,
in addition to minimizing the block overlap, blocks should have a height as large as
possible to stand out from the noise for easy identification and interpretation.
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6.5.4 Combining methods
Both methods, minimizing block-overlap and minimizing standard-deviation, have their
advantages and disadvantages. A well-chosen combination of measures benefits the
advantages of both and is therefore preferred: visible non-overlapping blocks with
no unwanted visual aention to specific edges, leveraged by the Gestalt principles
for easy interpretation. Unfortunately, both methods cannot be combined in a simple
manner, due to the difficulty of normalizing both measures. If we want to combine
the two metrics they should be normalized, otherwise one metric will weigh much
stronger. For the normalization of the metric we need the maximum value to divide
each value by. However, we cannot easily compute the maximum values, because this
is the inverse of the minimization problem. Fortunately, a set of optimal configurations,
more specifically, the Pareto optimal solution set, can be acquired using the multi-
criteria -constraint optimization method []. Users are given a trade-off between
the two optimization criteria by taking different  and swapping the sequence of the
optimization functions (see Figures . and .). We presented interaction techniques
to effectively explore visualizations depending on multiple parameters, such as these,
using a small multiple approach [] (see Chapter ).  e multi-criteria -constraint
optimization is implemented as follows. First, the constraint criterion is optimized
in isolation; next, the other criterion is optimized, with the restriction that the first
optimization value is no worse than an -fraction of the first solution.
A combination of both block overlap minimization and edge length standard deviation
minimization provides analysts with a visualization that allows them to ) perceive the
background rhythm as an immediate comparison baseline, ) discern highly commu-
nicative sub-communities as well as temporal and structural outliers within uniformly
sized activity bands that are densely or sparsely populated, respectively, and ) perceive
all of this within a uniform, non-distracting layout that depicts temporal events with
significantly reduced visual cluer and ink usage (see Figure .(j)).
6.5.5 Simulated annealing
Simulated annealing is used for cost function optimization of the presented reorder-
ing strategies. e outcome of the simulated annealing process depends on several
parameters such as the initial temperature and cooling schedule that computes a
new temperature each iteration []. During each iteration a new configuration
is computed; a random node is positioned at a random new position. e new
configuration is accepted if the cost function value for that configuration is beer
than the previous configuration cost value, in accordance with the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm [, ]. If the cost value of the configuration is worse, it is accepted
with a probability equal to the Boltzmann factor of the cost function difference. For
the cooling function we use a geometric cooling schedule to have a fast cool-down,
and, hence lower running times. See Section .. for a discussion on computational
scalability. We ran different experiments on all three measures: edge-length, standard
deviation, and block overlap, to determine default values for temperature and cool down
function. e experiments were run for varying initial temperatures and cool down
functions in order to select the ones that gave good results within a short amount of
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Figure 6.7: Pareto frontier with search space for both optimization criteria A and B, showing influence
of sequence of optimization criteria and constraint parameter  in the multi-criteria
optimization process along with some example solutions for minimizing block overlap (),
standard deviation () and combined criteria ().
(a)  =  (b)  = . (c)  = .
(d)  = . (e)  = . ()  = 
Figure 6.8: Edge length standard deviation  minimized, next block overlap is minimized with
constraint to stay within an 1 +  ratio of . Edges colored according to edge set size.
time, revealing the trade-off between number of iterations and solution quality. For
the experiments we define the cooling schedule as Ti+1 = cTi, i > 0, where c is
some constant 0:98 6 c 6 0:999. e initial temperature T0 is varied with values
0:1 6 T0 6 1000 of stepsizes T0  10 and c with stepsizes 0:005, i.e., we tested five
different T0 and c values: f0:1; 1; 10; 100; 1000g and f0:98; 0:985; 0:99; 0:995; 0:999g
respectively. For each of the 25 combinations of T0 and cwe ran the simulated annealing
algorithm 1000 times and took the average of the solutions. We found that an initial
temperature of 100 (maximum distance between two solutions) and a constant c of 0:999
provide good solutions. erefore, these are set as default parameters. e number of
iterations (tried configurations) with this setup is . Depending on the search space
of the dataset (the number of nodes) these default values should be adjusted.
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6.6 Circular Massive Sequence Views
e geometry of the  can be further optimized by using a polar representation for
the edges. Aer the reordering process there might be edges that span from the top
to the boom of the . By allowing edges to wrap around, visual cluer can be
reduced even further. One way to achieve this is to use a three-dimensional cylinder
and project edges to this instead of the two dimensional plane projection used right now.
However, additional interaction techniques have to be introduced to rotate the cylinder
along its length axis. Additionally, a large part of the edges would not be visible due to
the orientation. A beer solution is to draw circular edges using a polar representation
(see Figure .(a)). Here, time is encoded by the radius of the circle. Edges appearing
at the beginning are drawn near the center of the circle, whereas edges occurring at
the end are rendered at the outer boundary of the circle. is introduces a bias with
respect to aention given to the edges, because over time edges are drawn using an
increasing amount of ink. However, we are free to emphasize transactions occurring
at the beginning or the end of the time span by reversing the time direction. Using
the circular representation an edge can always be drawn in two ways, using either the
longest or shortest path between two nodes. e edge length computation l(va; vb) (see
Formula .) between two nodes va and vb is adapted accordingly:
l0(va; vb) =
min(ka  bk; jV j ka  bk)
jV j 1 : (.)
By rendering edges always using the shortest path in addition to the previously
introduced reordering strategies on the nodes, visual cluer is reduced even further.
For dynamic networks the number of edges (over time) is typically much larger than
the number of nodes. erefore, the standard  tends to get very elongated, but the
circular  reduces this effect. Both the standard  and circular  have their
advantages and disadvantages (see Figure .(b)). Communication between two nodes
is more apparent in the circular variant, however, more screen space is needed. For the
standard  bursts in time are beer discernible. Also, comparisons of time moments
is harder using the circular . is could be improved by overlaying time grid lines,
however this would introduce visual cluer. If the standard and circular  are linked
via standard brushing and linking techniques, advantages of both can be utilized to gain
maximal understanding of the dynamic network behavior.
6.7 Extending the model
Dynamic networks, or networks in general, usually contain more information than
just nodes and edges. In this section we explore two of these aspects, node hierarchy
information and node time-series information, and how these can be incorporated in
the node reordering strategies for the (circular) , both computationally as well as
visually.
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(a) Circular  further reducing cluer. (b) Dynamic network with  nodes and , edges
visualized using standard  (boom) and circular
 (top) with same optimized node order.
Figure 6.9: Dynamic networks visualized using circular .
6.7.1 Node hierarchy
Oen a natural node hierarchy is present, or generally can be deduced, which imposes
structure on the nodes []. For example, organization structure in case of e-mail
communication or geographical bank location form a natural hierarchy in case of a
financial transaction network. By constraining the position of the nodes in the 
to adhere to their position in the hierarchy, anomalous transactions can be detected
and analyzed. Also, transactions are generally expected to adhere to certain (domain)
rules or implicit agreements imposed by the hierarchy. For example, people in an
organization mainly communicate to other people that are on a similar level of the
hierarchy, implying natural communities in the data. By applying these hierarchical
constraints in the node reordering process the anomalous unexpected communication
paerns stand out. In addition, the hierarchy can support collapsing and expanding
behavior [] which improves visual scalability of the . We propose three
reordering strategies, in a similar fashion as Holten and Van Wijk [], for hierarchy-
constrained node reordering:
• top-down, first apply a reordering strategy on the highest level, then recursively
apply reordering strategies on lower levels of the hierarchy;
• boom-up, start with reordering strategies on the lowest levels of the hierarchy,
then apply reordering strategies on higher levels of the hierarchy;
• iterative combination, iteratively apply top-down and boom-up strategies until
the solution does not improve significantly anymore according to a user-defined
convergence factor.
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We found that generally the iterative application of the top-down and boom-up
strategies gives the best results. However, this is computationally (slightly) more
intensive. In general, aer about  to  iterations the solution does not improve
significantly anymore. e convergence factor nicely provides a tradeoff between
solution quality and computation time. Figure . shows an example result for the
iterative hierarchy-constrained reordering technique.
6.7.2 Node time-series data
In addition to (static) hierarchy node information, time-series data on the nodes is also
frequently available. Inspired by CircleView [] we extended the (circular)  to
additionally show time-series information on the nodes (see Figure .). is enables
users to discover correlations between node aributes that change over time and the
occurrence of edges involving these nodes. Similar to CircleView we use a heat map
to depict time-series values for an aribute over time. In contrast, we do not use a
slice of the circle but instead use a single line. is is done to leave space for the edges
and be able to analyze both aspects simultaneously. However, showing both pieces of
information simultaneously introduces cluer. is can be solved by providing users
with controls for the opacity of both the edges and node time-series rendering. is
enables users to shi the emphasis towards the information of interest for analysis, and
still provides the option to see both at the same time, revealing complex correlation
paerns (see Figure .).
6.8 Use case
We apply the reordering strategy to a real-world dynamic network dataset showing
the effect on the . is dataset also contains node hierarchy information and we
apply the constraint reordering technique to reveal unexpected communication paerns.
Finally, the dataset contains time-series data on each of the nodes. We combine all
techniques and show how these can be used to visualize and analyze dynamic networks
in order to reveal complex paerns and correlations.
6.8.1 Dataset
For the evaluation of all techniques we used the rich Social Evolution Dataset from the
Reality Commons project made available by the MIT Human Dynamics Lab []. e
dataset contains, among other information, mobile phone calls between  residents
of a dormitory over a period of  months. e dataset also contains a static, one-
level hierarchy; for each resident we know the advancement within their studies, i.e.,
freshmen, sophomore, junior, senior, graduate or unknown. Furthermore, we have
time-series information on the reported health status (flu symptoms) of the residents.
e dataset contains  nodes and , edges.
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Figure 6.10: Time-series data associated with nodes visualized using heatmap approach. Emphasis
on edges (le), node time-series data (middle), and simultaneous display for complex
correlation discovery and analysis (right).
(a) Non-optimized .
(b) Reordered .
Figure 6.11: Standard  (a) and combined reordering strategy applied to  (b).
6.8.2 Reordering strategy
First we apply the combined reordering strategy, minimizing standard deviation and
block overlap, to the  (see Figure .). From the reordered  we observe several
highly communicating communities (Figure .(b), boom), bursts of communication
at points in time (at start and halfway), communication between two nodes (top), and
observe that communication increases over time.
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(a) Non-optimized circular . (b) Reordered circular .
Figure 6.12: Circular  (a) and minimizing edge length node reordering strategy applied to circular
 (b).
(a) Non-optimized ; node order according to input file.
(b) Reordered hierarchy-constrained . Zoomed windows show communication bursts between groups (-)
and a communication burst having a community structure ().
Figure 6.13: Standard hierarchy-constrained , with hierarchy applied according to appearance in
data file (a) and combined reordering strategy applied to hierarchy-constrained  (b).
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6.8.3 Circular MSV
By applying the edge length minimization strategy on the circular  we gain more
insight in the community. A number of pairs of nodes that are communicating heavily
over time stand out (see Figure .(b), top). Furthermore, we observe a highly
communicating node pair that is communicating sparsely with other nodes (le). e
communication at the beginning of the time span is mainly two-way communication,
aer which there is a phase of no communication and then the communication seems
to be unidirectional for the rest of the dataset. Finally, we spot several other heavily
communicating nodes mainly active halfway the time span (right).
6.8.4 Hierarchy
To gain more insight in the highly communicating channels we group the nodes by
applying a hierarchical structure on the geometry (see Figure .). Now nodes are
constrained during the reordering process. e non-optimized hierarchy reveals some
structure, however, the bigger insights come from the reordered . Here we see
that the Freshman and Junior students are the least communicating groups. We also
observe that the Graduate students mainly communicate with other Graduate students,
sparsely with Senior students, but not with others. ere are some communication
bursts in which students from the Unknown group communicate with students from the
Senior group. ese observations are not directly apparent in the unordered hierarchy-
constrained  (see Figure .(a)) due to visual cluer or the reordered  without
hierarchy (see Figure .(b)).
6.8.5 Node time-series
By visualizing time-series associated with the nodes we can observe correlations be-
tween communication behavior and health status (see Figure .). We see for example
that there is a burst of communication from one student when that student becomes
ill (boom inlay box). We also observe two students that are heavily communicating
with each other over time except for one period in which one of the students reports
not being healthy (top inlay box).
6.9 Limitations andWorkarounds
Limitations with resprect to visual scalabilty, network topology and computational
scalability are briefly discussed and possible solutions are suggested for each category.
6.9.1 Visual scalability
e  scales well visually thanks to anti-aliasing techniques and blending [].
When the number of nodes is large and visual scalability becomes an issue, filtering
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Figure 6.14: Time-series data associated with each node. e visualization reveals correlations between
edge occurrence (calls) and aributes (flu symptoms). Edges are rendered black to increase
contrast and prevent color interference hence, simplifies the analysis.
techniques can be used to only show subsets. Furthermore, clustering techniques can be
applied to create new nodes, one for each cluster, and only show these with aggregated
edges, or solely show one cluster to inspect internal communication.
If visual scalability reaches its limit due to the number of edges, despite the blending and
anti-aliasing techniques, zooming or period selection can be employed. Aer zooming,
the nodes can be reordered again to have an optimal ordering for analysis of the zoomed
selection. However, this breaks mental map preservation due to the change in ordering
between zoomed selections. Similar techniques, such as spliing time in smaller periods,
can be employed if reordering does not provide enough insight due to the network
having a high number of conflicting edges.
6.9.2 Network topology
For networks that contain many overlapping edges at the same point in time, reordering
techniques will not help to render each of the individual edges without overlap due to
a high conflict rate. However, to have a sense of the number of edges occurring at
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Figure 6.15: Cost (average edge length 2 [0::100%]) versus number of iterations in the simulated
annealing process for various size graphs. e quality of the visualization at different
iteration points are shown for the first plot.
the same time, we provide users with a control to interpolate the horizontal time (x-
axis) position between real-time position and chronological order. For the computation
of the chronological ordering of edges with the same time, different aributes can
be used. We group edges with similar source and sink nodes to emphasize the block
effect. Furthermore, the interpolation can also be employed to interpolate between real-
time position and a different time-axis position, based on an edge aribute for further
analysis.
Also, interaction techniques such as linking and brushing can be used to highlight the
edges in a different view, for instance a node-link diagram or edge bundle view to beer
convey the network topology.
6.9.3 Computational scalability
e simulated annealing process offers a trade-off between time of simulation and
solution quality. We found that good quality solutions are found in about  to  seconds
by using the parameters as described in Van den Elzen et al. [] for moderate size
graphs, jV j6 1; 000, jEj6 10; 000. Figure . shows charts of average edge length
(percentage of total height) versus number of iterations in the simulated annealing
process. e charts show that the process converges here to a global minimum and
does not get stuck in a local minimum. ese charts are representative for all discussed
cost functions. Furthermore, convergence speed not only depends on the structure of
the graph, more specifically the connectedness, but also on the number of nodes, due to
more options, rather than the number of edges.
To speed up computations, motivated by a high number of nodes or in case of time-
critical applications, only important nodes can be considered in the optimization process
based on an aribute or metric such as degree or betweenness. Furthermore, parallel
versions of the simulated annealing algorithm can be used [].
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6.10 Conclusions
In this chapter the  is utilized to visualize the dynamics of networks. Different
characteristic temporal and structural paerns are defined in terms of the  and
according reordering strategies are proposed, making the paerns stand out, such that
they are easy to identify and interpret. We present three main reordering strategies,
based on node structural properties, visual edge properties, and prevention of block
overlap in time. Furthermore, we present a practical solution to combine the different
reordering techniques approximating the optimal solution, using simulated annealing
and -constraint multicriteria optimization, providing good solutions within a short
amount of time. We believe the reordering techniques are powerful techniques and
are valuable to other visualization techniques, in particular D network layouts such as
arc-diagrams.
e effectiveness of the different reordering strategies is shown by applying them on
generated and real-world datasets. From these use cases it becomes apparent that
each proposed individual reordering strategy is useful and worth inspecting as well as
the combined reordering strategies. e new node orders improve readability, reduce
cognitive load, and bring forward temporal and structural features present in the data,
leveraged by Gestalt principles for easy identification and effective exploration and
analysis.
e standard  is extended to enable the analysis of optional node data. To further
reduce visual cluer and use space more efficiently we introduce the circular . Time-
series information associated with the nodes can be analyzed using a hybrid approach
of the circular  and a representation based on CircleView []. We investigated
how hierarchical node structure can be taken into account and present a solution that
integrates this information into the reordering strategies using an iterative top-down
and boom-up process.
e  does not reveal detailed topology of a network very well. Hence, the 
should be used as part of a coordinated view application with at least one other view
conveying network topology, or as part of a tool-chain. In that case, the techniques
presented in this chapter are a useful component towards enabling temporal analysis
and understanding of dynamic networks by using the presented reordering strategies
for the .
6.10.1 Future work
ere are various directions for future work. e temporal and structural feature list
is not complete and could be extended to, for example, cliques, cycles, motifs, and
paths in the network. A different direction is to extend the  itself to allow for a
beer topological representation of the dynamic network. Furthermore, the metrics
as defined here, especially the overlap metric C might be generalized to apply to D
network layouts as well. is can then in turn be used to develop D dynamic network
layouts.
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e optimization process might be adapted to improve running times using operations
research methods such as constraint programming or mixed integer programming. A
challenge for the algorithms or graph drawing community is to find approximation
algorithms with polynomial running times that produce solutions with guaranteed
bounds.
Finally, the presented techniques should be evaluated using user studies to strengthen
the claims.
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.Reducing Snapshots to Points7
is chapter is based on []:
“Reducing Snapshots to Points: A Visual Analytics Approach to Dynamic Network
Exploration.” S. van den Elzen, D. Holten, J. Blaas, and J. J. van Wijk. IEEE Trans. Vis.
Comput. Graphics, xx:xxxx-xxxx, . to appear (Best Paper Award IEEE VAST 2015).
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7.1 A Visual Analytics Approach to Dynamic Network Exploration
Figure 7.1: Reducing snapshots of the dynamic network to points enables the exploration of network
evolution. e projection of snapshots (top) reveals that the network contains  stable
states (A-G), with  recurring states (C,D), and shows the transitions between them. A
representative network for the snapshots in each stable state is shown (boom).
W propose a visual analytics approach for the exploration and analysis of dynamicnetworks. We consider snapshots of the network as points in high-dimensional
space and project these to two dimensions for visualization and interaction using two
juxtaposed views: one for showing a snapshot and one for showing the evolution of the
network. With this approach users are enabled to detect stable states, recurring states,
outlier topologies, and gain knowledge about the transitions between states and the
network evolution in general. e components of our approach are discretization, vec-
torization and normalization, dimensionality reduction, and visualization and interaction,
which are discussed in detail. e effectiveness of the approach is shown by applying it
to artificial and real-world dynamic networks.
7.2 Introduction
Networks are ubiquitous, as they describe relations between objects. Oen these
networks are large and dynamic; they change over time. Some examples of dynamic
networks are (tele-)communication networks, social networks, financial networks, and
transportation networks. Understanding the evolution of dynamic networks is a
challenge. Typical insights to be gained are the discovery of states in dynamic networks
that characterize the network over time. e identification of stable states, recurring
states, outlier states, and transitions between these states helps in understanding the
network. For example, the network can change gradually from one state to another, it
could alternate between multiple states, or it might not be stable at all. An approach for
the identification of these states and obtaining insight in the evolution of the network
in general is needed.
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e challenge is twofold; how to visualize, interact with, and analyze a large static
network for one point in time (snapshot), and second, how to visualize, explore
and analyze many of these snapshots. For the analysis of a static network (one
snapshot) many methods are available, such as node-link diagrams and visual adjacency
matrices []. In this chapter we address the second issue, and present an approach
to explore and analyze many snapshots of a dynamic network. Currently, there are
two major visual approaches to analyze network evolution: mapping time-to-time and
mapping time-to-space []. Two implementations of these techniques are animation
and small multiples. For small multiples one problem is to find an optimal balance
between using few images, lacking temporal detail, and many smaller images, which are
hard to interpret. Furthermore, it is demanding to focus on many items simultaneously
and relate these to each other. e use of animation also has problems, such as the
difficulty to track changes over (longer) time periods, and how to visually encode these
changes.
Here we present a novel method that enables users to trace the network over time: the
reduction of snapshots to points. More specifically, we contribute a visual analytics
approach for dynamic network exploration, enabling:
• the visual identification of stable states, recurring states, and outlier states;
• the transitions between states, and;
• the analysis of network evolution in general.
e approach consists of four steps: ) discretization; ) vectorization and normalization;
) dimensionality reduction; and ) visualization and interaction. ese steps are
discussed in detail, and guidelines and defaults for parameters are provided. Together
these steps enable dynamic network exploration.
e chapter is organized as follows. First, related work is discussed in Section ..
e visual analytics approach is presented in Section .. In Section . we apply our
approach to artificial and real-world dynamic networks. e approach is discussed
in Section . and finally, conclusions and directions for future work are given in
Section ..
7.3 Related Work
For static networks many visualization methods are available such as node-link dia-
grams, visual adjacency matrices, and hierarchical edge bundles. e two dominant
methods for dynamic networks, using these techniques, are animation and small
multiples [, ].
In animation the different instances of the network at each timestep are shown as a
movie, e.g., [, , ]. is approach leads to a high cognitive load, as users need
to focus on many moving or changing items simultaneously. Also, tracking (multiple)
changes over time is difficult. To reduce this burden, animation is oen combined with
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a timeline control, for example in [, ]. If a node-link diagram is used as network
visualization in the animation, then the stability of the network layout for subsequent
timesteps influences the viewers mental map. erefore, mental map preservation is an
important area of research in graph drawing [, , ].
In the small multiples technique the different timesteps are presented as juxtaposed
visualizations using a filmstrip or grid layout [, , ]. In general, it is difficult
to determine the number of multiples to use in the visualization. Furthermore, the
multiples might be far apart from each other, making it harder to relate them to
each other for the discovery of paerns. Also, visualization space for each multiple
becomes smaller as the number of multiples grows. is decreases the readability of the
individual visualizations. If small multiples are used interactively, a solution to this is
the use of large singles for detailed inspection [].
A variation on the small multiples approach is superposition; stacking the multi-
ple instances of the network and optionally connecting related nodes of sequential
timesteps [, , ].
Next to the generic techniques of animation and small multiples, sophisticated visu-
alizations that provide an overview of the entire timespan of the network have been
proposed [, , , , , , , , ]. However, these specialized visualizations
are oen difficult to interpret, difficult to reproduce, and generally pose restrictions on
the network type.
Visual analysis techniques have been proposed for the exploration of dynamic networks,
e.g., Von Landesberger et al. [] also employ dimensionality reduction techniques
with a focus on contagion in networks. Hadlak et al. [] cluster temporal aributes
associated with the nodes and edges. Steiger et al. [] extend upon this by enabling
the analysis of repeating time-series paerns. In contrast to our method, the structural
connection between nodes and edges is not considered in both methods. Moreover, for
our method we do not need temporal aributes to enable exploration and analysis.
Also, visual analytics solutions for the exploration of dynamic networks are proposed,
e.g., [, , ]. Falkowski et al. detect and show communities over time that are
connected based on similarity. is method, in contrast to ours, focuses on community
detection and not on states in the dynamic network. Outlier states as well as the absence
of communities will not be picked up by the community detection. Furthermore, it
is difficult to relate combinations of communities to identify recurring or stable states.
Other methods, not related to dynamic networks, also propose visual analytics solutions
for the identification of recurring states, e.g., [, ].
We only briefly discuss related work here, as dynamic network literature is plenty. For
further reading we refer to recent dynamic network visualization surveys providing a
broader perspective [, , , ]. In summary, current methods are either based
on mapping time-to-time such as animation, or mapping time-to-space with (variations
o) small multiples. Both techniques have their own issues and shortcomings. In this
chapter we explore our simple yet powerful method that deviates from these traditional
techniques, by reducing snapshots of the dynamic network to points for exploration and
analysis.
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Figure 7.2: Visual analytics approach for the exploration of dynamic networks with different steps
) discretization, ) vectorization and normalization, ) dimensionality reduction, and )
visualization and interaction.
7.4 Reducing Snapshots to Points
First, the global concept is introduced by providing an overview of the approach. Next,
dynamic networks are defined, followed by a description of the four steps of the
approach: discretization (Section ..), vectorization and normalization (Section ..),
dimensionality reduction (Section ..), and finally visualization and interaction (Sec-
tion ..). Figure . provides a high-level overview of the approach.
7.4.1 Visual Analytics Approach
e visual analytics method consists of four steps, starting with dynamic network
discretization. In this step the dynamic network data is prepared for analysis. e basic
idea is to create a series of snapshots of the dynamic network at subsequent points (or
short periods) in time based on event log data, such as transactions or communications.
Each snapshot contains an instance Gi of the dynamic network.
e next step is simple but simultaneously crucial to our approach and is to the
best of our knowledge not considered in previous literature: the network snapshots
are vectorized and considered as points in high-dimensional space. is effectively
represents the network edges at a point (or interval) in time as a row feature vector; each
such point in this high-dimensional space represents the network at a different time-
interval. e position of the snapshots in this space provides insights in the evolution
of the network: snapshots where networks are similar will be positioned closer to
each other and form clusters. Similarly, for timesteps where the network is different
compared to more common network snapshots, the points will be outliers. Clusters
of points indicate stable or recurring network states. Points lying in between clusters
provide insight in how the network evolves from one state to another.
To enable analysis and exploration of the dynamic network snapshots we apply dimen-
sionality reduction techniques and project the points to two dimensions in the third step.
Finally, we introduce two juxtaposed linked views: a projection of the snapshots and a
second view that provides a network visualization for a selected snapshot.
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7.4.2 Dynamic Network Model
We model a dynamic network   as a sequence of N snapshots:
  = (G1; G2; : : : ; GN ); (.)
where a snapshot is a directed graph Gi = (V;Ei; ti), with node (vertex) set V and edge
(link, transaction, event) set Ei  V  V with from and to vertex tuples (vm; vn), and
where ti denotes the i-th timestep. e set of all edges in the dynamic network is the
union of edge sets of all snapshots:
E =
N[
i=1
Ei: (.)
Furthermore, we consider weighted graphs. Let w be a function defined on the edge set
as w : N E ! R assigning a real-valued weight w(i; e) to edge e 2 Ei.
7.4.3 Discretization of Dynamic Networks
In practice, datasets containing timestamped activities (e.g., log-files, email-traffic) are
more ubiquitous than predefined sets of snapshots of a dynamic network. If these
activities involve two objects each, like for instance sending a message from one address
to another or a financial transaction between two accounts, it is natural to view such a
dataset as a dynamic network. An activity log is modeled as:
A = (A1; A2; : : : ; AM ); (.)
where Aj = (aj ; sj) 2 E  R is an activity with edge aj(vm; vn) and time-stamp
sj . e activity log is transformed to a dynamic network by creating a sequence of
snapshots for analysis. We assume the time points tj are equidistant and tj+1   tj = t
is constant, representing days, hours, et cetera. Each snapshot Gi has an associated
sampling time-window [ti   !=2; ti + !=2) with width !. Now the edge-set Ei of a
snapshot is:
Ei = faj j sj 2 [ti   !=2; ti + !=2)g: (.)
e weight of an edge e in snapshot i is simply the number of edges in the edge set, i.e.,
set cardinality:
w(i; e) = jfAj j aj = e ^ e 2 Eigj: (.)
To create the snapshots we have different choices for t. In the most extreme case each
snapshot contains a single activity and at the other end of the spectrum there is only one
snapshot containing all activities. Neither of these two options is desirable. In practice
it is best to choose t based on domain knowledge or such that they result in a logical
division of the timespan of the data, e.g., divide a day in hours, half-hours or quarters
of an hour. A visualization of the events over time (e.g., a Reordered Massive Sequence
View [, ]) could help in determining an appropriate window-length.
Here we choose to keep t constant. It may be justifiable to have varying lengths, how-
ever, this makes interpretation later on more difficult. To prevent missing paerns due
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(a)  = 0 (b)  = 0:1 (c) 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 = 0:9
(g)  = 0 (h) 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 = 0:5 (k)  = 0:75 (l)  = 0:9
(m)  = 0 (n) 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 = 0:75 (r)  = 0:9
(s)  = 0 (t) 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 = 0:5 (w)  = 0:75 (x)  = 0:9
Figure 7.3: Effect of different overlap values  for the snapshots in the discretization process. Images
show a two dimensional projection for the thiers- [] dataset computed using linear
dimensionality reduction  (first and third row) and non-linear dimensionality reduction
t- (second and fourth row). e window width ! of the snapshots is kept constant in
the first two rows,t (and hence the number of samples) varies. e number of snapshots
a-f and g-l are, , , , , , . In the third and fourth row the number of
snapshots is kept constant at  and the window width ! is varied. Generally, the more
overlap, the more structure is visible in the resulting projections. Subsequent snapshots are
connected with lines to reveal paerns over time. Points are colored according to time with
a perceptually linear colormap (top le).
to hard boundaries, time-windows are allowed to have an overlap  with neighboring
time-intervals using a sliding window, i.e., we use! > t. e window acts as a moving
average, effectively smoothing the data by adding new edges and dropping old edges as
time progresses. e overlap  2 [0; 1] of successive windows is defined as:
 = (!  t)=!: (.)
Instead of uniform weighting of instances across time intervals, i.e., using a box
kernel, smoother kernels could be used. However, the simple scheme used here gives
already satisfying results and is easier to explain to non-experts. Figure . shows
the influence of different fractions of overlap on the final projection for an example
dataset: Figures ., ., ., and . use the same dataset, which is described in detail
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(a) No normalization. (b) Binarization. (c) Min-Max scaling. (d) Z-score.
Figure 7.4: Linear dimensionality reduction technique  applied on dynamic network snapshots of
the thiers- [] dataset a) without normalization, b) binarization, c) min-max scaling,
and d) z-score normalization. Z-score normalization is the preferred choice for  since we
are interested in the components that maximize the variance, however, no normalization
already reveals much of the structure and evolution of the dynamic network.
in Section ... We suggest a fractional overlap of . or more for a smoother image,
however this is dataset dependent.
Each snapshot contains a number of edges, that when combined form a (static, flaened)
weighted network. A snapshot Gi can be represented as an adjacency matrix Mi of size
jV jjV j with:
Mi;jk = w(i; (vj ; vk)): (.)
As a result, we have a set ofN matrices with snapshots that together define the dynamic
network. In summary, we introduce discretization to create snapshots for activity-
based datasets, and as an added bonus we can control the number of snapshots to
beer scale and deal with large datasets. Overlap is introduced to smooth snapshots
of subsequent time-steps, which improves the interpretation of the final projection.
Also, overlap reduces missing temporal paerns with otherwise hard boundaries. e
resulting snapshots of the dynamic network are used in the next step of our approach
by interpreting each snapshot as a point in high-dimensional space.
7.4.4 Vectorization and Normalization
Now that we have snapshots of the dynamic network, the goal is to analyze these and
gain insight in the evolution. We enable this by simply reducing each snapshot to a
point. In the following we describe how this is achieved.
All N network snapshots represented by jV jjV j adjacency matrices are rearranged to
1 jV j2 row-vectors which are points in jV j2-dimensional space. e row-vectors are
stacked to form a N  jV j2 matrix (see Figure ., step ). e columns of this matrix
represent edges of the network and the rows represent different snapshots. A column
is a feature vector, which represents the behavior of one edge over time. Instead of the
adjacency matrix, also other aributes derived from the matrix can be used. Examples
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are simply the number of (active) edges and vertices, or the degree distribution of the
snapshot.
e next step in the approach is to reduce and project the high-dimensional points to two
dimensions. is is done using linear and non-linear dimensionality reduction methods,
a heavily studied topic in statistics and data-mining. Before applying the methods the
matrix can be normalized to achieve beer projection results; that is, we normalize
each dimension of the high-dimensional space. We performed experiments with three
different normalization methods: binarization, min-max, and z-score, see Figure ..
With binarization, 1 is assigned to each cell with a valueMi;jk > 0 and 0 otherwise. Min-
max normalization scales the data to a fixed range [0; 1]. Z-normalization transforms
the data to have zero mean and unit variance by subtracting the mean and dividing
by standard deviation. For a linear dimensionality reduction method, such as , z-
normalization is the preferred choice, since we are interested in the components that
maximize the variance. Min-max normalization leads to smaller standard deviations,
thus suppressing the effect of outliers.
For the cases we considered, there was no clear best method, and the choice seems
to depend on the dataset and paerns to look for. Normalization might emphasize
specific paerns in the data for easier identification, for example, z-score normalization
suppresses outliers while min-max scaling preserves outliers. We achieved good results
without normalization and leave further exploration for future work. Also, it is not
strictly necessary, because every feature is measured on the same scale and unit.
However, if derived aributes are added it is advised to apply normalization first.
7.4.5 Dimensionality Reduction
Our network snapshots are points in high-dimensional space but multiple dimensions
are hard to comprehend and difficult to visualize. erefore we use dimensionality
reduction techniques [], which project points to lower dimensional subspaces such
that data characteristics of the features in the lower dimensional subspace approximate
geometric characteristics of the data in the original high-dimensional space. Our goal
is to reduce the feature space to two dimensions and project the snapshots as points for
visualization and interaction.
ere are many linear and non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques that can
be used, such as Principal Component Analysis () [, ], Multidimensional
Scaling () [], or t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-) []. e
computation times for both  and t- can be strongly reduced by using improved
variants such as Randomized  [, ] and Barnes-Hut- [], respectively. is
makes them usable for large datasets and enables interactive real-time analysis. 
is a linear dimensionality reduction technique, i.e., the resulting dimensions are linear
combinations of the original dimensions such that the variance of the data is described
best. is restriction can be overcome by applying a kernel-trick [] to achieve non-
linearity [].
A recent comparison reveals that non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques per-
form well on selected artificial tasks, but  still has a beer performance on real-world
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(a) , 
(b) t-,  (c) t-, 
(d) , 
Figure 7.5: Non-linear dimensionality reduction using a,d)  and b,c) t- for degree distribution
distance measures c,d) Kolmogorov-Smirnov and a,b) Degree Distribution antification
and Comparison [], applied on the thiers- dataset. Both non-linear dimensionality
reduction methods result in similar images. is projection reveals a large night cluster,
morning and end-of-day clusters that are connected to the night state. ree more network
states are identified; a cluster with a network state where a few nodes have a high degree,
a cluster with a sparse network state, and a cluster with a dense network state.
datasets []. erefore, we choose for (Randomized)  as initial dimensionality
reduction technique, but also provide  and t- in our application, using source
code provided by the authors [, ]. Both  and t- have the advantage that
besides the standard Euclidean distance between network snapshots, more sophisticated
network distance measures can be directly employed with the use of a pre-defined
distance matrix. For example, we can precompute distances based on degree distribution.
As a measure for this, the widely used Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [], or the more
recent Degree Distribution antification and Comparison () measure [] can be
used. is provides us with a more structural comparison of the network over time, see
Figure ..
e dimensions of the resulting dimensionality reduction algorithm are oen difficult to
interpret, especially for the non-linear dimensionality reductions such as  and t-.
However, this is not an issue here, because we are not interested in the dimensions but
rather in the clusters and outliers of the resulting projection of the dynamic network
snapshots. For analysis and exploration, the snapshots, now reduced to points, are
visualized in the resulting two dimensional space.
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Figure 7.6: Graphical user interface of the prototype implementing the different components of the
visual analytics approach with (A) the projection view with snapshots of the dynamic
network reduced to points, (B) the linked network view with a node-link diagram of a
selected snapshot in the projection view, and (C) linked time control, and (D) auxiliary
degree distribution view for a selected snapshot.
7.4.6 Visualization and Interaction
To enable the exploration of the dynamic network we use two linked juxtaposed views
implemented in a prototype application. Figure . shows the graphical user interface
of the prototype with the projection view and the network view. See the video in the
supplemental material¹ for a demonstration of the different interaction methods.
ProjectionView e projection view visualizes each snapshot of the dynamic network as
a dot. Dots that are close to each other indicate that the snapshots have a similar network
state. Sequential dots in time can be connected with a line to emphasize transitional
paerns between clusters. is also enables the identification of snapshots close in time,
but far apart in the projection view and vice versa. Dots are assigned a user defined
colormap that is initially set to index in time. By coloring dots according to time more
structure in the clusters can be identified. If a cluster has a (nearly) uniform color, this
indicates a stable state in the network, i.e., the network stays the same for a longer
period. If a cluster consists of multiple colors, it reveals a recurring state. Next to color-
mapping by global time index as described above, other options are available such as
coloring dots according to hour of the day to reveal day paerns. Finally, dots could also
be colored according to a derived aribute such as network density to reveal structure.
Exploration is supported by zoom-and-pan techniques. Zooming facilitates the close
up inspection of clusters of snapshots. To simplify the identification of clusters
¹http://www.stef.vdelzen.net/dissertation
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(a) Standard projection. (b) Emphasizing clusters.
Figure 7.7: Simplifying the identification of states in the network by emphasizing clusters in the
projection view by repositioning nodes with equal coordinates. a) Many snapshots
containing similar network states that are given equal coordinates and b) aer repositioning
for beer identification of the network state.
we de-cluer the projection view by repositioning points with equal positions using
Phyllotactic arrangement techniques []. is results in the emergence of clusters
that emphasize the states in the network, see Figure ..
We use two dimensional projections to prevent cluer and to keep navigation techniques
simple. However, different axes resulting from the dimensionality reduction can be
selected to project the snapshots. For example, it may be fruitful to check dimensions
beyond the first two dimensions if  is used. Additionally, time can be selected as
one of the axes of the projection. Upon repositioning of the points due to switching
between different projections the users mental map is preserved by using animation to
support the impression of one unified space and also simplifying the tracing of points.
Dots can be selected and highlighted to show the associated network snapshot in the
network view.
Network view e network view visualizes the network of the selected snapshot using
a node-link diagram where each dot represents a node of the network and each line
an edge. e network configuration is computed using a user selectable force-directed
graph layout [].
e nodes in the network view can be set to be visible and static for each snapshot or
be repositioned on each newly selected snapshot. e advantage of recomputing the
layout is that it oen results in a clearer visualization of the structure of the network,
however, this might break the preservation of the mental map. Stability of the nodes is
supported by initializing each node position to the current position when computing a
new force-directed layout. If nodes are repositioned, animation is used to make tracking
of changes easier. Also, a static layout based on the union of all snapshots can be used.
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Nodes in the network can be colored according to an associated multivariate aribute
value. Similar to the projection view, exploration is enabled by zoom-and-pan tech-
niques. Furthermore, the start- and end-time of the highlighted snapshot is rendered
in the network view to provide context. Simple linking and brushing techniques are
implemented to enable visual querying. Brushing nodes in the network view highlights
snapshots in the projection view according to user selectable rules: a snapshot is
highlighted if a) one or more nodes have a link, b) all nodes have a link, c) one or more
nodes have a link with each other, d) all nodes are linked to each other. is enables
users to visually perform queries on the behavior of particular nodes over time.
In addition to the projection view and the network view we implemented two auxiliary
views, a linked timeline control and degree distribution view. e timeline view provides
a context and enables to scan through the dynamic network. e degree distribution
view shows the degree distribution of the network that is highlighted in the projection
view and shown in the network view. is enables the comparison of snapshots on a
more structural level and proves useful if alternative distance measures are used based
on degree distribution, such as in Figure ..
7.5 Use Cases
We have applied our approach to artificial and real-world datasets. We present
results and discuss choices for parameters. e visual analytics approach helps in
understanding the network dynamics by revealing stable states, recurring states, outlier
states and provides insight on the evolution of the networks in general.
7.5.1 Artificial Dynamic Networks
We created different artificial dynamic network datasets to test and evaluate the visual
analytics approach. We show the results of our approach on two of such datasets here,
a third example is shown in Figure .. In our network creation model we define the
number of nodes and number of stable states in the dynamic network. A stable network
state is created by using the small world model of Newman, Was, and Strogatz [,
]. Next, small variants of the resulting network are created for a number of user
defined timesteps. Aer creation of a number of these stable states, transitional network
states are created by interpolating between the stable states over a predefined number
of timesteps.
First, we create a dynamic network with 100 nodes, 9900 edges, and 650 timesteps.
e dynamic network contains four stable states and three transitions; at the start the
network consists of one large small-world community. Next, the community falls apart
and two separate communities emerge. en one of the smaller communities is divided
into two even smaller communities. Finally, one of these joins the largest community
again. All states are stable for 125 timesteps and transitions take 50 timesteps.
If  is applied to the network snapshots we clearly see four clusters of snapshots
and the transitions between them (see Figure .). By highlighting the snapshots in the
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Figure 7.8: Linear reduction with  reveals four stable network states and transitions between them.
Gray insets show representative snapshots.
clusters we discover the structure of the network in the network view. If we select time
on the x-axis we see that the last three stable states are more similar than the first stable
state as their distance to each other on the y-axis (first principal component) is smaller,
see Figure .(a). If we apply z-normalization, the structure within clusters becomes
clearer, and the clusters themselves are emphasized. However, the transitions between
the clusters become less clear, see Figure .(b). Next we switch to t-, Figure .(c),
and the clusters of stable states become even more clear, however, we do not see the
transitions between the stable states anymore. is might be resolved aer fine-tuning
of the algorithm parameters.
e second dynamic network, again 100 nodes and 9900 edges, contains four states,
five transitions and has a recurring state in the network that occurs at different points
in time. e network starts with one big community (the recurring state) and then falls
apart in two smaller communities. Next one big community is formed again aer which
the network again falls apart into two different smaller communities. en the network
splits into three communities and finally merges back to one big community again. e
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(a) Time. (b) Normalization. (c) Non-linear.
Figure 7.9: Alternative projections of the dynamic network snapshots: a) time vs. 1st principal
component, b)  with z-normalization, and c) non-linear dimensionality reduction with
t-.
Figure 7.10: Linear reduction  reveals four network states, three stable and one recurring state. e
largest blue circle shows a zoomed-in version of the recurring state and the gray insets
show representative snapshots.
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(a) Time vs. 1st principal component. (b) Non-linear reduction.
Figure 7.11: Alternative projections providing more insight in the same dataset as in Figure ..
sequence consists of 900 timesteps.
First we again apply  on the snapshots enabling us to identify the four different stable
states. We see the transitions between the states and identify one state as recurring
because the cluster of snapshots consists of different colors, see Figure .. If we
switch to time on the x-axis we more clearly see the stable states and their duration
in Figure .(a). Furthermore, we now see when in time the recurring state occurs. By
switching to t- we see the stable states as clusters (see Figure .(b)). e transitions
between the stable states are not visible here, but we are still able to identify the sequence
of states due to the connected subsequent snapshots. Also, the recurring state is more
clear here due to a beer spread of the points in the cluster.
7.5.2 High-School Contact Patterns
Two different datasets were collected from the SocioPaerns initiative []. Both datasets
contain timestamped events of face-to-face contact between persons based on wearable
sensors in context of determining how infectious diseases spread within a population.
e first dataset contains face-to-face contacts of high-school students between three
different classes during 4 school days in 2011 (see also Figures ., ., ., and .).
e second dataset contains 7 school days of face-to-face contacts (from a Monday to
the Tuesday of the following week in 2012) between students of 5 different classes,
again logged at the French high-school Lycée iers in Marseilles []. e results we
obtained with the two datasets are similar in nature with identical findings, therefore
we only discuss the richer 2012 dataset below.
e dynamic network consists of 180 nodes (students), 45; 047 contacts, and 10; 104
unique edges. We create snapshots by choosing a window width ! of 60 minutes with
an overlap  of 0:9. is results in  minutes (t) of new edges and dropping old edges
for each subsequent snapshot. e total number of produced snapshots is 2015.
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First we apply  to the snapshots (see Figure .). Here we use a linear color-scale
and the first thing we notice is that each day can be identified by a separate color.
Furthermore, we see a big cluster of snapshots in the middle. is cluster consists of
different colors, so this indicates a recurring state in the network. Aer inspection
by highlighting, we see that this cluster represents the network during night, i.e., no
activity. Each day starts at the night cluster and returns to it with a loop.
Next, we use z-normalization and apply  again (see Figure ., right). Similar to
before, the recurring night cluster is present and the days are visualized as loops. ere
is a more clear separation now between clusters far away and close to the night cluster.
e snapshots in the clusters further away from the center contain more dense networks
whereas the clusters closer to the center (night) contain sparse networks. If snapshots
are colored according to hour of day, we see that the dense network states oen occur
at the start of the day and in the aernoon the network is predominantly sparse.
If we switch the x-axis to time and the y-axis to first principal component, the nights
and weekend are clearly visible in Figure .(a). It also indicates that all days have a
similar variance as the day paerns have similar shape.
We continue the exploration by switching to dimensionality reduction using t-.
Again, the night cluster appears and the days are shown as separate trails. Here
we conclude that likely each day is different from one another, because no trails are
overlapping or forming clusters, see Figure .(le). We also see more structure in the
days by means of gaps in the trails. is indicates a daily rhythm, presumably caused by
breaks between classes and lunches. If we color dots by hour of day we see that the gaps
occur at similar time-periods in Figure .(right). Upon closer inspection we identify
a cluster of snapshots that is present in each day between  and . At this cluster of
snapshots the network is very dense and the clusters before and aer are both sparse.
Now that snapshots are colored by hour of day we see that one trail of snapshots is
different compared to the rest. e Wednesday trail is shorter and aernoon snapshots
(a) Time vs. 1st principal component. (b) Non-linear reduction.
Figure 7.13: Alternative projections with snapshots colored by hour of day.
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are not aached. Aer inspection we see that the network state at Wednesday aernoon
is much sparser compared to the other days. is is explained by the fact that students
take exams on Wednesday which typically last the whole aernoon without breaks [].
Also, a cluster of snapshots is identified representing the network state at ursday
aernoon. Here, this network state represents the communication of one class only.
Finally, we apply z-normalization before applying the t- dimensionality reduction
and this results in many small groups of snapshots that generally span a time period
of an hour (see Figure .(b)). is indicates that classes probably last an hour.
Furthermore, we see that mornings are more consistent and aernoons differ, indicated
by longer trails in the morning and smaller clusters in the aernoon.
7.6 Discussion
e basic steps of the visual analytics approach presented in this chapter are all existing
techniques: ) discretization, ) vectorization and normalization, ) dimensionality
reduction, and ) visualization and interaction. However, their combined use for the
analysis of dynamic networks is novel and provides new views and insights. e
cornerstone of our approach, both simple and effective, is to reduce snapshots of a
dynamic network to points.
ere are many different choices for the exact implementation and parameter seings
of our approach, for example, how to choose the time step and window overlap in
discretization, the dimensionality reduction technique, and what (derived) features to
use. Many options depend on the characteristics of the dynamic network to analyze and
might be best determined in a joint effort between domain expert and a visualization
professional or data scientist. Still, we consider this flexibility a strong point as it enables
to use the approach for a broad range of datasets and perspectives on these, and opens
possibilities for future work.
We found that in general non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques work best for
the reduction of snapshots to points. is has the downside that it is harder to interpret
the resulting dimensions. ough, this is not that important since we do not need a
precise explanation but rather the ability to visually identify clusters and outliers.
ere are two types of visual scalability concerns in our method; scalability with respect
to network size and number of timesteps involved. In our case we found that our
approach works well for a network with  nodes, , edges, and  timesteps.
We believe our method is able to deal with both aspects of scalability, up to a certain limit
depending on memory– and time–availability. If the network at each snapshot is large,
then for the visualization in the network view a (sorted) visual adjacency matrix [] or
hierarchical edge bundles [] have to be used rather than a node-link diagram. Also,
the choice for window-length of the snapshots commonly influences the network size at
each snapshot; in general, if window-length is chosen smaller, the resulting networks at
each snapshot will also be smaller compared to larger window-lengths. Also, scalability
for the number of timestamps can be controlled in the discretization step. If only a few
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timesteps are available the method will be less effective, since we rely on the visual
identification of clusters. erefore, one should aim for at least  timesteps.
Computational scalability of the dimensionality is addressed by using scalable variants
of  and t-, as described in Section ... is enables near real-time interaction
and being able to deal with large datasets.
7.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented a novel visual analytics approach for dynamic network
exploration. e approach consists of four different steps: discretization, vectorization
and normalization, dimensionality reduction, and visualization and interaction. e
crucial step in the approach that enables the exploration and analysis of dynamic
networks is to reduce snapshots to points. e individual components are not new,
however, the combination and their application to dynamic networks is novel. is
enables users to visually identify stable and recurring states in the network and provides
insight in the transitions between them. As a proof of concept the approach is
implemented in a prototype. e approach is highly flexible and adaptable to users
needs, e.g., how to create the snapshots and what dimensionality reduction technique
to use. For the creation of snapshots we suggest to have at least  percent overlap of
subsequent timesteps. However, this is merely a guideline and depends on the dataset at
hand. We experimented with different dimensionality reduction techniques and found
that standard  without normalization gives good results but non-linear reduction
methods such as t- work best. However, the general approach is independent from
implementation details and with this work, deviating from standard approaches such as
animation, timeline and small multiples, we hope to have inspired new work in the area
of dynamic network exploration. We have shown the effectiveness of our approach by
applying it to artificial and real-world dynamic networks and were able to get insights
and understanding on the evolution of the networks.
7.7.1 Future Work
For future work there are several directions. First, the parameters involved in the
different steps of the approach might be improved. Finding the best distance measure
and dimensionality reduction technique is a challenge and typically depends on the
dataset.
Second, the approach now relies on visual identification of clusters and outliers,
which might be improved with automatic clustering in high-dimensional space, outlier
detection [], or graph similarity []. e visualization and interaction step might also
benefit from high-dimensional visual analysis methods, e.g., a dual setup between item
space and dimensions space []. Finally, the visualization setup might profit from
other linked views showing network complexity properties.
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8.1 Conclusions
I the previous chapters we presented interaction techniques, visualization methods,and recommendations and guidelines for the exploration and analysis of multivariate
data, multivariate networks, dynamic networks, and combinations thereof.
Due to the complexity of dynamic multivariate networks, to develop a single visualiza-
tion that depicts the structural changes of the networks, shows all multivariate aributes
involved, reveals temporal and structural paerns, and exposes states in the network is
a real challenge. To tackle this, we believe that interaction plays a key role in enabling
users to gain insight and understanding of dynamic multivariate networks. Next to
interaction, multiple perspectives on the data should be shown and each of these views
should be linked to maximize contextual understanding. Furthermore, we argue that
the workflow of an analyst should be reflected in the prototype application, automatic
support for explanation and presentation should be provided, and interaction metaphors
and visual variables should be used consistently across views and interface elements.
In the next paragraphs the conclusions of each of the individual chapters are repeated
and briefly discussed followed by a discussion of re-usability and integration. Next
we reflect on our contributions by extracting general guidelines for effective visual-
ization techniques and interaction design to explore and analyse dynamic multivariate
networks. Finally, directions for future work are identified and briefly discussed.
Small Multiples, Large Singles In Chapter  we introduced a new visual
exploration method for multivariate data analysis using small multiples. We
presented a model based on the alternation between large singles and small
multiples. e small multiples are produced by applying split operations
on large singles. We propose different split operations each having their own use.
Furthermore, we introduce a navigation mechanism based on explicitly showing the
visual history of the exploration path. e effectiveness of the exploration method
is tested using a formal user study comparing four different interaction methods.
We found users needed fewer steps in answering the questions and also explored a
significantly larger part of the state space in the same amount of time, which gives them
a broader perspective on the data, hence lowering the chance important data features
are missed. Moreover, the small multiple exploration method offers comparison and
guidance simplifying the exploration process. Users were more satisfied and preferred
exploration methods using small multiples, but if a visual history should be integrated
is still an open question and needs further investigation.
e presented method is not limited to multivariate data but can also be applied to
dynamic multivariate networks. e dynamic aspect of the network, usually time, can
be represented using a single aribute. Analysis is enabled by, e.g., showing the network
in a large single using a two dimensional embedding for the entire timespan. Next, the
timespan can be refined and explored by spliing the large single in small multiples each
showing a different time interval. During the exploration, multivariate aributes can
be explored and different embeddings can be shown. In addition, integrated automatic
methods in cooperation with the small multiples technique can be used to help with
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the exploration. In Chapter  we have shown how visual analytics, e.g., interactive
clustering, proves useful in multivariate data analysis. We can likewise explore the
effect of parameters of network algorithms with similar split operations.
From Detail to Overview via Selections and Aggregations Chapter  presented
novel interaction methods for both domain-experts and casual users
to explore and analyse multivariate networks concurrently on network
topology as well as the multivariate data. is enables users to see outliers,
paerns and trends for the combined elements. Furthermore, we support
users in the simultaneous creation of a high-level infographic-style overview. is
helps in understanding the network, provides abstraction and aggregation, and presents
a means for communication to a broader audience. Both interaction methods are
facilitated by using selection sets as a central element and the juxtaposition of detail
and overview.
We have shown the effectiveness of our  approach through several elaborated
examples on real-world datasets. Furthermore, we have shown this method is not just
limited to multivariate networks, but also can be used when only multivariate data or
network structure is available. Finally, due to the general and flexible setup, this method
is domain-independent.
Although this method is targeted at multivariate networks we can extend this to
also enable dynamic network exploration. Similar to the small multiple approach,
time can be encoded as an additional aribute. By filtering using the selections of
interest, a higher-level overview of the evolution can be produced for presentation and
communication.
Massive Mobile Phone Data Exploration In Chapter  we aimed at developing
tools and techniques for the exploration and analysis of massive mobile
data supporting all aspects of the process. We identified user tasks
and requirements from which appropriate visualization, interaction and
automated support techniques are selected. Next, we implemented these in
a highly interactive prototype.
We showed the effectiveness of our visual analytics approach by applying the prototype
on massive mobile phone data containing . billion calls and  exchanges between
around  million users located in Ivory Coast over a period of  months, provided by
France Telecom within the context of the Orange  challenge. From the typical use
cases obtained while browsing the data, we extracted significant and interesting events
by cross-correlating these using UN reports and weather information.
In this chapter we touched upon the combined elements of dynamic, multivariate,
network and big data. It shows and discusses the various challenges involved and
aempts to solve these with a visual analytics approach. Besides the temporal and
structural elements there is a geospatial element that plays a key role in the exploration.
All three elements (spatial, structural, temporal) can be explored with coordinated
multiple views in one unified framework.
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ExtendedMassive Sequence Views In Chapter  the  is utilized to visualize
the dynamics of networks. Different characteristic temporal and structural
paerns are defined in terms of the  and according reordering strategies
are proposed, making the paerns stand out, such that they are easy to identify and
interpret. We present three main reordering strategies, based on node structural
properties, visual edge properties, and prevention of block overlap in time. Furthermore,
we present a practical solution to combine the different reordering techniques
approximating the optimal solution, using simulated annealing and -constraint multi-
criteria optimization, providing good solutions within a short amount of time. We
believe the reordering techniques are powerful techniques and are valuable to other
visualization techniques, in particular D network layouts such as arc-diagrams.
e effectiveness of the different reordering strategies is shown by applying them on
generated and real-world datasets. From these use cases it becomes apparent that
each proposed individual reordering strategy is useful and worth inspecting as well as
the combined reordering strategies. e new node orders improve readability, reduce
cognitive load, and bring forward temporal and structural features present in the data,
leveraged by Gestalt principles for easy identification and effective exploration and
analysis.
In addition, the standard  is extended to enable the analysis of optional node data.
To further reduce visual cluer and use space more efficiently we introduce the circular
. Time-series information associated with the nodes can be analyzed using a hybrid
approach of the circular  and a representation based on CircleView []. We
investigated how hierarchical node structure can be taken into account and present a
solution that integrates this information into the reordering strategies using an iterative
top-down and boom-up process.
e  does not reveal detailed topology of a network very well, hence it should be used
as part of a coordinated view application with at least one other view conveying network
topology, or as part of a tool-chain. erefore, we believe the techniques presented in
Chapter  are a step towards enabling temporal analysis and understanding of dynamic
networks by using the presented reordering strategies for the .
Reducing Snapshots to Points In Chapter  we presented a novel visual
analytics approach for dynamic network exploration. e approach consists
of four different steps: discretization, vectorization and normalization,
dimensionality reduction, and visualization and interaction. e crucial step
in the approach that enables the exploration and analysis of dynamic networks is to
reduce snapshots to points.
e individual components are not new, however, the combination and their application
to dynamic networks is novel. is enables users to visually identify stable and recurring
states in the network and provides insight in the transitions between them.
As a proof of concept the approach is implemented in a prototype. e approach is
highly flexible and adaptable to users’ needs, e.g., how to create the snapshots and what
dimensionality reduction technique to use. For the creation of snapshots we suggest
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to have at least  percent overlap of subsequent timesteps. However, this is merely a
guideline and depends on the dataset at hand.
We experimented with different dimensionality reduction techniques and found that
standard  without normalization gives good results but non-linear reduction meth-
ods such as t- work best. However, the general approach is independent from
implementation details and with this work, deviating from standard approaches such
as animation, timeline, and small multiples, we hope to have inspired new work in the
area of dynamic network exploration. We have shown the effectiveness of our approach
by applying it to artificial and real-world dynamic networks and were able to get insights
and understanding on the evolution of the networks.
is method focuses on understanding the evolution of the network. Here, static
multivariate data is taken into account by using visual variables of the node-link diagram
visualized for one snapshot. Nodes are colored to the according static node information.
Edge width is varied for the dynamic edge data. Other multivariate data could also be
included using different visual variables or glyphs by enriching the node-link diagram.
Also, the visualization could be changed to a more specialized visualization depending
on the associated multivariate data. Finally, the computed projection is mainly based
on structural and temporal node-link paerns through vectorization of the adjacency
matrix. A future extension could be to also, or solely, take multivariate data into account.
We briefly touched upon these possibilities in Chapter  but a beer understanding is
needed to obtain general guidelines and recommendations.
8.1.1 Integration and re-usability
e techniques presented in this dissertation can be used in isolation, however, in
combination the techniques result in powerful synergistic solutions. Some integrations
are already discussed in the individual chapters, e.g., the integration of the small
multiples, large singles technique in the  approach of Chapter .
To position our solutions and to provide a guideline for future combination or integra-
tion of the techniques we decompose the title of this dissertation and for each aspect we
depict the relevance of each chapter. is gives us an overview of aspect and chapter
importance and what technique can be used to tackle a specific or combined problem.
Moreover, this enables the comparison of different solutions.
e brightness of each block in Figure . shows the relevance for the intersections
of aspects and solutions. Each chapter touches upon each of the aspects and for
each solution at least two aspects are highly relevant. Overall, visualization, i.e., the
creation of new visual encodings is deemed less important and more aention is given
to interaction techniques. e dynamic aspect of networks as well as the multivariate
aspect are given about equal aention. All chapters are highly relevant for the aspects
networks, with the exception of Chapter , which provides a more generic solution for
multivariate data. Figure . can be used to select suiting solutions for a given problem,
e.g.,  can be combined with extended s or with reducing snapshots to points if
the network is both dynamic and multivariate.
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Figure 8.1: Overview of the solutions presented in each chapter with according relevance for each
aspect.
A mock-up illustration of an example integration of the techniques in one holistic
system is shown in Figure .. Starting from two juxtaposed views similar to the 
approach, with one view showing the detailed network and the other showing a high-
level overview, we extend this by integrating different solutions. e detailed network
view can be used to show:
• the topology (structure) of the network using two-dimensional embedding algo-
rithms;
• the multivariate data by superimposing edges on a scaerplot (Chapter );
• a projection of reduced snapshots of the network (Chapter ); or
• the geospatial position of nodes with superimposed edges (Chapter ).
Selections of interest are used for visual querying and play a central role. In the
infographic-style overview we can show different visualizations for the selections
depending on context; (aggregated) multivariate data can be shown here or a layout of
the (aggregated) network if the selections of interest contain snapshots of the network.
Next to topology and multivariate data we can show a selection of reordered massive
sequence views revealing temporal paerns. We can even introduce a separate linked
view for this if temporal paerns are important. e s can also depict associated
node hierarchies using icicle plots. Similarly, a circular  can show associated time-
series for nodes, either as a linked view, or on demand with a tooltip style. Each step
of the exploration path is preserved using a visual history that enables explanation,
collaboration, and presentation. is mock-up is merely an example of how the different
techniques can be integrated. By designing and integrating visualization concepts
one should adhere to the principal design principles and techniques as introduced in
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Figure 8.2: Mock-up illustration of an example integration of the techniques presented in this
dissertation into one unified framework for the exploration and analysis of dynamic
multivariate networks.
Chapter . In the following section we extract design rules from our own solutions and
experience. e discussed design rules are applicable to general visualization design.
8.2 Reflections
In the introduction, Chapter , we discussed some of the fundamental visualization and
interaction techniques and design principles. In the work presented in this dissertation
and the developed prototypes to realize and evaluate the concepts, we strived to adhere
to the discussed principles and concepts. Below we reflect on our work, both presented
in this dissertation and earlier work, we extract several more design and interaction
technique principles that are specific to our work and are not found in previous literature.
We believe, when applied and integrated correctly, these concepts contribute to effective
exploration and analysis in general; they are not specific to the exploration and analysis
of dynamic multivariate networks, but applicable to interactive visualization design in
general.
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8.2.1 Design follows user workflow
e arrangement of the views, as well as the visualization design itself and available
interaction techniques should follow the natural workflow of the user.
is design principle is most apparent in the work presented in Chapter : Small
Multiples, Large Singles. Typically, in multivariate data analysis, users do not know
what they are looking for in the data. A common interactive visualization such as a
scaerplot does not help users in finding interesting paerns, due to the shear amount
of possible aribute combinations. In order not to miss anything, all combinations have
to be tried. If we also take data filtering and visual encoding into account the number
of possible combinations explodes. us, the natural workflow of the user here is to
experiment with and explore different seings, then deepen and focus the exploration if
something interesting is found. Furthermore, the different visualizations are compared
by repeatedly switching seings in search of compelling paerns. Here we help users by
providing a visualization and interaction technique that naturally follows this workflow.
All different parameter values for data filtering, mapping and visual variables can be
shown in an interactive small multiple seing that provides users with guidance and
comparison. Intriguing paerns are directly visible and can be inspected in detail, next
the exploration continues with that visualization. is workflow experience is enhanced
by moving the exploration path containing all previous visualizations to the le upon
important decision actions.
Also, the interaction and visualization design of the work presented in Chapter , ,
closely follows the user workflow. Here, users explore multivariate networks by starting
with the creation of selections of interest. ese can next be adapted using direct
manipulation. Next, the projection can be changed while the selections of interest are
preserved and thus can be viewed in a different context. Multivariate aspects of the
selections of interest can be inspected in a second linked juxtaposed view providing
a high-level overview. From this, the exploration is continued by further adjustment
of the selections of interest in the detail view. Once interesting findings are gathered
and hypotheses are tested, a high-level overview might be necessary to communicate a
message to a broader audience. is presentable visualization is created simultaneously
and automatically for the user already during the exploration of the data. e high-
level overview can be edited with direct manipulation interaction operations, such as
rearrangement, and showing and hiding details. Also, here the natural workflow of the
user — going from exploration and analysis to presentation — is supported.
In Chapter  we deviate from this paern of following the workflow of the user. In
this chapter we first defined a minimum set of requirements that the application at
least needs to support. However, from this it did not became clear how a typical
exploration or workflow is performed. More specifically, we could not identify where
users want to start the exploration. e data has three components that are all equally
important, space, time, and structure. It is the combination of these components that
reveals complex correlations. From these components there are multiple, logical starting
points for exploration and analysis. It can start from a temporal paern, a structural
paern, a spatial paern, or a combination of these. Furthermore, on a conceptual
level, the exploration can start with an overview and go into detail, or it can start
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from a detail and then expand this to an overview. is not only depends on the
data properties but might also depend on personal user preference and the topic of
interest. us, contrary to logical sequential exploration steps, in Chapter  we rely
on a flexible multiple coordinated view solution that tightly integrates spatial, temporal
and structural perspectives on the data. is enables users to start the exploration with
the properties of interest and can either start with an overview (measure view) or an
interesting detail paern (temporal matrix).
8.2.2 Automatic support for explanation and presentation
Automatic support for the explanation of findings and the presentation of the insights
to a broader audience should be a principal element in the solution.
e solutions presented in Chapters  and  start with an overview of the data to begin
the exploration by showing a measure view and a projection view, respectively. However,
related to following the user workflow we believe it is not always best to implement the
information visualization mantra (see Chapter ): starting with the overview might not
be appropriate. In addition, findings, and the exploration path leading to it, oen need
to be communicated to a broader audience and (semi-)automatic support for this should
be provided.
An example implementation of this design principle is most apparent in the work of
Chapter , where the multivariate network exploration does not start with an overview,
but with interesting aributes and selections of interest. Likewise, the work of Chapter 
starts with interesting aributes and the user is guided in the exploration with small
multiples. Also, for the work presented in Chapter  on the extended massive sequence
view we believe there is not a single best overview. e different reordering strategies all
provide interesting overviews, showing multiple perspectives on the dynamic network.
Each of the overviews enables the identification of distinct temporal and structural
properties that are less apparent in the other overviews.
Earlier work by the author, not discussed in this dissertation, on the interactive
construction and visualization of decision trees [], also does not start with an
overview but again with interesting aributes. ese aributes are presented to the
user and sorting here plays a crucial role to restrict inspection to only the most relevant
aributes. Also, this interactive visualization adheres to the previous design principle
of following the natural workflow of the user. is is achieved with a tight integration
of automatic and manual decision making.
ese examples all (automatically) support the presentation and explanation of findings
to a broader audience. In the small multiples, large singles approach presentation and
explanation is supported by automatically keeping a visual history. Aer exploration
each finding can directly be explained by the path leading to it. Also, in the 
approach presentation of findings comes for free by creating a high-level overview of
findings. In a similar fashion, the overview is interactively constructed by the user
during exploration in the work on decision trees. is overview, without distracting
details, can directly be used for presentation and visually explains the paerns.
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Reflecting on the methods to achieve automatic support for explanation and presentation
we can extract three techniques from the above implementations:
• Automatic abstraction – introduce a linked higher-level abstraction view in addi-
tion to the main view. is view should be updated automatically during the
exploration and reflect the detail view on a higher aggregation level. Also, details
should be kept to a minimum here to simplify presentation and reduce distraction
from the main message to be conveyed.
• Construction during exploration – make the high-level overview part of the
exploration process itself by interactive construction.
• Automatic visual history – keep a visual history of all important decisions taken
during the exploration. is exploration trail provides a direct abstraction and
supports the communication of findings by presenting an explanation.
8.2.3 Consistent interaction metaphors and visual variables
For all views and interaction widgets consistent interaction metaphors should be used
to increase usability. Moreover, consistent visual variables should be used for all views
to increase visual association.
If multiple views and controls are used in a (prototype) solution, all interaction
techniques should be implemented consistently. If items can be highlighted and selected
in one view, users expect these to also work for all other views. is means that users
should be enabled to highlight and select the items in all other views as well, using
the same interaction techniques. is also applies to more subtle interface element
interactions. For example, if users are enabled to highlight an element and when clicked
on some action is performed, then this is also expected for other elements that can
be highlighted. If implemented poorly this leads to frustration and misunderstanding.
In addition, consistent interface elements should be used for similar data-types, e.g.,
assuming the data types for two different variables are integer, we do not want a slider
for one variable and a spin-box for the other. Next to consistent use of interaction
metaphors, we think interaction controls should be kept to a minimum, i.e., it is beer to
choose good default values and hide the controls, than to show them all and let the user
define values. In order to enable users to change the (carefully chosen) default values,
the controls should be shown on demand with for example, an advanced or expert-mode.
e use of color is a strong indicator things are linked to each other and whenever
possible should be used to indicate this. For example, with the  approach in
Chapter  selections of interest are used as a central element. e selections of interest
can be manipulated with many controls and interaction techniques across different
views and panels. We use the visual variable color to indicate association. In the detail
view the selection of interest is represented with a box that has a uniquely identifying
color. e same color is used in the aggregated box in the high-level overview as well
as in the selection view which is used to order the selections. Also, the handles of
the scented widgets in the aribute view share this color. If a different selection of
interest is manipulated the color of the handles is automatically updated to reflect this.
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Furthermore, a consistent selection color should be used for all selections and unified
across all views, e.g., data items in a visualization, items in a list or table. is color
harmony encourages a relaxed and clear well-ordered interface hence, improving the
user experience and lowering the barrier for exploration.
e use of consistent interaction metaphors and visual variables seems like a no-brainer
but is too oen neglected or poorly implemented in practice.
8.3 Future Work
In addition to the suggestions for future work for the specific techniques, presented
in earlier chapters, here we present global directions for future work. ere are four
underexplored areas that we believe deserve more aention: streaming network data;
scalability in terms of time; evolving hierarchical node structure; and comparison of
multiple dynamic multivariate networks. Below we discuss these and suggest how the
methods and techniques presented in this dissertation can contribute.
Streaming network data In this dissertation and with dynamic multivariate
network exploration in general, it is assumed that the data is complete and full
information is known at the moment of analysis. How to deal with streaming
network data is still an open question. What visualization and interaction
techniques are most suitable to support the exploration and analysis of such
data? How long should data be kept in the visualization, in memory, and how
to store this? Should aggregations be shown, and how oen should they be
updated? ese are challenging and as of yet unsolved problems. Related to this is
computational efficiency, which becomes important in a streaming network data
seing.
e extended massive sequence view can probably be adapted to support stream-
ing data by adding new data at the right side of the visualization and simulta-
neously fade out old data at the le side. However, many problems need to be
solved first for a viable solution, for example, how to deal with sudden bursts of
data addition, and how to diminish or prevent the effects of change blindness.
From all techniques discussed in this dissertation the most suited technique
is presented in Chapter : the reduction of snapshots to points. By using a
linear dimensionality reduction technique such as  we can correctly position
new snapshots in the projection view. However, if many points are added, the
projection likely needs to be updated. In addition, all other challenges mentioned
before also apply here.
Temporal scalability In contrast to network scalability in terms of nodes and
edges, an under-explored area is scalability with respect to the number of
timesteps in the dynamic network. It is not clear what visualization is best suited
when the number of timesteps is large, e.g., in the order of thousands or more.
Clearly, animation does not work, because it needs to run for a long period which
intensifies the tracking of changes. In addition, this also renders the comparison of
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multiple moments in time impossible. Furthermore, here a timeline does not help
due to the shear amount of positions to check, compare, remember, and replay.
Also, small multiples split on the time aribute are no solution here due to the
minimal visualization space for each multiple.
e  tends to get very elongated for a large number of timesteps. A solution
here could be to divide time in multiple intervals and analyse and explore these
in isolation. However, this introduces new problems such as how to compare the
intervals with each other. e circular  would emphasize events that occurred
more recently, which might not be desirable. Also, the projection view in the
reduction of snapshots to points technique only scales to an amount of points
until cluer and heavy overdraw occur. is could potentially be solved by using
clustering techniques or density-based rendering, but how to support this with
intuitive interaction is non-trivial.
Dynamic hierarical structure Current approaches for the exploration and anal-
ysis of dynamic multivariate networks sometimes take extra node information
into account such as hierarchical structure. is hierarchy is generally assumed
to be static, i.e., it does not change over time. In real-world dynamic networks,
this hierarchy possibly changes over time, for example the organization structure
of a company changes as the company grows and goes through different phases
(startup, growth, expansion, and mature business). Similar techniques for the
exploration of dynamic networks, as presented in this dissertation, can also
be applied to dynamic hierarchies, as this is a special type of network (tree).
However, how to visualize both the evolution of the dynamic network as well
as the changing hierarchical structure to enable simultaneous exploration, and
analyse one in the context of the other, is unexplored in literature.
Comparison Traditionally, visualization and interaction techniques are devel-
oped for the exploration and analysis of a single dynamic multivariate network.
e comparison of two (or multiple) dynamic multivariate networks for the entire
timespan is rarely discussed in literature. However, comparison of networks
helps in the understanding and identification of different temporal network types
such as, only increasing or decreasing the number of edges over time, oscillating
between multiple stable temporal states, et cetera. Different views on a single
network might be extended to multiple views in the reordering techniques of
the . Also, the projection view of the snapshot reduction technique could
show multiple networks. e snapshots of the different networks should then
be connected with their own connecting line. However, this would not scale to
the comparison of a large number of networks. Furthermore, for the comparison
of multiple networks it might not be best to show them both, but rather show the
differences, e.g., as in Crippa et al. [].
In the introduction we argued that the interactive visualization of dynamic multivariate
networks is a challenging problem. In this dissertation we have presented different
methods and techniques that provide a solution. However, there are still many
challenges le to be solved.
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Summary
Interactive Visualization of Dynamic Multivariate Networks
N are ubiquitous in society, some examples are communication networks,social networks, financial networks, and transportation networks. e under-
standing of networks can help to take beer decisions. is dissertation explores and
presents interaction and visualization techniques for the exploration and analysis of
networks. State-of-the-art as well as current industry standards are mainly based on
purely automated methods, such as rule based retrieval. However, these automated
methods fall short due to aggregation and loss of context. Also, purely visual methods
fall short, for instance due to limited screen resolution. is doctoral dissertation
therefore examines the following central research question: “How to enable people to
obtain insight in dynamic multivariate networks using a combination of automated and
interactive visual methods?” We show that a combination of interaction techniques,
automated methods, and visualization supports users in the analytical reasoning process
to detect anomalies, test hypotheses, gather insights, and obtain new knowledge. In
practice, networks are not only large, but also dynamic and multiviariate: they have
a structural as well as a temporal aspect and besides the topological structure of the
network, multivariate data on the nodes and links is available. We present novel
techniques that address one or a combination of these aspects.
In Chapter  we present a novel visual exploration method based on small multiples and
large singles for effective and efficient data analysis that is not restricted to multivariate
networks. Users are enabled to explore the state space by offering multiple alternatives
from the current state and can then select the alternative of choice and continue the
analysis. e intermediate steps in the exploration process are preserved and can be
revisited and adapted using an intuitive navigation mechanism based on the well-known
undo-redo stack and a filmstrip metaphor.
Exploration and analysis methods are oen focused on a single aspect; the network
topology or the multivariate data. In addition, tools and techniques are highly domain
specific and require expert knowledge. We focus on the non-expert user and propose a
novel solution for multivariate network exploration and analysis that tightly couples
structural and multivariate analysis in Chapter . In short, we go from Detail to
Overview via Selections and Aggregations (): users are enabled to gain insights
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through the creation of selections of interest (manually or automatically), and producing
high-level, infographic-style overviews simultaneously.
Visual analytics techniques for the exploration and analysis of real-world massive
mobile phone data are investigated and implemented in Chapter . First, we identify user
tasks and develop a system following a visual analytics approach by tightly integrating
visualization, interaction and algorithmic support. In addition, we provide different
views to explore both space, time, and structure in one unified framework. e system
is then evaluated by exploring a massive mobile phone dataset containing billions of
calls and  exchanges between millions of users located in Ivory Coast in context of
the Data for Development challenge.
In Chapter  we introduce a technique that extends the Massive Sequence View () for
the analysis of temporal and structural aspects of dynamic networks. Using features in
the data as well as Gestalt principles in the visualization, such as closure, proximity,
and similarity, we developed node reordering strategies for the  to make these
features stand out that optionally take the hierarchical node structure into account. is
enables users to find temporal properties, such as trends, counter trends, periodicity,
temporal shis, and anomalies in the network as well as structural properties, such as
communities and stars.
In Chapter  we present a visual analytics model for dynamic network exploration based
on discretization, vectorization, dimensionality reduction and visualization in which
each time-window of the dynamic network is considered as a point in high-dimensional
space. is enables abstraction, visualization and exploration. Two juxtaposed views
enable the discovery of stable states, outlier states and the evolution of the network in
general.
Problems or domains that are not modeled or presented as networks can oen naturally
be approached as a network of objects with relations between them. is makes the
presented techniques in this dissertation applicable to a broad range of domains.
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